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Abstract

Reconstruction of Cosmological Fields in Forward Model Framework

by

Chirag Modi

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Uroš Seljak, Chair

The large scale structures (LSS) of the Universe contain a vast amount of information about
the birth, evolution and composition of our Universe. To mine this information over the next
decade, large scale imaging surveys such as the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Survey (DESI),
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), Euclid and WFIRST will probe the Universe with
unprecedented precision, and on the largest scales. This provides an opportunity to shed light
on the longstanding mysteries regarding the true nature of dark matter and dark energy, as
well as to resolve tensions between different probes of the past decade. However to utilize the
full potential these surveys which are no longer statistically limited, it is critical to develop
analytic methods that extract the maximum amount of information across all scales. In this
regard, the massive data volumes, the non-linearity, and non-Gaussianity of the signal in the
regimes probed by these surveys will pose outstanding challenges.

The focus of this thesis is to tackle aforementioned challenges with a novel framework for
the analysis of the large scale structures by reconstructing cosmological fields using forward
models. These forward modeling approaches are the most promising way to jointly model
different cosmological observations with requisite accuracy at all scales, while accounting for
their individual systematic biases and noise. We approach reconstruction within a Bayesian
formalism - by optimizing the likelihood of the observed data and maximizing the cor-
responding posterior of initial conditions. This requires solving optimization problems in
multi-million dimensional space and we develop novel differentiable forward models as well
as adiabatic optimization algorithms to assist with this.

We begin by using this approach to reconstruct the initial density field from a continuous
dark matter field, as well as discrete observables like dark matter halos. We also construct a
power spectrum estimator for this reconstructed Gaussian density field, which is the summary
statistic for optimal analysis. With 21-cm intensity mapping, we show how this framework
can instead be used for secondary analysis such as de-noising the observed data and recov-
ering lost cosmological information. For this, we also introduce Hidden Valley Simulations
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- a suite of high resolution N-Body simulations and develop models to simulate HI cluster-
ing. Having demonstrated the efficacy of this approach, we finally introduce FlowPM - a
GPU-accelerated, distributed, and differentiable N-Body solver in TensorFlow that naturally
interfaces with the most advanced machine learning tools. This will enable the community
to efficiently solve large scale cosmological inference problems and develop differentiable for-
ward models for the reconstruction of cosmological fields with the next generation of LSS
surveys.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the wealth of extra-galactic observations in the last two decades, cosmology has evolved
into a precision science and there has emerged a concordance model for cosmology. It has
been extremely successful at simultaneously describing disparate properties of the Universe
ranging from the existence and structure of the cosmic microwave background, the large-scale
structure in the distribution of galaxies to the observed abundances of light elements as well
as the the accelerating expansion of the universe. In this model, the universe contains three
major components: i) a dark energy component contributed by non-vanishing cosmological
constant (Λ), ii) non-baryonic, dissipationless, collisionless cold dark matter (abbreviated
CDM), and iii) ordinary baryonic matter. Consequently, this model is known as ΛCDM
model and is often dubbed as standard model of cosmology.

According to this model, the Universe originated from an initial singularity at the Big
Bang and was immediately followed by a very brief period of exponential expansion known
as inflation that lasted about 10−32 seconds. This was followed by a long period of several
hundred thousand years where the Universe expanded slowly and cooled progressively. Dur-
ing this period, it was a hot plasma (above 10,000 K) of constantly interacting of baryons,
electrons and photons. Due to these interactions, photons had extremely short mean free
paths and were in thermal equilibrium with electrons and baryons. This phase also coincides
with the radiation dominated era i.e. when radiation was the dominant energy component
of the Universe. As the Universe expanded and cooled to reach temperature of 3000K about
380,000 years after Big Bang, the energy of these photons dropped below the threshold re-
quired to excite electrons away from light nuclei, allowing protons and electrons to combine
in an event called recombination and form neutral atoms. At this point, the photons decou-
pled from baryons and electrons to move freely and their mean free path increased to reach
Hubble scale. The first light emitted from this time is visible to us in the form of Cosmic
Microwave Background Radiation (CMB). A little prior to this decoupling, we also cross the
matter-radiation equality, that is the time at which the evolution of the Universe starts to
be dominated by the matter energy density while photons and relic neutrinos become less
and less important. In this era, after CMB decoupling, the matter perturbations can start to
grow under the gravitational attraction and evolve to give rise to the large scale structures
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Figure 1.1: Cosmic history and evolution of the Universe from Big Bang to the present day. Credits
ESA

that we observe today. The final stage in the evolution of Universe started around 4 billion
years ago when the Universe is finally moved out from matter domination to enter a phase
of the an accelerated expansion of the largest scales believed to be driven by dark energy, as
discovered in the observation of the furthest supernovae. This history and evolution of the
Universe is shown in

The success of ΛCDM model is altogether more impressive in that in the simplest stan-
dard model, it matches all the cosmological observations and describes the evolution of the
Universe with only 6 physical parameters - physical baryon density parameter; physical dark
matter density parameter; the age of the universe; scalar spectral index; curvature fluctu-
ation amplitude; and reionization optical depth. The best fit value of these parameters in
latest CMB analysis by Planck is given in 1.1.
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Parameter Symbol Value (68 % c.l.)

Baryon density Ωbh
2 0.02242 ± 0.00014

Dark Matter density Ωch
2 0.11933 ± 0.00091

Angular Acoustic Scale 100θMC 1.04101 ± 0.00029
Optical Depth τ 0.0561 ± 0.0071

Primordial Power Spectrum Amplitude ln(1010As) 3.047 ± 0.014
Scalar spectral index ns 0.9665 ± 0.0038

Hubble Constant H0[kms−1Mpc
−1

] 67.66 ± 0.42
Dark Energy Density ΩΛ 0.6889 ± 0.0056
Age of the Universe Age[Gyr] 13.787 ± 0.020

Table 1.1: The best-fit cosmological parameters from combined PlanckCMB power spectra, in
combination with CMB lensing reconstruction and BAO (TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO) [187].
The top group of six rows are the base parameters, which are sampled in the MCMC analysis with
flat priors. The middle group lists derived parameters.

ΛCDM model was first established after the discovery of accelerated expansion of Uni-
verse [197, 185] and following Stage ii cosmic microwave background (CMB) and large scale
structure (LSS) surveys. While Stage iii surveys such as SDSS BOSS [31], Planck [187],
DES [61] have broadly validated ΛCDM model over other proposals and firmly entrenched
it as standard model of cosmology, they have also pushed it to its limit. Most notably,
there is a 4.4 σ tension between the value of Hubble constant inferred from local Universe
with supernovae experiments and that inferred from cosmological scales with Planck and
BOSS [196]. Additionally, there is also a discrepancy in the amplitude of fluctuations as
inferred from weak lensing and CMB experiments. In addition to these, ΛCDM model also
faces some fundamental challenges regarding its key components. While we understand the
phenomenological properties of dark matter and dark energy reasonably well, the compo-
nents themselves remain elusive. Extensive searches for dark matter particles have so far
shown no well-agreed detection and the dark energy may be almost impossible to detect in
a laboratory. The energy density of the cosmological constant itself is unnaturally small as
compared to naive theoretical predictions, by some 120 orders of magnitude.

The coming decade will see transformative dark energy science done by Stage iv surveys,
based both on the ground such as (DESI [68], LSST [138]), CMB-S4 [2] and space-based
missions (Euclid [10], WFIRST [70]). We expect that large swaths of the universe will
be sampled to close to the sample variance limit on very large scales using galaxies as
tracers of density field as well as sources used to measure the weak gravitational lensing
shear, cosmic backlights illuminating the cosmic hydrogen for Lyman-α forest studies and
cosmic microwave background radiation with its associated gravitational lensing. At the
same time, these fields will offer a multitude of cross-correlation opportunities, through
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which more and more robust science will be derived. A number of upcoming (CHIME [19],
HIRAX [165], Tianlai [50], SKA[4]) or planned (PUMA, the proposed Stage ii experiment
[55]) interferometric instruments will also use the 21-cm signal to probe this volume of the
universe.

Given the unprecedented size and scales of these surveys, it is necessary to develop
corresponding theoretical and analytic tools to optimally extract cosmological information
from their noisy and incomplete data across all scales. Developing such tools for the analysis
of large scale structures is the focus of thesis.

1.1 Large Scale Structures

It has been long established that the galaxies are not randomly distributed in the Universe
and there is an underlying large scale structure (LSS) of nodes and filaments where galaxies
cluster together with large void spaces between them. These provide a sensitive probe of
the underlying cosmology and in this section we briefly summarize the basic tools to study
these and will be referred to throughout this thesis.

1.2 Modeling Growth and Evolution of Dark Matter

The large scale structures are seeded by small inhomogenieties in the early Universe that grow
under gravitational collapse. We will follow the standard model where these gravitational
dynamics are primarily governed by cold dark matter in an isotropic, otherwise homogeneous
expanding Universe. Thus we begin by writing the Friedmann equations which relate the
dynamical evolution of the Universe to the total matter and energy content in the Universe.( ȧ

a

)2

=
8πG

3
ρ− Kc2

a2
(1.1)

ä

a
= −4πG

3

(
ρ+

3p

c2

)
(1.2)

(1.3)

where a is the scale-factor, K is the curvature of the Universe (=0 in the rest of this work), ρ
and p are the total energy content and pressure of different components often related by an
equation of state. We also introduce dimensionless Hubble parameter H(t) = ȧ(t)/a(t) which
measures the expansion rate of the Universe and its value today is the Hubble constant. The
value of the energy density at which the curvature of the Universe vanishes is the critical
density ρc. Its related to the Hubble parameter such that

ρc(a) =
3H2(a)

8πG
(1.4)

and it is common to rescale the density ρ by the critical density to define dimensionless
density parameter Ω(a) = ρ(a)/ρc(a). We will also use H = Ha, which is the conformal
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expansion rate defined with respect to conformal time τ related to cosmic time t with dt =
a(t)dτ . Similarly, we will use comoving coordinates x corresponding to physical coordinates
r = ax.

Now, turning towards the evolution of the large scale structures, let us define the density
contrast δ

ρ(x, a) ≡ ρ̄(x, a)[1 + δ(x, a)] (1.5)

Let v(x, a) be the peculiar velocity of matter with respect to the background expansion and
the gravitational potential sourced by the density fluctuations with the Poisson equation as

∇2Φ(x, a) =
3

2
Ωm(a)H2(a)δ(x, a) (1.6)

Eulerian Approach

To study the evolution, we first take the approach of Eulerian dynamics [25]. We write the
Euler equations in the expanding Universe

δ̇ +∇ · [(1 + δ)v] = 0 (1.7)

v̇ + (v · ∇)v = −Hv −∇Φ (1.8)

where the dots denote time derivative with respect to conformal time τ . Henceforth, we
assume that v is curl free, thus ignoring vorticity and instead focus on the divergence of
velocity θ = ∇ · v. Combining these with the Poisson and Friedmann equations results
in the coupled integro-differential equations that can be solved to obtain the evolution of
matter. However given the complex nature of these equations, they are typically solved
perturbatively by Taylor expanding the density contrast. This gives rise to the Eulerian
perturbation theory solutions for the large scale structures.

At first order, i.e. under the assumption of small density fluctuations and peculiar veloc-
ity, we obtain the linear perturbation theory solution for the evolution of density contrast

δ̈ +H(τ)δ̇ +
3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)δ = 0 (1.9)

This second order differential equation with a source and damping term allows for a gen-
eral solution having a decaying (D−) and growing mode (D+), with decoupled spatial and
temporal coordinates -

δ(x, τ) = D+(τ)A(x) +D−(τ)B(x) (1.10)

where A(x), B(x) are initial density perturbations. For the purpose of structure formation,
the decaying mode is not important and we focus only on the growing mode for which the
general solution is

D+(a) =
5Ωm

2

H(a)

H0

∫ a

0

da′

(a′H(a′)/H0)3
(1.11)
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Here we have used the normalizing convention that growing mode is equal to the scale factor
in matter dominated epoch D+(a) = a. We use the continuity equation at first order to
calculate the velocity gradient -

θ(x, τ) = −δ̇(x, τ) = f(τ)H(τ)δ(x, τ) (1.12)

where

f(τ) =
d lnD

d lna
(1.13)

is the logarithmic growth rate.

Lagrangian Approach

While the Eulerian approach describes the density and velocity fields of matter in a fixed
coordinate system, Lagrangian approach concentrates on the trajectory of individual particle.
Let q denote the Lagrangian (comoving initial) coordinate of a particle. Then in Lagrangian
approach, the dynamical variable is the Lagrangian displacement field Ψ(q, τ) defined by

x(τ) = q + Ψ(q, τ) (1.14)

From the previous section, the Newtonian equations of motion for the trajectory of the
particle are -

ẍ + H(τ)ẋ = −∇Φ (1.15)

Now, the particle density in the Largrangian coordinates is the same as the average
density of the Universe. Therefore by mass conservation

ρ̄(τ)d3q = ρ̄[(1 + δ(x, τ)]d3x (1.16)

Hence we can relate the Eulerian density contrast to the displacement vector

1 + δ(x, τ) =
∣∣∣ d3q
d3x

∣∣∣ =
1

J(q, τ)
(1.17)

where J is the Jacobian matrix for the transformation from Lagrangian to Eulerian coordi-
nates

J(q, τ) = det(δij + Ψi,j(q, τ)) (1.18)

Combining this with the equation of motion and Poisson equation, we obtain the non-
linear equation to generate the solutions of Lagrangian perturbation theory

J(q, τ)[δij + Ψi,j(q, τ)]−1
[
Ψ̈i,j(q, τ) +H(τ)Ψ̇i,j(q, τ)

]
=

3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)[J(q, τ)− 1] (1.19)

This equation is again solved perturbatively by expanding the displacement to successive
n-th powers

Ψ(q, τ) = Ψ(1)(q, τ) + Ψ(2)(q, τ) + . . . (1.20)
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At linear order, the solution for the Lagrangian displacements becomes

∇qΨ
(1)(q, τ) = −∇2

qφ
(1)(q, τ) = −δ1(x, τ) (1.21)

φ is the Lagrangian potential Ψ(1)(q, τ) = −∇qφ
(1)(q, τ) using the the curl-free condition of

the Lagrangian displacement. The time-evolution of δ1(x, τ) is governed by the same linear
growth factor D+(τ).

At second order, the LPT solution (often referred to as 2LPT solution in literature) is
given by

∇qΨ
(2) =

1

2
D2(τ)

∑
i 6=j

Ψ
(1)
i,i Ψ

(1)
j,j −Ψ

(1)
i,j Ψ

(1)
j,i (1.22)

and the time-evolution obeys

D2(τ) ∼ −3

7
D2

1(τ)Ω−2/63
m (1.23)

Given these Lagrangian displacements, we can then solve for the position and velocity of
the particles. Zeldovich approximation extrapolates the linear theory solution so obtained
into non-linear regime [261]. This often leads to non-physical structures such as Zeldovich
pancakes. 2LPT leads to remarkable improvements over these since takes into account the
fact that gravitational instability is non-local. While we develop equations here summing
upto second order, over years there has been a lot of work on summing to higher orders in
Lagrangian perturbation theory [146, 148, 39, 46, 42].

N-Body Simulations

Perturbation theories are able to model the growth and evolution of the large scale structures
analytically. While they perform well on large scales, their accuracy deteriorates quickly as
we go to increasingly non-linear scales. The performance also worsens as we move from
dark matter to halos and observed galaxies, as well as from real space to redshift space.
Modeling these non-linear scales is of critical importance since they have tremendous con-
straining power. This can be seen by a simple mode counting argument, with the number of
independent LSS modes growing as k3

max for 3-dimensional data.
To accurately model the large scale structures at small scales, we use N-body simulations.

These simulations populate the Universe with component particles (here we focus on dark
matter simulations only) to trace the matter field in the Universe. and evolve them compu-
tationally under the mutual self-gravitational interaction of these particles. On the largest
scales, gravitational force of underlying cold-dark matter drives the evolution to a very good
approximation. On small scales, it becomes increasingly important to account for other com-
ponents such as baryons, neutrinos, photos and their non-gravitational interactions. However
even then, dark matter only simulations significantly outperform perturbation theories on
all scales, being almost exact up-to quasi-linear scales and we focus on them in this thesis.
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For every particle in N-Body simulations, we integrate the equations of motion

d2xi
dt2

+ 2Hvi = − 1

a3

N∑
j 6=i

Gmj
xi − xj
|xi − xj|3

(1.24)

where xi vi are the comoving position and velocity of the particle i and m is the particle mass.
Modern N-Body simulations regularly evolve billions of dark matter particles. Solving these
coupled equations together naively for as many particles in computationally intractable since
it will require evaluating gravitational force amongst all the N(N − 1)/2 pair interactions.
Instead, modern simulations use fast approximated numerical schemes such as Particle-Mesh
(PM) solvers [153, 229, 251, 83, 115], P3M, Trees [20] to estimate these forces efficiently.

In addition, to force estimation, we need an integration technique to evolve the particles
forward in time. This is achieved with leapfrog symplectic integration which updates the
positions and velocities at interleaved time points, achieving second-order accuracy with only
one force evaluation.

Lastly, solving these differential equations also requires setting up initial conditions for
the positions and velocities of the particles. This is achieved using the Lagrangian Perturba-
tion Theory from the previous section. Simulations begin by generating standard Gaussian
initial density field at a = 0 and scaling it with density power spectrum predicted by linear
Boltzmann codes like CAMB [135] and CLASS [32] to match this linear power spectrum.
Then LPT dynamics can be used to integrate the equations of motion from a = 0 to initial
time ainit and generate the initial positions and velocities of particles. If ainit < 0.1 (or 0.05
more conservatively), the density fluctuations are small enough that LPT is an excellent
approximation for evolution.

Figure 1.2 shows the initial conditions, evolution of matter under Zeldovich approxima-
tion, second order Lagrangian perturbation theory and 20 step particle mesh simulation
which is a form of approximate N-Body simulation.

We will focus in more detail on these computational methods in the next chapter.

1.3 Modeling Halos and Galaxy Distribution

Galaxies observed in LSS surveys do not perfectly trace the underlying matter density.
Making a connection between them is a two step process- to realize that galaxies reside in
dark matter halos following some statistical distribution- and that these halos themselves
are biased tracers of matter distribution. Dark matter halos can be thought of as the basic
unit in which matter collapses. These are collapsed, gravitationally bound structures that
have decoupled from the Hubble expansion. In this section, we focus on the modeling of
these two steps, both theoretically and computationally.
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Figure 1.2: Evolution of dark matter field under gravity. We show (top left) the initial Gaussian
field at z = 9, (top right) Zeldovich evolution, (bottom left) 2LPT evolution and (bottom right)
FastPM [83] particle mesh evolution with 20 time steps to z = 0.
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Bias Model

In full generality the relation between the halo density field and the dark matter contains
information about all processes relevant for the formation of halos, as well as stochastic
contributions arising due to the fact that halos come in a finite number. However on large
enough scales, we can hope to treat the problem perturbatively and characterize both, dark
matter halos and galaxies as a biased tracer of the underlying matter field. The simplest way
to get physical intuition of halo bias comes from the so-called Peak-Background split argu-
ment (PBS) [122, 123, 154, 222]. In the original formulation of PBS, halos are regions where
the value of the dark matter density field exceeds some critical threshold. This threshold
can be crossed more easily in presence of a positive large scale dark matter fluctuations, and
conversely less easily for a negative one. This means that, on average, overdense regions host
more halos than the mean. Linear bias, (b1), can therefore be defined as the linear response
of the halo overdensity field (δh), to the presence of long wavelength perturbations (δm),

δh = b1δm (1.25)

The above relation can be generalized to any order in the density field, leading to the well
known result by [92],

1 + δh(x) =
∞∑
n=0

bn
n!
δnm(x) , (1.26)

where however one must also enforce integral constraint by imposing that 〈δh〉 = 0.
Typically the bias expansion is written in two ways: either by relating the the halo field to

the dark matter field at time the observations are made, i.e. at low redshift, or by identifying
in the initial Gaussian field regions which are more likely to collapse into halos at a later
time. The former is called a Eulerian bias approach, the latter a Lagrangian bias approach.
While the two approaches can be shown to be mathematically equivalent, each method has
its own pros and cons. In this thesis we will primarily use the latter since in Lagrangian
Space non-linear evolution and the biasing scheme are decoupled from each other.

In addition to the dark matter density field, as in Eq. (1.26), it has been recently shown
that the statistics of the halos also depends on spatial derivatives of the density field,[69, 162,
18] and on the tidal fields in Eulerian space [48, 16, 202] and [155, 133, 5] in Lagrangian space.
These new terms, with abuse of notation, have been called non local bias coefficients, since
they contain gradients of the the density field or of the gravitational potential. Additionally,
works such as [69, 180, 29, 18, 46] show the presence of a scale dependent bias term at linear
level and its measured value agrees fairly well with analytical models of structure formation
[180, 46].

Recently [239] have shown that at 1-loop in Lagrangian Effective Perturbation theory, the
measurements in redshift space of the halo multipoles are very well described if one adopts
the bias expansion to second order and we will work to this order in this thesis.

δh(x) = b1δm(x) +
b2

2
[δ2
m(x)− 〈δ2

m(x)〉] + bs2 [s2(x)− 〈s2(x)〉] , (1.27)
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where s2 is the tidal tensor field

s2(x) ≡
∑
ij

s2
ij(x) , s2

ij(x) =
(∂i∂j
∂2
− 1

3
δKij

)
δm(x) , (1.28)

where the indices i, j run over all the three directions.

Halo Finding Algorithms

As with perturbation theory, while the bias model analytically describes the halo and galaxy
distribution well enough on large scales, it breaks down on small scales. This modeling
is further complicated in redshift space. There are also many recent works which suggest
that the halo and galaxy bias depends on secondary properties such as halo environment,
concentration and others in addition to the halo mass [143].

At the same time, bias model primarily models the ensemble clustering of these objects
and does not identify individual properties of a single object. Thus we turn to N-Body
simulations which accurately capture the evolution of underlying dark matter and provide a
way of accurately modeling the halo and galaxy field computationally.

Halo finders mine the N-body data to find locally over-dense gravitationally bound sys-
tems and generate dark matter halo catalogs. They contain dark matter halos (or groups of
dark matter particles) and their intrinsic properties, like position, velocity, mass and radius,
amongst other things. While there are many variants of halo finding algorithms currently
being used in cosmology, they are primarily built around one of the following two approaches
[129].

The first approach is Friends of Friends approach [66]. This method connects and links
together all the particles close together to each other i.e. if their distance lies below a
certain threshold, called “linking length”. This means that the distances of particles at the
boundary of such a linked object (a “FOF group”) are smaller or equal than the linking
length, corresponding to a density threshold. These distances can be defined either in in
a 3D configuration or in 6D phase-space. Once they exhaust linking all the particles in a
particular group, they then determine the properties of the halo such as its center, velocity
and mass as an aggregate of all the particles.

The other approach in based on Spherical Overdensity method [192]. This approach
begins by identifying a local density peak in the matter field by whatever means/ Then about
these centres, spherical shells are grown out to the point where the density profile drops below
a certain pre-defined threshold, normally derived from a spherical top-hat collapse. Once
the halo boundary is defined, subsequent properties of every halo can be determined.

Halo Galaxy Connection

Dark matter forms the skeleton on which galaxies form, evolve, and merge. The growth, in-
ternal properties, and spatial distribution of galaxies are thus likely to be closely connected to
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the growth, internal properties, and spatial distribution of dark matter halos. This physical
and statistical connection between them, the galaxy–halo connection, allows us to populate
the halo catalogs of N-Body simulations with galaxies and match the observed large scale
structures of the Universe. A recent review on various approaches in the literature can be
found at [248].

This modeling can broadly be categorized in two basic approaches - empirical modeling,
which models this relationship in a parametric form and constrains the parameters to match
observed data; and physical modeling, which either directly simulates or parametrizes the
physics of galaxy formation such as gas cooling, star formation, and feedback inside a halo.
Incorporating physical modeling into a complete cosmological analysis is still computationally
expensive since they either involve full hydrodynamical simulations or involve a large number
of parameters to model these basic processes of galaxy formation by approximating various
physical processes with analytic prescriptions.

The empirical models are primarily one of the two types -
i) (Subhalo) Abundance Matching - In its simplest forrm, this approach makes the most

basic assumption that the more massive galaxies live in the more massive dark matter halos
and subhalos [131, 235]. Alternatively, instead of matching mass directly, one can abundance
match another halo property to a galaxy property with some scatter amongst the two.
This scatter is determined to best match the observations. Properties of galaxies such as
their positions and velocities are determined primarily based on the subhalos they occupy.
Abundance matching is appealing since to a large extent, it is a non-parametric approach.
However to be able to match subhalos, we require high-resolution simulations to be able to
resolve substructures and accurate merger trees of the halos.

ii) Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) - This approach specifies a probability distribu-
tion for the number of galaxies meeting some criteria (for example, a luminosity or stellar
mass threshold) in a halo. While traditionally this has been conditioned on halo mass
P (N |M), recent works have suggested conditioning on secondary halo properties as well.
Typically this PDF is quantified separately for the central galaxies of halos and the satellite
galaxies, former with a Bernoulli distribution and latter with a a Poisson distribution [262].
Properties such as positions and velocities of the galaxies are also often modeled with para-
metric relations. To determine the luminosity and stellar masses of the galaxies, one can
also parametrize the conditional luminosity function (CLF) of the centrals and satellites for a
given halo mass [257]. Given these distributions, galaxy catalogs can be generated from halo
catalogs using a Monte Carlo approach in a simulation. Alternatively, these distributions
can be combined with an analytic halo model of dark matter clustering to make predictions
for some observed statistics analytically.

To constrain the various parameters and validate different halo galaxy-halo connection,
we match the models against various cosmological observations. Of these, the primary
observations are [248]: i) galaxy abundances - the abundance of galaxies as a function of
stellar mass or luminosity, i.e., the stellar mass function (SMF) or the luminosity function,
ii) two point clustering of the galaxies iii) group and cluster catalogs i.e. finding individual
dark matter halos observationally and measuring the galaxy content within them iv) weak
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gravitational lensing to measure the cross-correlation between galaxies and matter.

1.4 Analysis

Two point clustering

The most obvious way to measure the underlying structure in large scale structures is to
quantify how the entire distribution of galaxies differs from what would otherwise be expected
of a random Poisson distribution. This makes two point clustering statistics are the most
ubiquitous quantitative measure of large scale structures. (Auto) Correlation function (ξ)
describes the excess probability of finding two galaxies separated by a distance (excess over
and above the probability that would arise if the galaxies were simply scattered independently
and with uniform probability). Thus it measures clumpiness of the Universe on different
scales, and since the Universe is isotropic, it is a function of only length scale r.

ξ(r) = 〈δ(x)δ(x + r)〉 (1.29)

where δ is the matter overdensity. The fourier transform of correlation function is 3D matter
power spectrum P (k). Since the matter distribution in the Universe is stationary, isotropic
and homogenous, its Fourier modes are uncorrelated. Thus if the autocorrelation func-
tion describes the probability of a galaxy at a distance r from another galaxy, the matter
power spectrum decomposes this probability into characteristic lengths, k ≈ 2π/L, and its
amplitude describes the degree to which each characteristic length contributes to the total
over-probability. Power spectrum can equivalently be defined by averaging the Fourier modes
δ(k)

(2π)3P (k)δD(k− k0) = 〈δ(k)δ∗(k0)〉 (1.30)

where δD is the Dirac delta function.
Figure 1.3 shows the matter power spectrum (left), comparing theoretical prediction with

measurements from different tracers of the large scale structure. The right panel shows the
correlation function compared from N-Body simulations and fit to different perturbation
theory models.

The overall shape of the matter power spectrum is best understood in terms of pertur-
bation theory analysis of the growth of structure discussed in the previous section. At first
order, the power spectrum simply grows as -

P (k, t) = D2
+(t)P0(k) (1.31)

where P0 is the primordial matter power spectrum which is related to the matter distribution
at the end of inflation. Galaxies and halos are biased tracers of the underlying dark matter.
At first order, their distribution is simply a linear response to underlying matter density field
δh = b1δm and thus halo power spectrum is simply

Phh = b2
1Pmm (1.32)
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Figure 1.3: (Left) Real space matter power spectrum. with measurements from various surveys
probing LSS of the Universe. Figure taken from [6]. (Right) Matter correlation function in real
space. Figure taken from [60]
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Figure 1.4: Modeling matter power spectrum in real space at different redshifts. We show results
from N-Body simulation, along with linear theory, Eulerian and Lagrangian perturbation theories
at different orders and Cosmic Emu emulator. Figure taken from [242]
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and correspondingly for the correlation function.
The first order predictions are valid on large scales which evolve linearly and on to model

the power spectrum on quasi-linear scales, one needs to go to higher orders in perturbation
theory. For biased tracers i.e. halos and galaxies, one also needs to include higher order
bias parameters such as b2, bs2 etc. Even then, these analytic models are unable to fit the
clustering on smaller, non-linear scales. This is shown in Figure 1.4 which compares the clus-
tering of dark matter in real space in N-Body simulations with different perturbative models
and emulator different epochs in real space. Even in this simplest scenario, models break
down on quasi linear scales, with predictions degrading at lower redshifts when the evolution
becomes increasingly non-linear. This failure of analytic models on modeling clustering in
non-linear regime is one of the motivations for the work presented in this thesis.

Redshift Space Distortions

It is important to realize that cosmological surveys do not observe radial distance to the
objects, but their redshifts. In principle these are related by the Hubble expansion but the
observed redshifts of objects is also affected by their peculiar velocities. This leads to redshift
space distortions (RSD) and needs to be accounted with modeling the clustering of tracers
[102].

On very large scales, objects fall in towards overdense regions. This makes the objects
between us and the overdensity appear to be further away (closer to overdensity) and objects
on the other side appear closer. The net effect here is to enhance the overdensity and this
effect is called “Kaiser effect” [124]. On these scales, these effects can be modeled with linear
theory of perturbations and the clustering is simply

Phh(k, µ) = b2
1Pmm(k)(1 + fµ2)2 (1.33)

where f is the logarithmic growth rate (Eq. 1.13) and µ is the angle between the line-
of-sight. Taking angular average, we see that the overall clustering has enhanced on the
large scales where the linear theory approximation is valid. However since RSD effects make
the observed clustering anisotropic, we also measure the multipoles of power spectrum or
power spectrum in angular wedges. As in real space clustering, going to higher orders in
perturbation theory and bias parameters is necessary to push to smaller scales in modeling
redshift space clustering.

Due to its sensitivity to the logarithmic growth rate f , clustering in redshift space is
sensitive to the growth of structures and hence will be critical in measuring dark energy as
well as constraining modified gravity theories [249].

While clustering is enhanced on large scales due to RSD, a different effect takes place
on small scales within a galaxy cluster. Random, virialized motion smears out the redshifts
of different galaxies, making them appear stretched out along the line of sight and leads
to the so called Fingers-of-God effect [116]. This smearing out washes away the clustering
signal on these small scales and hence limits the usefulness of RSD. The situation is further
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(a) 1a (b) 1b

Figure 1.5: (Left) Halo (red) and galaxy (blue) power spectrum in real space. Solid lines are
perturbation theory fits and points are N-Body simulations. (Right) Halo and galaxy power spectra,
monopole and quadrapole, in redshift space. FOG suppression on small scales is clearly visible in
case of galaxies. Figure taken from [175].

exacerbated by the highly non-linear nature of this effect which makes analytic modeling
challenging. If we observe only dark matter halos, or central galaxies at halo centers, this
effect will not be dominant. However since we also observe satellite galaxies which undergo
virial motion, this effect becomes a nuisance on small scales. The impact of clustering due
to redshift space distortions on dark matter halos and galaxies is shown in Fig. 1.5.

One of the goals of works presented in this thesis is to develop forward models for the
observables of LSS. Thus these forward models need to promote the observables from real
to redshift space correctly accounting for both these effects.

Baryon Acoustic Oscillation

Baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) are fluctuations in the density of the visible baryonic
matter caused by acoustic density waves in the primordial plasma of the early universe [76].
These acoustic waves are created due to the counteracting forces of gravity and pressure in
this primordial soup of dark matter, baryons and photons. While the region of overdensity
gravitationally attracts matter towards it, the heat of photon-matter interactions creates a
large amount of outward pressure. These spherical waves of baryons and photons propogate
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Figure 1.6: Baryon acoustic oscillations in SDSS-BOSS survey, data release 12, between redshift
0.5 < z < 0.7. Lines are best fits and markers are observed data points. (Left) BAO in the power
spectrum as wiggles in the monopole, and in quadrapole. We separately show SGC and NGC data.
Figure taken from [27] (Right) BAO as the peak in correlation function monopole and quadrapole.
Figure taken from [199].

outwards from the overdense regions while the dark matter interacts stays at the central
overdensity since it interacts only gravitationally. This wave of photons and baryons travels
together until decoupling, after which the photons diffuse away and leave behind a shell
of baryonic matter. The distance traveled by the sound waves until decoupling, i.e. the
radius of this shell, is referred to as ‘sound horizon’. As structure formation proceeded
under gravitational interaction of baryons and dark matter after decoupling, total matter
pertrubations peaked at both the center (with dark matter) and the radius of these baryonic
shells. Thus these anisotropies become preferential sites sites for galaxy formation, and we
expect to see a greater number of galaxy pairs separated by the sound horizon distance scale
than by other length scales.

Over the last decade, BAO has emerged as one of the dominant techniques for LSS
analysis [27, 199]. One of the reasons for this is that the physics of the propagation of the
baryon waves in the early universe is fairly simple and well understood. This prediction
can be combined with CMB radiation which carries an imprint of these waves at the time
of decoupling. As a result, the sound horizon scale can be determined to high accuracy
and provides a ‘standard ruler’ for length scale in cosmology. In BAO analysis at lower
redshifts, we compare the clustering observed in transverse and line of sight direction with
this standard ruler to measure the angular diameter distance (Da(z)) and Hubble parameter
(H(z)) respectively.

Fig. 1.6 shows the Baryon acoustic oscillation as its observed in the clustering analysis.
In correlation function monopole, it stands out as a peak centered at the sound horizon scale
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Figure 1.7: Damping and reconstruction of BAO (Top Left) Sharp BAO peak feature at the time
of decoupling. (Top Right) Broadening of BAO peak due to displacement of galaxies under gravity.
(Bottom Left) Estimated Zeldovich displacements to undo the non-linear evolution of the galaxies.
(Bottom Right) Reconstructed density field and sharpened BAO peak. Figure taken from [179].

(∼ 100 Mpc/h). In power spectrum monopole, BAO results in oscillations over otherwise
smooth power spectrum, as is expected by the Fourier transform of a peak in the correlation
function.

Despite being a robust feature in the clustering of galaxies, BAO feature is damped
at lower redshifts as compared to decoupling. This is due to the non-linear gravitational
evolution resulting in displacement of galaxies that shifts and broadens the BAO peak in
correlation function and correspondingly damps the oscillations as seen in power spectrum.
This reduces the signal to noise of this measurement and loss of information that can be
extracted. If we could estimate the displacement of these galaxies, one can imagine moving
them backwards to their original positions to enhance BAO signal [73, 179]. This undoing of
non-linear evolution and reconstruction of a more linear field has become a standard practice
in BAO analysis. The standard reconstruction method estimates Zeldovich displacement of
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the galaxies based on their observed position and corresponding matter field to move back
galaxies. Figure 1.7 illustrates this broadening and corresponding reconstruction of BAO
peak. Even though this is not the the correct displacement, its reasonably accurate over
large scales and increases significance of BAO measurement by a factor of few [Seo16, 215].
Since then, several other works have proposed modifications and alternate methods to do
BAO reconstruction [211, 207, 263, 156, 30].

The main objective of this thesis work is develop a framework for reconstruction of
cosmological fields in the similar spirit to enhance cosmological information, but not limited
to only BAO analysis.

1.5 Other Probes of Large Scale Structures

Large scale structures probe the 3D distribution of matter at low redshifts and complement
the early Universe cosmic microwave background radiation. So far we have focused only
on galaxy surveys which measure the position of the nearest galaxies as perhaps the most
obvious means for surveying the large-scale structure in the universe. In this section, we
briefly touch upon other probes for LSS, especially those for which the formalism of forward
modeling and reconstruction developed in this thesis can be extended to.

Lyman Alpha Forest

The Lyman-alpha forest is a series of absorption lines in the spectra of distant galaxies and
quasars [97]. These lines are thought to arise due to absorption of the quasar continuum by
clouds along the line of sight which contain (sometimes trace amounts of) neutral hydrogen,
leading to Lyman series transition of electron between ground state and higher energy levels.
The most prominent of these is the Lyman-alpha line of rest wavelength 121.6 nm which
corresponds to an electron transitioning between the ground state (n = 1) and the first
excited state (n = 2).

Due to the expansion of the Universe, the quasar light redshifts as propagates through the
Universe. Thus neutral hydrogen clouds in the intergalactic medium at different distances
from Earth absorb different wavelengths in the observed spectrum. Each individual cloud
leaves its fingerprint at the unique wavelength that corresponded to Lyman alpha wavelength
at its redshift. Thus one can use the absorption map to plot the positions of region of
intervening hydrogen between us and the quasar and construct a map of the Universe.

Lyman alpha systems are determined by three parameters; its position in redshift space,
its hydrogen column density (number of neutral hydrogen atoms per area), and line width
determined by gas temperature and turbulent pressure. These parameters determine the
entire absorption profile, consisting of a convolution of a Lorentzian resonance curve and a
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, known jointly as the Voigt profile [65].

The Lyman Alpha forest is a powerful cosmological probe as, on small spatial scales
(∼ 1 Mpc/h) where the thermal pressure of the gas is not important. On these scales the
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intergalactic medium traces the underlying dark matter mass distribution much more closely
than the stellar light of galaxies. Being able to agree with observations on these small scales
is a point in favor of cold dark matter model and one cannot have too much hot dark matter
since it erases structure on small scales [114]. Lyman alpha forests are also excellent probes
for tracing LSS at high redshifts where observed galaxies are much more sparse and would
likely be highly biased since only the brightest galaxies can be observed. Traditionally, most
of this information is extracted by measuring one-dimensional flux power spectrum as a
function of redshift PF (k, z) [59]. With recent surveys like DESI [68] and CLAMATO [134],
as the number density of sight-lines is increasing, one can go beyond 1-D power spectrum to
measure 3D correlations in nearby sight-lines [89].

Weak Lensing

When observing galaxies and other distant objects, intervening matter along the line of
sight gravitationally bends the light and distorts their shape and position via a phenomenon
called gravitational lensing [141]. This distortion can be split into terms - the convergence
term that magnifies the background objects by increasing their size, and the shear term
that stretches them tangentially around the foreground mass. The amount of this shear and
magnification depend on the integral of the gravitational potential along the line of sight and
a geometric function which depends on the redshift of the source and peaks midway between
the source and the observer. Since gravitational potential is not sensitive to the dynamical
state of the intervening masses, lensing yields a direct measure of the total matter, dark plus
luminous. Distortions in this regime are generally very small and cannot be detected on
individual galaxies. Thus weak lensing is an intrinsically statistical measurement and these
distortions are detected only statistically, by averaging over a large number of galaxies. At
the same time, its plagued by various systematics such as shape noise, point spread function,
photometric redshift errors to name a few, which make the analysis quite challenging [141].

Cosmic shear is the gravitational lensing by large-scale structure that produces an observ-
able pattern of alignments in background galaxies [125]. This distortion is only 0.1%-1%
- much more subtle than cluster or galaxy-galaxy lensing. To detect this, one computes
shear correlation functions which measure the mean product of the shear at two points as a
function of the distance between those points. Cosmic shear is a very versatile probe of the
LSS since it measures the clustering of the LSS from the highly non-linear, non-Gaussian
sub-Mpc regime, out to very large, linear scales. By measuring galaxy shape correlations
between different redshifts, the evolution of the LSS can be traced, enabling us to detect the
effect of dark energy on the growth of structure. Since it is also sensitive to the geometry
of the Universe, cosmic shear can potentially distinguish between dark energy and modified
gravity theories [113, 249].

In contrast to cosmic shear, galaxy-galaxy lensing (GGL) correlates shapes of high-
redshift galaxies with positions of galaxies at lower redshift [189]. The resulting weak-lensing
correlation singles out the mass associated with the foreground galaxy sample and probes the
galaxy halo from several length scales. This probe is also particularly powerful when com-
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bined with other observations of properties of the foreground galaxy sample, such as galaxy
correlations, cosmic shear and others [3]. This combination of observables allows for detailed
and quasi-model-independent analyses of the relation between luminous and dark matter
and tests of gravity. Repeating this analysis by dividing the survey into multiple redshift
bins, with the low-redshift bins lensed by structures very near to us, while the high-redshift
bins lensed by structures over a wide range of redshift allows us to map the 3D distribution
of mass and is dubbed “cosmic tomography” [113, 108].

1.6 Outline of this Thesis

Due to the sheer number of modes that can be observed in the three-dimensional map of
the Universe, there is a vast amount of statistical information in the large scale structures
of the Universe. We are investing a large amount of resources as a community in collecting
this information with current and upcoming large scale imaging surveys such as the Dark
Energy Survey (DES1), Dark Energy Spectroscopic Survey (DESI2), Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST3), Euclid4 and WFIRST5, to name a few. Developing novel analytic meth-
ods to maximize the information extracted from this unprecedented data is the focus of this
thesis.

As seen by mode counting arguments, a large fraction of this information is present
in the small scales. These are highly non-linear and current analytic methods are unable
to describe these modes accurately, thus forcing us to rely on on computational forward
models. Most of the focus so far has also been on using the two-point function of the
nonlinear modes to extract information. However these statistics are not optimal since there
is information in higher order statistics as well. Because of this the two point function
analysis is sometimes supplemented with additional, likely complementary statistics such as
three point function/bispectrum, various void statistics, topology statistics, counts of objects
like clusters or other density peaks etc. Combining the different statistics creates a significant
problem of modeling their joint error distribution.

The objective of this thesis is to develop a framework for the analysis of large scale
structures with reconstruction of cosmological fields in a forward model framework. We
have already seen the power of reconstruction in case of Baryon acoustic oscillations wherein
undoing non-linear motion of galaxies improves the constraints by a factor of few. One of
the primary, but not the only, goals of reconstruction in our approach is to reconstruct the
complete initial, linear field. Since the initial density modes are assumed to be Gaussian,
their power spectrum is a lossless summary statistic, which should contain all the information
present in the data (with an exception of cosmological parameters that may be required to

1https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
2http://desi.lbl.gov/
3https://www.lsst.org
4http://sci.esa.int/euclid
5https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
http://desi.lbl.gov/
https://www.lsst.org
http://sci.esa.int/euclid
https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov
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map from the initial modes into the final data). In addition, one can also reconstruct observed
or unobserved underlying fields such as non-linear dark matter field, velocity field or de-noise
the observed data field to enhance the signal to noise ratio.

We approach this reconstruction with a Bayesian formalism in a forward model frame-
work. Our strategy will be to optimize the likelihood of the observed data (and maximize the
corresponding posterior of initial conditions). This will require solving challenging optimiza-
tion problems in mulit-million dimensional space and we develop novel differentiable forward
models to assist with this. While computationally expensive, forward modeling frameworks
are appealing since they allow us to mimic exactly how we connect theory to observed data
and capture all the uncertainties and systematics directly as part of the analysis pipeline.
Computational forward models also have the capacity to go beyond the analytic methods
discussed in the previous sections. Lastly, they also make it possible to combine different
cosmological observables organically while sharing the common underlying elements.

The outline of this thesis is as follows - In chapter 2, we will discuss some differentiable
forward models that will be later used in subsequent chapters. In chapter 3, we will develop
the our approach for Bayesian reconstruction of initial conditions as well as their power
spectrum and demonstrate it on dark-matter data from N-Body simulations. We build upon
this in chapter 4 by developing a differentiable neural network model to connect underlying
dark matter with halos, which are proxies for galaxies observed in imaging survey, and
use it to reconstruct the initial field. In chapter 5, we move away from initial density
reconstruction and instead focus on reconstruction to de-noise the observed data in context
of 21-cm intensity mapping. Here we also introduce a Hidden Valley Simulations, a suite of
high resolution N-Body simulations and develop models to simulate HI clustering. Finally,
in chapter 6, we introduce FlowPM, a GPU-accelerated, distributed, and differentiable N-
Body solver in TensorFlow that naturally interfaces with the most advanced machine learning
tools. This will enable the community to efficiently solve large scale cosmological inference
problems, in particular differentiable forward models and the reconstruction of cosmological
fields.
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Chapter 2

Differentiable Forward Models in
Cosmology

Sections of this chapter were originally published in

Reconstructing large-scale structure with neutral hydrogen surveys
Modi C., White M., Slosar A., Castorina E. (arXiv:1907.02330) JCAP 11(2019)023

Cosmological Reconstruction From Galaxy Light: Neural Network Based Light-Matter
Connection
Modi C., Feng Y., Seljak U. (arXiv:1805.02247) JCAP10(2018)028

Towards Optimal Extraction of Cosmological Information from Non-linear Data
Seljak U., Aslanyan G., Feng Y., Modi C. (arXiv:1706.06645) JCAP 12(2017)009

Halo Bias in Lagrangian Space: Estimators and Theoretical Predictions
Modi C., Castorina E., Seljak U. (arXiv:1612.01621) MNRAS 472,3959 (2017)

The main goal of this thesis is to develop a framework for reconstruction of cosmological
fields in the forward model framework. When approached in a Bayesian formalism, this
requires optimizing the likelihood of the observed data given initial matter density field
at the beginning of the Universe. Since its a high dimensional optimization problem, the
forward model connecting the observed data and initial density field needs to differentiable.
In this chapter, we discuss the differentiable forward models that will be used in the next
chapters of this thesis. We will first discuss particle mesh simulations to evolve initial dark
matter field under gravity and generate the non-linear, Eulerian dark matter field. Next
we will discuss modeling dark matter halos and galaxies with bias models as well as neural
network models.
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2.1 Particle Mesh Simulations

We begin with N-Body simulations that evolve billions of dark matter particles under grav-
itational forces to model the large scale structures of the Universe at late times. While the
full N-body simulations can provide very precise predictions, they are extremely slow and
computationally expensive since in naive implementation, they will require computing gravi-
tational force between ∼ N2 particle pairs. As a result they are usually complemented by fast
approximated numerical schemes to estimate forces on the particles. such as Particle-Mesh
(PM) solvers [153, 229, 251, 83, 115].

In particle mesh approach, simulation particles are interpolated on a regular 3D grid with
some interpolation scheme, weighted with their mass. The gravitational forces experienced
by dark matter particles can then be computed by Fast Fourier Transforms as a solution
to the Poisson equation. This makes PM simulations very computationally efficient and
scalable, at the cost of approximating the interactions on small scales close to the resolution
of the grid and ignoring the force calculation on sub-resolution scales. This interpolation
to-and-from PM grid and efficient FFTs to estimate gravitational forces form key elements
of all PM algorithms as well as Lagrangian perturbation theory fields [229, 127, 224].

In this work, we will use FastPM scheme of [83] to evolve dark matter from the initial
redshift to the final redshift. FastPM generates non linear dark matter and halo fields in a
quick way, employing a number of approximations to reproduce the results of full N-body
simulation. Despite its approximate nature, in [83] it was shown that the code performs
extremely well on various benchmarks such as dark matter power spectrum, the halo mass
function and halo power spectrum. For further technical details on the choices and accuracy
of the implemented FastPM scheme, we refer the reader to the original paper of [83]. We
will use high-resolution simulation with many time steps to to generate data as well as
low-resolution, few time-step simulations for reconstruction.

Generating Initial Conditions

Before doing any simulation, we need to generate the initial conditions for the positions
and velocity of dark matter particles at initial redshift zi. We do this by using Lagrangian
perturbation theory as described in the previous chapter. Briefly, we follow the following
steps on a cubic box of N3 grid points which represent the Lagrangian coordinate q. For
any field f , f(q) represents the field in configuration space, on this Lagrangian grid, and
f(k) is the corresponding field in Fourier space obtained with Fast Fourier transforms.

• Generate random initial Gaussian density field δ(q) such δ(k) is Hermitian field with
δ(k) = δr(k) + iδi(k) and 〈δi,r〉 = 0, 〈δ2

i,r〉 =
√
V P/2 where V is the volume of the box

and P (k) = P (k, zi) is the linear power spectrum generated from CAMB at redshift
zi.
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• At first order in LPT, Lagrangian displacement is∇qΨ
(1)(q, zi) = −δ1(x, zi). In Fourier

space, this is easily estimated with

Ψ(1)(k, zi) = ik
δ1(k, zi)

k2
(2.1)

Then we move particles at each grid point q by the displacement vector at that point

x = q + Ψ(1)(q, zi) (2.2)

and assign velocity
v = f1(zi)H(zi)Ψ

(1)(q, zi) (2.3)

• At second order in LPT, we need to estimate second order Lagrangian potential

φ
(1)
,ij (k) = −kikjφ(1)(k, zi) =

kikjδ1(k, zi)

k2
(2.4)

These are then Fourier transformed to configuration space to generate

F (q) =
1

2

∑
i,j=1,2,3

[
φ

(1)
,ii (q)φ

(1)
,jj (q)− (φ

(1)
,ij (q))2

]
(2.5)

Then the second order displacement is

Ψ(2)(k, zi) =
3

7
[Ωm(zi)]

−1/143 ikF (k, zi)

k2
(2.6)

and this gives the position and velocity to second order as

x = q + Ψ(1)(q, zi) + Ψ(2)(q, zi) (2.7)

v = f1(zi)H(zi)Ψ
(1)(q, zi) + f2(zi)H(zi)Ψ

(2)(q, zi) (2.8)

To generate initial conditions of the simulation, the initial redshift zi is set at earlier
times, often zi > 10. However we also consider ZA and 2LPT forward models for evolution
of dark matter. In this case, these perturbative approximations are extrapolated to non-
linear regimes and we set zi to late-time redshifts of the observables directly.

The FastPM particle mesh N-body solver

Once the initial conditions of the positions and velocities of the particles are generated,
we can integrate the equations of motion to do N-Body evolution. In FastPM, this time
integration for gravitational evolution is implemented as a symplectic series of Kick-Drift-
Kick operations [193] starting from the initial conditions to the observed large scale structures
at the final time-step. In the Kick stage, we estimate the gravitational force on every particle
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and update their momentum p. Next, in the staggered Drift stage, we displace the particle
to update their position (x) with the current velocity estimate. Thus, we can write the drift
and kick operators as -

x(t1) = x(t0) + p(tr)DPM (2.9)

p(t1) = p(t0) + f(tr)KPM, (2.10)

where DPM and KPM are scalar drift and kick factors and f(tr) is the gravitational force. The
vanilla PM scheme fails to reproduce linear theory growth on large scales for small number
of time-steps [229, 115] and FastPM does some modifications to improve accuracy on large
scales by modifying the scalar drift and kick operators.

Estimating the gravitational force is the most computationally intensive part of the simu-
lation. In a PM solver, the gravitational force is calculated via 3D Fourier transforms. First,
the particles are interpolated to a spatially uniform grid with a kernel W (x) to estimate
the mass density (and corresponding overdensity) field at every point in space. The most
common choice for the kernel, and the one we implement, is a linear window of unity size
corresponding to the cloud-in-cell interpolation scheme [111]. For a cell of size ∆x at the
distnace x from the particle, it assigns mass

W (x) =
1

∆x

{
1, if |x| < 1

2
∆x

0, otherwise
(2.11)

We then apply a Fourier transform to obtain the over-density field δ(k) in Fourier space.
This field is related to the force field via a transfer function (∇∇−2).

f(k) = ∇∇−2δ(k) (2.12)

There are various ways to write down the transfer function in a discrete Fourier space, as
explored in detail in [111]. The simplest way of doing this is with a naive Green’s function
kernels (∇−2 = k−2) and differentiation kernels (∇ = ik). We use this in the previous section
to generate initial conditions. Alternatively, FastPM implements a finite differentiation
kernel with

∇−2 =

( ∑
d=x,y,z

(
x0ω0 sinc

ωd
2

)2
)−1

(2.13)

∇ = D1(ω) =
1

6

(
8 sinω − sin2ω) (2.14)

where x0 is the grid size and ω = kx0 is the circular frequency that goes from (−π, π].
Once the force field is estimated on the spatial grid, it’s interpolated back to the position

of every particle with the same kernel W as was used to generate the density field in the first
place. This force then updates the velocity in the kick step and we iterate until we reach the
observed redshift.
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Derivative of ZA Model

In this section we will show that the particle mesh simulations are differentiable with respect
to the initial density field. To it tractable, we only derive the derivative of simple Zeldovich
forward model since it captures all the underlying elements of interpolation and Fourier
transform that form the basis of any PM simulation. For a multi-step PM simulation, the
procedure here can be repeated at each time-step with the chain rule to obtain the derivative
of total simulation. The derivatives at 1-LPT level have also been presented in [Wang14]
and at 2-LPT level in [211] which is the original source of this section.

The density modes of interest are δj(k) where the subscript j is 0 or 1 for the real and
complex parts of a Hermitian field respectively. Thus the derivative explicitly summed over
all the positions is

gj(k) =
∑
x

∂fδ(x)

∂δj(k)
ρd(x) (2.15)

=
∑
k1

∂fδ
∗(k1)

∂δ(k)
ρd(k1), (2.16)

where we use ρd(k1) = Fρd(x as any generic function in the volume that is assumed to
be constant with respect to δ(k) in this step of chain rule and F is the Fourier transform
(
∑

x e
−ik·x).

The forward model with CIC interpolation of particles from their Eulerian position r(q)
is,

f ∗δ(k1) = w(Rsk1)
∑
x

eik1·x
∑
q

W (x− r(q)), (2.17)

where w(Rsk1) is a smoothing kernel (independent of δ(k)) and
∑

qW (x− r(q)) is the CIC
kernel assignment.

The ZA forward model calculates the Eulerian positions of the particles to second order
in Lagrangian displacement, r(q) = q + Ψ(1)(q). These displacements in Fourier domain are

Ψ(1)(k) =
ik

k2
δ(k) (2.18)

Thus, the complete derivative is

gj(k) =
∑
k1

ρd(k1)w(Rsk1)
∑
x

eik1·x
∑
q

∂W (x− r(q))

∂δj(k)
(2.19)

=
∑
q

∂r(q)

∂δj(k)
·
∑
x

∂W (x− r(q))

∂r(q)

∑
k1

ρd(k1)w(Rsk1)eik1·x

=
∑
q

∂Ψ(1)(q)

∂δj(k)
· Ξ(q) (2.20)

= g
(1)
j (k) (2.21)
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where, we have defined

Ξ(q) =
∑
x

∂W (x− r(q))

∂r(q)

∑
k1

ρd(k1)w(Rsk1)eik1·x, (2.22)

which can be evaluated using simple Fourier transforms and re-griddings. Then, to first
order (1-LPT), this leads to

g
(1)
j (k) =

∑
q

∂Ψ(1)(q)

∂δj(k)
· Ξ(q)

=
∑
k2

ik2

k2
2

∂δ(k2)

∂δj(k)
·
∑
q

eik2·qΞ(q)

=
∑
k2

ik2

k2
2

∂δ(k2)

∂δj(k)
· Ξ∗(k2) (2.23)

which leads to the final expression for the most modes

g
(1)
0 (k) = (2)

k

k2
· Ξ1(k) (2.24)

g
(1)
1 (k) = −(2)

k

k2
· Ξ0(k). (2.25)

while the factor of (2) drops out for the self-conjugating (zero and the nyquist) modes of the
hermitian field.

This gives the gradient of ZA forward model with respect to the initial density field,
demonstrating that the PM forward models for non-linear evolution of matter field are nat-
urally differentiable.

2.2 Bias Model

In this section, will discuss in more detail the the traditional bias forward model to make
connection between underlying dark matter and observed halos and galaxies with are discrete,
biased tracers. We will work primarily with bias model in Lagrangian space up-to second
order including tidal tensor bias

δh(x) = b1δ(x) +
b2

2
[δ2(x)− 〈δ2(x)〉] + bs2 [s2(x)− 〈s2(x)〉] , (2.26)

We first begin by estimating these bias parameters to match the clustering statistics of
halos and develop some intuition on their magnitude and scale dependence. There are several
ways of estimating these and here we reproduce the Fourier space method from [155] that
found the first clear evidence of tidal shear in the bias expansions.
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Figure 2.1: Bias parameters as function of k: We show b1, b2 and bs2 as measured from Fourier
space estimator. For clarity, we only show 2 mass bins from every box and different line-styles
(dashed, solid and dotted) correspond to different boxes (of size L = 690, 1380, 3000 Mpc/h respec-
tively), from which the corresponding mass bins (specified by color) are picked. The dependence
on the wavenumber is the shared by all the parameters: constant piece on large scales followed by
k2-like piece on intermediate scales followed by a cutoff around the halo scale. This scale is shown
with vertical lines in top-panel in corresponding colors for different masses.
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Bias estimation in Fourier space

In this section, and only here, we will refer to the proto-halos as dark matter halo i.e. we
identify the collection of the particles in the simulation which forms the halo at the final
redshift, and this collection of particles mapped to the initial redshift forms our (proto)halo
in the Lagrangian space. This mapping is easily achieved by storing the particles ID at
each snapshot. Then, to define the proto-halo field, we calculate the center-of-mass of these
particles using their positions at the initial conditions and use them as (proto)halo positions.

The easiest thing to measure in Fourier Space is linear bias. One way to estimate it is
simply taking the ratio of halo-matter cross spectrum with the matter-auto spectrum.

b1 =
Phδ
Pδδ

(2.27)

where in our notation the power spectrum between the X and Y field reads PXY . Throughout
this section, we refer to the halo-field with subscript (h) while (δ) will refer to the Lagrangian
overdensity field scaled to z=0 using linear theory. In Figure 2.1, top panel, we show linear
bias as measured from our FastPM runs for several halo mass bins. The common features
shared by all the halos are: a constant piece on large scales, and then a k2-like piece on
intermediate scales followed by a cut off, approximately at the scale of the halo. Similar
plots for linear bias can be found for instance in [18].

Next we extend this approach to higher order bias coefficients, and in particular bs2 . First,
we notice that since the bias relation in Eq. (2.26) is written in real space, any estimators
of second order bias coefficients in Fourier space will make use of convolutions, for instance
the squared density field is trivially

δ2(x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
e−i

~k·~x
∫

d3q δ(q)δ(k − q) (2.28)

and an analogous expression holds for s2. We also recall that since the dark matter field
is linear in Lagrangian space, cross correlations between the halos and a generic quadratic
fields are very easy to write down, as any expectation value involving three fields vanishes.
Within the model in Eq. (2.26) we arrive to

Phδ2(k) =
b2(k)

2
Pδ2δ2(k) + bs2(k)Ps2δ2(k) (2.29)

Phs2(k) =
b2(k)

2
Ps2δ2(k) + bs2(k)Ps2s2(k)

where for instance

Pδ2δ2(k) =
2k3

4π2

∫ ∞
r=0

dr

(
r2Pδδ(kr)× (2.30)∫ 1

x=−1

dx Pδδ(k
√

1 + r2 − 2rx)

)
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and similar expression can be written for Ps2δ2(k) and Ps2s2(k). However, to be consistent in
our approach, we do not evaluate these integrals numerically to estimate bias but evaluate
these power-spectra directly from the corresponding simulations we find the halos in.
The linear system of equations in Eq. (2.29) can be solved to obtain a value of b2 and bs2 at
each mode k and for different halo populations. (To assist in solving, one can also re-write
these equations in terms of g2 = s2− 2

3
δ2 to decouple s2 from δ2, though it is not necessary.)

The solution is shown in the two bottom panels of Figure 2.1, which makes clear that the
behavior as a function of k we have seen for linear bias also applies to higher order bias
coefficients. Scale dependence of non linear bias would have, for instance, to be taken into
account for Lagrangian Perturbation theory calculations beyond 1-loop order.

The bottom panel clearly shows that tidal bias is non zero for a variety of halo popu-
lations. This has important consequences for cosmological analyses using Lagrangian per-
turbation theory plus Lagrangian bias ([145, 40, 247, 253, 239]). As already known, b2 is
negative for low mass halos and then becomes large and positive for very massive halos. The
opposite trend is observed for bs2 , which is negative at the high mass end. This is expected,
since shear is acting against the formation of the halos, whereas density enhances it. We
emphasize that had we started with simply a local bias expansion at second order, we would
have gotten different values for b2(k), in contradiction with the results from other approaches
in the literature. The scale independent bias coefficients, such as those in Eq. (2.26), need
to be extracted from the large scale values of any bias parameter b(k) in Figure 2.1. To
do this, we fit for functional form b(k) = b0 + bkk

2 for some constant bk on large scales
(k < 0.2 h/Mpc) weighted by inverse variance of individual b(k) data points (variance is
calculated from the 5 simulations we have for each box size). Then b0 corresponds to the
scale independent large scale bias we are interested in.

Stochasticity

Next, we are interested in examining how well we reconstruct the halo field with the estimated
bias parameters. Following [210, 98, 17], for any two fields X and Y , where the field Y is
supposed to model field X, we measure the error in modeling in terms of the stochasticity,
SXY , defined as

SXY = PXX −
P 2
XY

PY Y
(2.31)

Thus X is the halo overdensity field and Y is the corresponding field modeling the halo
field and given by the right hand side of the Eq. (2.26). For the modeling field (Y ), we
successively add the higher order bias parameters, starting from b1 to b2 and bs2 so that we
can identify the improvement contributed by every successive parameter. Then, PXX is the
halo power spectrum (Phh), while PY Y is the auto-power spectra for the modeling (bias)
field (Pbb, where b will be the highest order (in terms of complexity) bias used). The explicit
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expression for Pbb as well as cross-spectra PXY in terms of different bias parameters is

PXY ≡ Phb = b1Phδ +
b2

2
Phδ2 + bs2Phs2 (2.32)

PY Y ≡ Pbb = b2
1Pδδ +

b2
2

4
Pδ2δ2 + b2

s2Ps2s2 + b2bs2Pδ2s2

If the modeled bias-field reconstructs the halo field perfectly, all the three power spectra in
the definition of stochasticity should be the same resulting in Shb = 0. However since the
number of halos, n, is finite, the halo auto spectrum contains Poisson shot noise, L3

n
(where

L is the box size), which is not captured by the continuous bias field.
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Figure 2.2: Stochasticity of Halos: The stochasticity in the upper panel is calculated using
Eq. (2.31). The solid lines, dashed and dotted lines respectively correspond to measurements on
successively including b1, b2 and bs2 in Eq. (2.32). For comparison, the black lines are shot noise
for that mass bin. The lower panel shows the ratio of dashed and dotted lines of upper panel with
the solid lines to emphasize that more complex bias models reduce stochasticity.
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In Figure 2.2, we show measurement of stochasticity in for three different mass bins,
one from each of the three simulation boxes. For each mass, we show how the stochasticity
changes as we include higher order bias parameters over simple linear bias b1 in Eq. (2.32).
To estimate stochasticity, we first average the various power spectra for all 5 simulations
of a given size to reduce noise and cosmic variance in individual measurements on large
scales. These mean spectra are then used with the constant (large scale) Fourier space bias
estimates in Eq. (2.31).

Overall, on large scales, the stochasticity is close to its Poisson shot noise value for
intermediate and low mass bin, while its somewhat lower for heavier halos ([17] explains
this as exclusion effects). However, especially for the low mass halos, simply using the
linear bias for halo field does leave significant scale dependence in the stochasticity which
is improved upon by including higher order bias parameters (upper panel). This is useful
since this residual can still be modeled with a scalar, if not necessarily poisson, shot noise.
In addition, including b2 and especially bs2 does assist in reducing stochasticity further over
linear bias models (lower panel).

2.3 Lagrangian Bias at Field Level

In the previous section, we outline a bias model for mapping from the underlying matter field
to the observed tracers i.e. a bias model. However in fitting for this mapping, we relied only
on matching the two-point functions of the model and data field. In this section, we discuss
an alternate Lagrangian bias model (as for example in refs. [146, 148, 39, 251, 238, 155, 206])
that will match the model with the observations at the level of the field. We expect this
to reduce the stochasticity further over including tidal tensor bias as was observed in the
previous section. Furthermore, the previous model captured the clustering of proto-halos
while imaging surveys observe halos in Eulerian space. Hence here we also combines the
bias model with non-linear evolution under gravity by promoting the Lagrangian fields to
Eulerian space (and redshift space if required).

Having established the evidence for tidal tensor bias in previous section, we again use a
Lagrangian bias model including terms up to quadratic order. At this order, the Lagrangian
fields are δL(q), δ2

L(q) and s2
L(q) ≡

∑
ij s

2
ij(q) the scalar shear field where s2

ij(q) = (∂i∂j∂
−2−

[1/3]δDij )δL(q). We use these fields from the ICs of the simulation itself but evolved to
z = 0 using linear theory (due to this evolution, care must be taken in interpreting our bias
parameters). Since δ2

L(q) and s2(q) are correlated, we define a new field g2
L(q) = δ2

L(q)−s2(q)
which does not correlate with δ2

L(q) on large scales and use this instead of shear field. In
addition, we subtract the zero-lag terms to make these fields have zero mean.

Then, to generate our model field as a combination of these Lagrangian fields, we use the
approach developed by ref. [206], which is itself an implementation of the ideas of ref. [148]
(e.g. Eq. 8) and its extensions [238]. Each particle is ‘shifted’ to its Eulerian position, x, with
the non-linear dynamics of choice and then binned onto the grid with cloud-in-cell (CIC)
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interpolation and weight

weight = 1 + b1δL(q) + b2(δ2
L(q)− 〈δ2

L(q)〉) + bg (gL(q)− 〈gL(q)〉) (2.33)

Note the contributions of δL, δ2
L and g2

L assigned to each particle are based on its initial
location (q). This procedure is equivalent to building separate fields with each particle
weighted by 1, δL, δ2

L and gL and then taking the linear combination of those fields after
shifting, which is how the model was actually implemented. Thus our modeled tracer field
is:

δbmodel(x) = δ[1](x) + b1δ[δL](x) + b2δ[δ2
L](x) + bgδ[gL](x) . (2.34)

where δ[W ](x) refers to the field generated by shifting the particles weighted with ‘W ’ field.
To fit for the bias parameters, we minimize the mean square model error between the

data and the model fields which is equivalent to minimizing the error power spectrum of the
residuals, r(k) = δbmodel(k)− δh(k), in Fourier space:

Perr(k) =
1

Nmodes(k)

∑
k,|k|∼k

∣∣δbmodel(k)− δh(k)
∣∣2 (2.35)

where the sum is over half of the k plane since δ?(k) = δ(−k) for the Fourier transform of
a real field, and the ‘data’ correspond to our ‘clean’ field with no noise at this stage.

In principle the bias parameters can be made scale dependent, b(k), and treated as
transfer functions [206]. To get these transfer functions, we simply minimize Eq. 5.16 for
every k-bin independently. However if the the best-fit parameters turn out to be scale
independent to a very good degree, we can minimize the number of fitted parameters by
using scalar bias parameters and fit for them by minimizing the error power spectrum only
on large scales. We will use this model for reconstruction in Chapter 5 and show below
that the fit is quite insensitive to this k-range (chosen reasonably) used for fitting the bias
parameters.

Traditionally, bias parameters are defined such that the bias model field matches the
observations in real space. However the observations of done in redshift space, we can model
to ‘shift’ the Lagrangian field directly into redshift space and minimize the error power
spectrum (Eq. 5.16) directly in redshift space instead of real space.

2.4 Neural Network Model

Bias model approaches are unlikely to be accurate on an object by object basis since they
ultimately model a discrete, point-wise halo (galaxy) field with weighted continuous matter
field. An alternative approach proposed in [156] is to connect the halo positions and masses to
the underlying matter density using Artificial neural networks (ANN/NN). These networks
are fully differentiable, yet are able to model even very discrete distributions of near pointlike
structures. This differentiability is of key importance since it ultimately allows us to use these
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart summarizing the operations involved in second step of the forward model
i.e. to predict halo mass field from the final matter field using two neural networks to identify the
position and masses of halo.

forward models for the reconstruction of comoslogical fields. The schematic for this forward
model step is shown in the right panel in Figure 4.1.

While neural networks come in various architectures and sizes, for our purpose here, we
use a simple variant called fully-connected neural network. These are directed, weighted
graphs where elements called neurons are arranged in layers and each neuron in a layer is
connected to all those in the next layer (Figure 4.2a), with an associated bias factor (b) and
a weight (W ) and activation function (φ)(Figure 4.2b) to determine the output for every
directed connection. Thus it recursively takes the input from (x) from previous layers to
produce output (y) as

y = φ(W · x + b) (2.36)

Every neural network requires some underlying features as input to develop a meaningful
relationship between these inputs and the data. Given an image, sophisticated convolutional
networks (CNN) develop these features themselves by optimizing filters of a restricted size
and we could have used them instead of a fully connected network. But in the view of
simplicity and understanding, since we have some physical intuition of what information we
are seeking and the importance of associated features, we will design the filters ourselves.
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The schematic for our model is presented in the form of the flowchart in the Figure Figure
2.3. We use the underlying dark matter field and its transformations as input features to
learn the mapping from matter to halos (discussed in detail below). Our model consists of
two fully connected neural networks, one to predict the ‘position’ field for the observables
and the other to predict the ‘magnitude’ of the corresponding observable, which in this case
is halo mass. We break down the model into two separate networks for mass and position
since it considerably simplifies the problem. Identifying the positions of the observables is
now a classification problem which are inherently somewhat easier to solve than regression
problems (which we would otherwise be solving to get an observed mass field directly). It is
also independent of what the observed quantity corresponding to the mass label is and we
can thus use the same trained position network to predict different observables. Identifying
the mass after having identified the position of the halos also reduces the dynamic range of
regression which makes the problem more amenable.

As mentioned, to make our model differentiable, we have to give up the concept of a
pointlike halo and instead we predict the ‘fields’ of these observables. By ‘fields’, we imply
that these quantities have been convolved on a grid of ones choosing using a suitable convo-
lution scheme. While such a grid structure is not a fundamental feature of the observables
themselves, it arises naturally in any image analysis. Using different grids or convolution
schemes should only change the training of our model networks while keeping the conceptual
approach unchanged. In this work, we consider only CIC convolution scheme, but any other
interpolation or smoothing scheme should work as well. Furthermore, as a result of working
with the grids, we are unable to distinguish between a single and multiple point like objects
present in the same cell. Instead, at every point, the networks will predict cumulative, con-
volved values of the observable for all the objects associated with that point. Tracing back
these predicted values to individual objects inside the grid cells should not be relevant to
the application of the model in this work.

The first network (NNp) identifies the CIC convolved halo positions on the grid. Thus,
NNp performs classification wherein it identifies if any of the 8 cells (due to the CIC con-
volution) associated with a grid point hosts a halo and assigns a value between 0 and 1,
which is akin to the probability of there being a halo. The output of NNp is thus a discrete,
position mask for the halo field (see Figure 4.3a). The second network (NNm) on the other
hand performs a regression on the underlying features to predict the value of CIC convolved
mass at a given grid point, assuming that there is a halo associated with that grid point.
This leads to a continuous mass field (see Figure 4.3b).

Given these two networks, our model for the discrete halo mass field is simply the product
of these two fields.

model = NNp× NNm

Features

The neural network requires a set of underlying features (ideally physically motivated) as
inputs. These features should provide meaningful information to learn their relationship
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Figure 2.4: (a) Difference of two Gaussian smoothed fields (green) localizes the peaks better than
either of the fields. (b) The density field at 27 nearest neighbor points of the central grid point
(X=0, Y=0, Z=0; Z-coordinate in the title is increasing going from left to right) for 2 cases - (top
row) when the central grid point corresponds to a halo position, (bottom row) central grid point is
an empty grid point in the field. In the top row, local maxima is visible around the halo- along X
axis (middle row in Z=0 square), Y axis (middle column in Z=0 square) and Z axis (central cells
in the three squares). In comparison, the bottom panel looks more like a smooth gradient.

with the corresponding observed data and hence to be able to predict the latter from the
former. Since we are interested in predicting the halo mass field, and all halo formation
models predict that more halos form in regions of higher overdensity, the underlying final
matter density field provides a natural candidate for these features. The simplest models
such as Spherical collapse [96] simply predict that halos form where overdensity exceeds a
certain threshold with the mass of the halos corresponding to the largest scale at which it
does so [190, 34]. Other halo formation models such as Ellipsoidal collapse advocate the role
of shear [221, 220] while assembly bias models suggest that other environmental features
[103, 142] also play a role in halo formation. We also find some evidence of this with the
detection of non-zero shear bias in the previous section.

In principle, one can use all these fields as underlying features and this should ideally
improve the accuracy of predictions, albeit the gains gradually diminish [139]. The increasing
complexity of the model will also lead to increased difficulty of training the neural networks.
In [156], we find that for a simple fully connected neural network model and approximate
simulations where quantities such as velocity fields are not resolved completely accurately,
the following three transformations of density fields at different smoothing scales suffice as
features suffice and can approximately capture environmental information supplementing
local density information.
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• CIC convolved matter density field (δ0)

• Density field smoothed with a finite Gaussian kernel on some scale (δR1)

• Difference of finite Gaussian smoothed fields on two different scales (δR1 − δR2)

Of these, Gaussian difference (GD) is an approximate blob detection technique used in
computer vision [137] to identify peaks in this space. Since halos are more likely to form at
peaks in density fields, we find that GD localizes the position of halos by identifying peaks
in high density blobs which are likely to cross a simple density threshold over more than one
grid points for a single halo (Figure 2.4a).

Another way to capture non-local and environmental information is to use the values of
the three fields from all the 27 points in a (3× 3× 3) cube around that point in the feature
vectors. This is motivated by the fact that the preferred locations of halo formations are
density peaks above some threshold and given three consecutive points in any dimension,
it is easier to identify the positions of these density maximas (see the caption of Figure
2.4b for description). Indeed, this improves the performance significantly for the position
network over using the values only at the grid point, as is done for the mass network.
This is also similar to what a CNN does, wherein its every neuron identifies the filters by
convolving spatial pixels to maximize the information. We do find improvements on using
full CNN architecture with multiple filters upon the simple approach presented here, but for
the purpose of reconstruction in this work, our approach suffices.

We discuss the technical details regarding the implementation and the performance of
this model in Chapter 4 where we use it to reconstruct the initial conditions from halo mass
field.
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Chapter 3

Towards optimal extraction of
cosmological information from
nonlinear data

The contents of this chapter were originally published as

Towards Optimal Extraction of Cosmological Information from Non-linear Data
Seljak U., Aslanyan G., Feng Y., Modi C. (arXiv:1706.06645) JCAP 12(2017)009

In this chapter, we develop a hierarchical Bayesian formalism to optimally extract cosmo-
logical information in the nonlinear regime. Our approach is to relate the initial linear modes
of the density field to the observed non-linear data with a differentiable forward model and
then reconstruct the initial conditions by maximizing the posterior of these modes. We also
construct an initial power spectrum estimator by integrating out the modes using perturba-
tive expansion of the likelihood. For a fixed forward model, this contains all the cosmological
information if the initial modes are Gaussian. We develop numerical methods that are com-
putationally feasible and preserve the near optimality of the analysis. We apply the method
in the simplified context of nonlinear structure formation, using either simplified 2-LPT dy-
namics or N-body simulations as the nonlinear mapping between linear and nonlinear density,
and 2-LPT dynamics in the optimization steps used to reconstruct the initial density modes.
We demonstrate that the method gives an unbiased estimator of the initial power spectrum,
providing among other a near optimal reconstruction of linear baryonic acoustic oscillations.

3.1 Introduction

The issue of optimal map reconstruction and optimal power spectrum reconstruction from a
set of noisy and sparsely sampled data has received a lot of attention in the field of large scale
structure (LSS) and cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies. Most of the work
assumes the data are a linear transformation of the initial modes, as is the case with CMB
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[100, 230, 33]. In this case the minimum variance map solution is the well-known Wiener
filter map [200]. Computing Wiener filter can be expensive, since it requires an inverse
noise weighting of the data, where in the cosmological context noise consists both of the
actual measurement noise and the actual signal (the so called sampling or cosmic variance
noise). Noise covariance matrix is typically sparse (often diagonal) in the configuration space,
and given sparsely sampled data its Fourier space representation is not diagonal. Signal
covariance matrix is diagonal in Fourier space, and its configuration space representation is
not diagonal. The sum of the two is thus not sparse in any basis, and computing the inverse
covariance matrix using brute-force methods is an N3 process, which becomes prohibitively
expensive for large N . Alternative methods must therefore be used to solve for the Wiener
filter map [178, 77].

The reconstructed map typically has millions of data points and contains too much in-
formation to be useful on its own. What we want instead is the optimal power spectrum
given the map. This is a typical hierarchical Bayesian setting, where there are many latent
variables that need to be marginalized over, and only their priors remain. Here the latent
variables are the modes and their prior is the power spectrum, which is a useful summary
statistic, since for a Gaussian field of initial modes it contains all the information present
in the data, and the data compression is lossless. In the linear regime it can be computed
using the optimal quadratic estimator, which is quadratic in the data. This requires the
data to be first inverse covariance matrix weighted [100, 230, 33], hence it is also computa-
tionally expensive. The two problems, optimal map making and optimal power spectrum,
are connected: the optimal quadratic estimator can be built out of the Wiener field map
reconstruction [208].

An alternative method to optimal quadratic estimator is to use sampling methods to
determine the power spectrum probability distribution. For example, a Gibbs sampling
approach consists of a two step sampling procedure [244]. In the first one a sample map
consistent with the data is created by adding a generalized noise realization to the Wiener
filter map. In the second, sampling of the power spectrum is created consistent with the
given map realization. Creating a map sample also requires an expensive inversion of the
covariance matrix, and as a consequence these sampling approaches are typically slower than
the optimal quadratic estimator, and converge particularly slowly in the high noise regime.

These methods, while optimal in the linear regime, are often replaced with faster and less
optimal methods due to their computational cost. Traditional power spectrum estimations
of CMB and LSS use a linear transformation between the data and the model (Fourier
transform, FT), and assume that the covariance matrix of the data is diagonal (which allows
a fast evaluation of the corresponding curvature matrix of the modes). In LSS this is the so
called FKP method [81], while in CMB it is called the pseudo-Cl method [182, 243]. This
solution is not optimal, because the correct weighting of the data is to multiply it with the
inverse of the covariance matrix, an evaluation that scales as N3 and is too costly to be
performed on large data sets. FKP or pseudo-Cl weighting is particularly poor if the noise
is varying significantly across the survey, in which case it is optimized for a single value of
the power spectrum (the one used in FKP weighting). It also fails if there is a complicated
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geometry of the survey. Moreover, the method does not handle optimally if there are modes
that are contaminated and create large scale correlations that need to be marginalized over.
Nevertheless, these methods have become standard, because for linear problems one can
show that under certain assumptions (typically valid on scales small compared to the survey
size) the amount of information is nearly the same [71].

So far the discussion above has been about a linear mapping between the modes and the
data. While the primary CMB is linear to a very good approximation, in LSS this is only
valid on the largest scales. Most of the LSS information is contained on smaller, nonlinear,
scales: in a 3-d LSS survey the number of modes scales as k3, where k ∼ 1/R is the typical
wavevector and R the typical scale. The question of optimal linear map given the nonlinear
data has been addressed in recent work, and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling
approach has been used to create the map [246], as well as create samples consistent with
the data for a given power spectrum [117, 118]. Hamiltonian sampling has an advantage
over regular (e.g. Metropolis-Hastings) sampling that it can propagate far from the current
sample using dynamics rather than random walk, and still the acceptance rate can be very
high, both of which are necessary conditions for a rapid convergence in large dimensions due
to the curse of dimensionality. However, in the current implementations the samples are still
highly correlated, with correlation length of order 100-200 being reported [118]. To create
each sample one needs many Hamiltonian dynamics evaluation steps (of order 10), so the
total cost of evaluation of a single independent realization can easily exceed 1000 calls, each
being a full forward model. It also requires knowledge of a gradient of the data model with
respect to initial modes, a feature shared with the methods developed in this chapter.

In contrast to the optimal linear power spectrum analyses, there has been very little work
in terms of extracting the optimal summary statistics given a set of noisy and incomplete
data in the nonlinear regime. For sampling methods this may be too difficult to solve, if
HMC requires 1000 calls or more to create a single independent realization. In the high
noise regime sampling converges very slowly onto the correct cosmological model, because
most of the mode power comes from the assumed power spectrum at a previous step. As a
consequence this approach may not be feasible. Most of the focus so far has instead been
to extract information from the two-point function of the nonlinear modes. In this case
the same quadratic estimator methods discussed above can be used [231], but they are not
optimal since there is information in higher order statistics as well. Because of this the two
point function analysis is sometimes supplemented with additional statistics that are most
likely to be complementary. Among these are the higher order correlations, starting with
the three point function/bispectrum, various void statistics, topology statistics, counts of
objects like clusters or other density peaks, and reconstruction methods, primarily focused
on baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) (see e.g. [249] for a review of different probes of
LSS). These approaches share the property that they use statistical information in addition
to the two point statistics of the final field, but beyond that they differ enormously in
terms of their motivation and scope. Combining the different statistics creates a significant
problem of modeling their joint error distribution, since their joint covariance matrix cannot
be computed ab-initio, but must instead be obtained from the simulations, which are noisy
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and expensive. Moreover, there is no guarantee that even after combining several of these
statistics one will exhaust the information content in the data: new statistics are continuously
being proposed (and argued to be superior by their authors), suggesting that this question
is unlikely to be settled by this ad-hoc approach. Ideally, what is needed is an ab-initio
approach that is built with a guarantee to give a nearly optimal answer. This is an approach
we attempt to develop in this chapter.

Since the initial density modes are assumed to be Gaussian, their power spectrum is
a lossless summary statistic, which should contain all the information present in the data
(with an exception of cosmological parameters that may be required to map from the initial
modes into the final data). The lossless nature may however break down in the situations
of shell crossings, where there can be more than one initial solution that maps to the same
final data. In this chapter we derive an initial linear power spectrum estimation, given
incomplete and noisy data and given a nonlinear model between the initial modes and the
data. We will show that as an intermediate step we will also need to derive the optimal initial
density reconstruction. For the linear case the optimal power spectrum from the optimal
density reconstruction has been derived in [208], and here we generalize the expressions to
the nonlinear model. We will show that it is possible to cast the solution into an optimization
problem, and we develop methods to solve it efficiently. We then generalize the method to
include forward model parameters as well. As a proof of principle we apply the derived
expressions to extract the initial power spectrum from a final density field obtained either in
an N-body simulation of dark matter or in a 2-LPT simulation models, and using a 2-LPT
approximation (e.g. [25]) as a forward model.

3.2 Statistical approach and heuristic derivation

Following the notation of [208] let us assume that we measure some nonlinear observations
d(ri) at pixelized (2-d or 3-d) spatial positions ri. The data could be nonlinear dark matter
density (although this is typically not directly observable), some projected dark matter
density such as lensing shear or convergence, galaxy density or luminosity, Sunyaev-Zeldovich
intensity etc. We arrange these into a vector d = {d(ri)}(i = 1, ..., N). Each measurement
consists of a signal and a noise contribution, d = f(s, λ) + dn, where noise is assumed to
be uncorrelated with the signal. Here f(s, λ) is a nonlinear mapping from the initial linear
density modes to the final model prediction of the observation, and s = {sj}(j = 1, ...,M) are
the underlying initial density mode coefficients that we wish to estimate. In the statistical
language d are the observed variables, s are the latent variables and λ are the forward
model parameters. While our primary motivation for these is linear matter over-density δ,
the formalism we develop is also useful for other applications such as CMB anisotropies,
hence we keep the notation more general. We will assume these coefficients to be in Fourier
space, where their Gaussian prior can be written in a diagonal form. The modes are complex
and obey s∗(k) = s(−k), where k is the wavevector, but in our labeling of modes we will
treat real and imaginary component as two independent modes. If the mapping is linear we
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can write f(s) = f ′s.
We will assume the nonlinear mapping f(s, λ) to be computable given the initial density

field and given some forward model parameters λ. Typically this mapping will be a full N-
body simulation, with some additional processing to produce a realistic model prediction
for the specific observations. The forward model parameters can be matter density, massive
neutrinos or other parameters that affect the growth of structure, various astrophysical
modeling parameters (related to how galaxies and baryons populate dark matter halos), and
observational nuisance parameters (such as shear bias in weak lensing etc.). The mapping
may also include smoothing (e.g. beam smoothing) or pixelization of the data. The true
underlying field has an infinite number of Fourier modes, but only a finite number of these
can be estimated. Typically we will embed a given LSS survey into a periodic box larger
than the survey, with zero padding in regions without the data, but in this chapter we will
simplify this to periodic box analysis.

The modes s are latent variables with a prior of their own. This prior is parametrized as
a multivariate Gaussian, with covariance matrix S = 〈ss†〉, which is assumed to be diagonal
in Fourier space. We will assume the power spectrum depends on parameters Θ, which will
typically be bandpowers, but this will later be generalized to any parameters that change
the power spectrum. These bandpowers can also have a prior (a hyperprior in the language
of hierarchical Bayesian models), but in this chapter we will assume their prior is flat, and
we will not even impose positivity, since these are summary statistics expected to be used
in a later analysis of cosmological parameters.

The noise vector dn = {dn,i}(i = 1, ..., N) is parametrized with the noise covariance
matrix N = 〈dnd†n〉.The i-th diagonal element Nii corresponds to the noise variance N(ri
at the spatial position ri. This noise matrix is assumed to be known, uncorrelated with
the signal and diagonal (or sparse) in real space, so that any operations involving noise
matrix scale as O(N) rather than O(N2) or steeper. For simplicity we will also assume noise
is Gaussian distributed, but this can be generalized to other probability distributions. It
is reasonably appropriate for weak lensing, where by central limit theorem averaging over
shape noise produces approximately Gaussian noise. Outside the survey mask (which can
include holes inside the survey) we will assume N(ri) = ∞ and assign d(ri) = 0 (although
assigning any other value would be just as good).

The goal of parameter inference is to derive the posterior distribution of parameters
Θ and λ given their prior and the data d. In some cases, such as linear model, one can
write analytic expression for the likelihood L(d|Θ,λ), but its explicit evaluation requires
inversion and trace or determinant of a very large non-sparse matrix, both of which are
O(N3) operations, which becomes too expensive when the size of the data becomes large. In
the nonlinear case even writing down the posterior is a major challenge. We will argue that it
is easier to solve the problem in a typical hierarchical Bayesian model approach, by working
with the latent variables s and solving for these first, then marginalizing over them to obtain
the likelihood and the posterior of parameters (which are the same if the priors are flat, as
we will assume here). This approach perhaps seems counter-intuitive, since the dimension
of the latent variables M is comparable to the data N . However, the major simplification
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in the linear case is that there are no large matrix inversions required for the solution to be
obtained. For the nonlinear case we will argue that finding a good solution at or close to the
global minimum is achievable even in a large number of dimensions, and the problem cannot
even be solved in the absence of latent variables. By writing a full probabilistic model in
terms of conditional probabilities between individual variables, in this case latent variables
s conditional on Θ, and data d conditional on λ and s, we are able to solve for the posterior
of Θ and λ given the data d (combining with the (hyper)priors on Θ and λ).

One can write the joint probability of signal s and noise dn as a product of individual
probabilities, under the assumption that they are uncorrelated,

P (s,n) = Ps(s)Pn(dn) = (2π)−(M+N)/2 det(SN)−1/2 exp

(
−1

2

[
s†S−1s+ d†nN

−1dn
])

.

(3.1)
The Bayes theorem can be applied to s, Θ and λ to obtain their posterior

P (s,Θ, λ|d) ∝ Pn(d− f [s, λ])Ps(s|Θ)P (Θ, λ). (3.2)

The first term Pn is the probability distribution of the noise for some set of observations
d, dn = d − f(s, λ), while the second Ps is the prior for s given Θ (or, equivalently, S).
The last term P (Θ, λ) is the prior on the initial power spectrum parameters Θ and on
forward model parameters λ. We will assume this prior is flat, so that we have no prior
information on them. This is because we want the result of the analysis to summarize the
information from the given data, without inclusion of external data. This is easy to modify
at a later stage if combining different data sets. Similarly, we will not be concerned with the
normalization of the posterior, so we simply use the proportionality symbol in equation 3.2.
We will fix the normalization at the end using Gaussian approximation for the posterior.

Maximizing the posterior in terms of s at a fixed Θ and λ gives ŝ, the so called maximal
a posterior (MAP), which is also the Wiener filter map in the linear case. We will use
optimization methods with analytic gradient evaluation to perform this step. Gradient based
optimization methods can be very efficient at finding the maximum, but typically do not
provide a reliable curvature matrix (Hessian or its inverse). We will develop a method where
the curvature matrix of s around ŝ is not needed in the construction of the final solution, so
that any optimization method can be used.

Ultimately the optimal map is not what we really care about. What we want is the
posterior of model parameters Θ and λ independent of latent variables s. One way to do
this would be to use sampling of both s, Θ and λ, but with M � 106 dimensions this
can be extremely expensive. Another approach would be to maximize the posterior with
respect to all the parameters at once. This approach is strictly not valid when the latent
variables depend on the parameters we wish to determine: maximization is not the same as
marginalization. In addition, this approach has technical difficulties related to the fact that
for the parameters we care about we also need a very accurate curvature matrix and its log
determinant, which is not provided by the optimizer. In this chapter we instead perform an
analytic marginalization over the latent variables.
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In our approach, we work with large dimensions of the modes, M � 106. We will assume
that the same maximum is always found. To be more precise, we will argue that many
posterior maxima can exist and do not change the nature of the solution as long as they are
all similar to each other in a well defined sense discussed in section 3.4). This assumption
can be explicitly proven in the linear regime where the loss function is convex [208]. In the
nonlinear case it depends on the nature of the problem, but cannot be proven generally. For
example, in the strongly nonlinear regime, inside virialized regions, satellites on orbits can
yield several identical phase space configurations. While this degeneracy will be broken by
the Gaussian prior on the modes, it still suggests local maxima in posterior (even if not of
equal height). We will proceed not ignoring this issue, but assuming it can be calibrated out
under the assumption that the maxima are always quantitatively similar.

We will thus analytically integrate over s

P (Θ, λ|d) =

∫
dMsP (s,Θ, λ|d), (3.3)

performing this marginalization around the MAP solution ŝ. We will perform a perturbative
expansion of the posterior around MAP, which we can integrate over. This produces two
terms, one is simply the value of the loss function in the exponent of equation 3.2 at the
MAP position, and the second is the volume of posterior, roughly given by the determinant of
the curvature matrix at that position (and further increased by the higher order moments).
However, we will never explicitly perform this integral, and instead develop a method to
determine the resulting volume element using simulations, so in this sense our approach
does not rely on perturbative expansion.

Once we have P (Θ, λ|d) we can perform its maximization with respect to Θ, λ to find
their peak posterior solution, i.e. the maximum likelihood (since we assume flat prior).
By expanding the log posterior to second order we also obtain the curvature matrix under
the Laplace approximation. We will use Newton’s method to find the maximum likelihood
solution and then construct an explicitly unbiased estimator out of it. In this chapter we
focus primarily on bandpowers for Θ, and we argue that quadratic expansion of their log
likelihood is likely to be sufficient, but we also develop the method for other parameters,
such as forward model parameters.

In the past work on linear problem [178], the evaluation of the curvature matrix has
proven to be the most expensive part of the problem. In this chapter we develop a novel
method to evaluate an approximation to its ensemble average, the Fisher matrix. We use data
simulation(s) and investigate their response to the change in parameters, taking advantage
of the fact that in Newton’s method the response matrix is also the curvature matrix. This
enables us to evaluate this term much faster than otherwise possible. In the linear case this
approach remains Bayesian, since the curvature matrix equals the Fisher matrix. In the
nonlinear case this is no longer the case, but we will argue that the difference are likely to
be small due to the large number of modes.

It is worth emphasizing that if the initial equations 3.1 and 3.2 are exact in a probabilistic
sense, and if all the steps we described above are performed exactly, then the final solution
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is optimal, i.e. we obtain true posterior distribution of the parameters given the data. In
this chapter we will discuss in detail which approximations we are invoking to solve these
equations and what their impact may be on the optimality of the final result.

Heuristic derivation

The simplest power spectrum estimate one can make out of MAP is to square the modes ŝ
and average them within the bandpower bin. This does not lead to an unbiased estimator,
but intuitively this must be the path to the correct procedure, since it is built from the
minimum variance estimator of the initial modes, which in some sense is the best we can do.
This procedure has indeed been formally proven in the linear case [208]. In the next sections
we present a nonlinear version of this statement. Before proceeding we give a heuristic
derivation of our procedure following the arguments in [208].

In general an optimal two point function (e.g. power spectrum) analysis for the linear
case requires first inverse generalized noise weighting of the data, after which one adds up
all pair products of these inverse noise processed data, weighted by the expected response
of each pair product to the specific power spectrum parameter (e.g. bandpower). Inverse
weighting by the generalized noise means weighting by the inverse of the full covariance
matrix, which consists of noise variance and signal (sampling) variance, and is in general
not diagonal in any basis. In the nonlinear case the generalized noise matrix cannot even
be defined a priori since it depends on the solution. However, finding MAP of initial modes
ŝ achieves this inverse generalized noise weighting. This may still not be sufficient for an
optimal analysis, but going beyond it would require doing a full likelihood analysis in M
dimensional space, which we would like to avoid if possible. So our strategy will be to use
this solution to construct the linear power spectrum.

While minimum variance mode reconstruction ŝ has been inverse generalized noise weighted,
its square cannot give an unbiased estimator of the power spectrum, and needs to be cor-
rected. First of all, ŝ contains noise contribution, and upon squaring it this will give a term
that needs to be removed. Second, minimum variance modes ŝ only agree with truth in the
absence of noise and for a complete coverage, but are otherwise reduced in amplitude and
mixed with each other. So one needs a mixing matrix to correct for these effects.

Heuristically, we can write an estimator for power S(k) at the single mode k as

(F Ŝ)k =
|ŝ(k)|2

2Sfid(k)2
− bk, (3.4)

where F is the mixing matrix between the modes and bk is the noise bias term. This term
can be determined by requiring that the equation above is unbiased at some fiducial power
spectrum Sfid. We have divided by the sampling variance of the power spectrum for a
single mode 2Sfid(k)2 (to be evaluated at some fiducial power spectrum). In the limit where
there is no noise the latter is the variance of that mode power (note that we are imagining
one independent mode per each k, while in practice these are complex modes with two
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independent mode realizations, but where the mode at k is a complex conjugate of the mode
at −k). So in this limit this gives the inverse variance weighting of the power spectrum,
where the variance is given by the signal (sampling variance). Noise variance is accounted
for by the reduced value of ŝk relative to no noise case, an outcome of the minimum variance
reconstruction of MAP ŝ. As shown below, the above expression correctly weights by the
inverse generalized noise of the power.

We will interpret F as the matrix that determines the mixing between the different power
spectrum estimators (where in the expression above each mode leads to an independent
power spectrum estimator). We will determine both F and b using simulations around
some fiducial model, enforcing that equation 3.4 gives an on average unbiased estimation
for any small power spectrum variations around some fiducial model. We will show that we
can interpret F as the Fisher matrix, i.e. the ensemble averaged inverse covariance matrix
for the estimators, as a consequence of Newton’s method. Since equation 3.4 leads to an
estimator for each mode it is customary to average them into bandpowers, by adding up
estimators within a certain range of wavevectors.

The plan of the next sections is as follows. In section 3.3 we construct the minimum
variance solution for s. We will assume Θ and λ are fixed and we will not carry their
dependence. In section 3.4 we marginalize over s and construct maximum likelihood solution
for Θ, assuming λ is fixed. In section 3.5 we apply the method to a simple but nontrivial
nonlinear example, which is followed by conclusions in section 3.6.

3.3 Maximum a posteriori (MAP) initial mode

estimator

In this section we work out the minimum variance modes s at fixed Θ, λ around some fiducial
model, so we will not include their dependence in the expressions below. For simplicity we
will use S for the fiducial model. The conditional posterior probability for s given the data
and prior Ps(s) is P (s|d) ∝ Ps(s)Pn(d− f(s)), which from equation 3.1 is

P (s|d) = (2π)−(M+N)/2 det(SN)−1/2 exp

(
−1

2

{
s†S−1s+ [d− f(s)]†N−1 [d− f(s)]

})
.

(3.5)
The MAP solution of the initial modes can be obtained by maximizing the posterior of

s at a fixed S and N , which is equivalent to minimizing the loss function χ2,

χ2(s) = s†S−1s+ [d− f(s)]†N−1[d− f(s)], (3.6)

with respect to all coefficients s.
The problem of finding the minimum variance field s can thus be recast into solving a min-

imization problem of a nonlinear function χ2, which is an optimization problem. A generic
class of optimization models is based on second order Newton’s method, which expands the
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nonlinear function to a quadratic order around a point sm,

χ2(s) = χ2
0 + 2g†∆s+ ∆s†D∆s, (3.7)

where ∆s = s− sm. We can introduce the gradient matrix around sm as

f ′ij =
∂f(sm)i
∂sj

. (3.8)

Response function depends on the position sm, but we will not keep that index explicitly in
our expressions. For linear models the matrix f ′ is a constant independent of position. The
gradient of the cost function is

g =
1

2

∂χ2

∂s
= S−1sm − f ′†(sm)N−1[d− f(sm)]. (3.9)

We want to find a solution where g = 0, and we will denote the solution as ŝ,

g = S−1ŝ− f ′†(ŝ)N−1
[d− f(ŝ)] = 0. (3.10)

Note that f ′ is the derivative of the forward model at every position with respect to every
initial mode. This can be very expensive to compute for complicated nonlinear models since
it requires back-propagation, and is typically not part of the standard N-body simulation
codes.

The curvature matrix D equals one half of Hessian matrix and can be written as

D =
1

2

∂χ2

∂s∂s
= S−1 + f ′†N−1f ′ + f ′′N−1[d− f(sm)]. (3.11)

The last term above contains a second derivative of the χ2, f ′′ = ∂2f/∂s∂s, and is often
neglected when performing optimization, because it fluctuates around zero uncorrelated with
the model and hence tends to average to zero. It is also often small (or exactly zero for linear
models), and its inclusion may make the optimization unstable [191]. We will also not keep
it in our expressions below, and the procedure becomes the so called Gauss-Newton method.
Keeping or dropping this term has no impact on the final solution of the optimization.

Minimizing χ2 equals setting its gradient with respect to ∆s to zero,

∂χ2(s)

∂∆s
= 0, (3.12)

which from equation 3.7 gives
∆s = −D−1g. (3.13)

If we had a perfect inverse curvature matrix and the system was linear this would find the
solution where g = 0. In nonlinear Newton’s method one takes this solution as a starting
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point, performing a line search in the direction of ∆s to find a suitable new position sm+1,
which reduces the cost function χ2 along the line,

sm+1 − sm = −αD−1g. (3.14)

We start with α = 1. If this reduces the cost function we accept it as the next iteration,
otherwise we use bisection method to determine a new α, repeating the procedure (if no
solution is found we switch to regular steepest descent method). This line search does not
require a new evaluation of the derivatives, but it does require a full forward model evaluation
of f(sm + ∆s) for each α, and hence can be expensive. The procedure is repeated until
one converges to the minimum ŝ.

As stated above in linear models one can perform this step only once, starting from
s0 = 0, to give

∆s = ŝ = D−1f ′†N−1d. (3.15)

This is the Wiener filter solution, which minimizes the variance [200]. Note that even though
the solution is analytic, it requires inversion of a large matrix D, which is an M3 process
and becomes prohibitively expensive for large M . Optimization methods discussed here can
be the best choice even for linear models.

At the position of the minimum one can write the conditional probability of s given the
data as

P (s|d) ∝ exp

(
−1

2
[s− ŝ]†D[s− ŝ]

)
, (3.16)

where ŝ is the value of s found at the minimum. The covariance matrix of residuals is given
by the inverse of curvature matrix

〈[s− ŝ]†[s− ŝ]〉 = D−1 =
(
S−1 + f ′†N−1f ′

)−1

, (3.17)

where the gradient f ′ is computed at the MAP ŝ and we dropped f ′′N−1(d − f) term,
which fluctuates around zero.

Function optimization (minimization/maximization) is a large field of research, and many
different methods have been developed for a wide range of applications [168]. Here we will
work in a large number of dimensions (with both M and N expected to be in millions or
more), and a brute force Hessian inversion in equation 3.13 is not feasible. Two of the
popular classes of optimization solvers are conjugate gradient methods (often coupled to a
preconditioner), which do not require a construction of curvature matrix (or its inverse) at
all, and quasi-Newton’s methods, which approximate the inverse Hessian, of which limited
memory BFGS (L-BFGS) is the most popular implementation [191]. We have used Gauss-
Newton’s approach in the derivation above to highlight the analogy with linear algebra
derivation of [208], but ultimately the choice of optimization method will be determined by
its effectiveness. In our tests we have found L-BFGS to be faster than conjugate gradient,
but this could depend on the application and implementation. The derivation above does
not include normalization, but in practical applications we have found to be useful to rescale
(normalize) and work with the modes u = s/S1/2.
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3.4 Minimum variance initial power spectrum

estimator

While knowing the MAP solution ŝ is useful to create a map of the universe, this is still too
much information for most applications. What we want to know is the statistical distribution
of the linear modes, and since these are assumed to be Gaussian a suitable summary statistic
is their power spectrum. Basically, we want to know the parameters Θ, which are priors
for s and marginalize over s. In this section we address the dependence on parameters Θ,
while still keeping parameters λ fixed at their fiducial values (and we will not carry their
dependence).

Formally we want to maximize the posterior probability of the data as a function of
some power spectrum parameters Θl that determine the initial mode power spectrum S,
independent of the underlying field ŝ. We can introduce a derivative matrix Πl around some
fiducial power spectrum Sfid, defined as[

∂S

∂Θl

]
Sfid

= Πl, (3.18)

which is to be evaluated at the fiducial model. In terms of this we can write

S = Sfid +
∑
l

∆ΘlΠl. (3.19)

For linear dependence of S on Θ and bandpowers we can use

Πl =
Sfid

Θl

, (3.20)

i.e. 〈skls∗kl〉 = ΘlΠl(kl). In this case the derivative matrix takes us from Θl, which is the
power spectrum value representative over a bin, to S that is the power spectrum. For
concreteness we will initially bin the power spectrum into bins, summing over all the Kl

modes {skl}(kl = 1, ..., Kl). These are the modes that contribute to l bandpower of the
power spectrum parametrized with Θl. For a narrow bin the derivative matrix Πl consists
of ones along the diagonal corresponding to the Kl modes and zeros otherwise. For broader
bandpower bins the derivative matrix can allow for any expected variation of the power
within the bin. For example, if we only have a single bin which covers the entire range of
modes then the corresponding Θ1 is a power spectrum amplitude chosen at some wavemode
kf (or some integral over the modes, such as σ2

8 normalization), while the derivative matrix
has the shape of a fiducial power spectrum, i.e. Π1 = Sfid/Θ1.

Analytic marginalization with perturbative approach

In the case of power spectrum estimation one wants to marginalize the full posterior over
the parameters ŝ. Since a brute force approach with sampling is too expensive, we choose to
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approximate it as a multi-variate Gaussian as in equation 3.16. An implicit assumption in the
procedure is that there is one global minimum, to which optimization converges regardless
of the starting point. This is a major assumption and may not be valid, either because the
global minimum is not reachable (because optimization is stuck in a local minimum), because
the correct solution does not correspond to the global minimum, or because the posterior
around the global minimum is not well described as a multi-variate Gaussian. Here we will
assume this approach is justified but there are no guarantees and indeed on very small scales
the methodology may need to be modified.

Under this assumption our strategy is to marginalize over the modes, by writing it as
a multi-variate Gaussian around the maximum, and then complete the square. Note that
the MAP ŝ and its covariance D is implicitly a function of the data, the forward model
parameters and the power spectrum bandpower parameters Θ we wish to estimate. In [109]
the resulting expression was called a grand likelihood L(d|Θ). The full problem can be
solved if we linearize the response around the MAP initial mode estimator ŝ and perform
analytic integration under Gaussian approximation. We begin with equation 3.5, expanding
around s = ŝ+ δs,

P (s,d|Θ) = (2π)−(M+N)/2 det(SN)−1/2 ×

exp

(
−1

2

{
(ŝ+ δs)†S−1(ŝ+ δs) + [d− f(ŝ+ δs)]†N−1 [d− f(ŝ+ δs)]

})
.(3.21)

If we collect all the terms that involve δs they will vanish by the requirement that the
gradient is zero, equation 3.10, by definition of ŝ: the posterior surface is quadratic at the
minimum of the loss function. We are left with

P (s,d|Θ) = (2π)−(M+N)/2 det(SN)−1/2 ×

exp

(
−1

2

{
ŝ†S−1ŝ+ [d− f(ŝ)]†N−1 [d− f(ŝ)] + δs†Dδs

})
×

exp [D3(ŝ)δsδsδs+D4(ŝ)δsδsδsδs+ ...] , (3.22)

where D is the curvature matrix of equation 3.11 and more generally we have defined

Dn(ŝ) =
1

2n!

[
∂nχ2

(∂s)n

]
s=ŝ

. (3.23)

We see that D = 2D2. In terms of derivatives of f we have

D3 =
1

4
f ′†N−1f ′′, (3.24)

and

D4 =
1

48

[
3f ′′†N−1f ′′ + 4f ′†N−1f ′′′

]
. (3.25)

We have consistently dropped the terms with d−f(ŝ), which fluctuate around zero. All the
terms in the last line of equation 3.22 are scalars.
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Next we assume a perturbative expansion in terms of higher order derivatives and/or low
noise (we will define the expansion parameter below), bringing the higher order terms Dn

down from the exponential,

exp [D3(ŝ)δsδsδs+D4(ŝ)δsδsδsδs+ ...] = 1+D3(ŝ)δsδsδs+D4(ŝ)δsδsδsδs+... (3.26)

We can now obtain the perturbative expansion of the marginalized likelihood function
by integrating out δs,

P (Θ|d) ∝ L(d|Θ) =

∫
P (s,d|Θ)dMδs

= (2π)−(M+N)/2 det(SN)−1/2 exp

(
−1

2

[
ŝ†S−1ŝ+ (d− f(ŝ))†N−1(d− f(ŝ))

])
×∫

exp

{
−1

2
δs†Dδs

}
dMs [1 +D3(ŝ)δsδsδs+D4(ŝ)δsδsδsδs...]

= (2π)−N/2 det(SND̃)−1/2 exp

(
−1

2

[
ŝ†S−1ŝ+ (d− f(ŝ))†N−1(d− f(ŝ))

])
. (3.27)

We have defined

det D̃
−1/2

= detD−1/2
[
1 + 3tr(D−1D4D

−1) + ...
]
. (3.28)

The lowest order term detD is given by the Gaussian integral. The next order term is a
1-loop contribution consisting of f ′′2 and f ′′′f ′ inside D4, and we used Wick’s theorem to
perform the Gaussian integrals. We can also define

C̃ ≡ SND̃ = N + f ′Sf ′† + ..., (3.29)

where ... denotes higher order terms in D̃ and we used equation 3.17 for D.
We see that to marginalize over a set of parameters s one has first to find their maximum

posterior ŝ, as derived in previous section via optimization, after which the integration over
the parameters can be performed analytically assuming a perturbative expansion. This
procedure implicitly assumes a single maximum posterior and a simple posterior around ŝ.
When this is not satisfied, for example in the presence of multiple peaked posterior, one must
either perform the appropriate statistical average over these, if they are widely separated,
or show that all the local peaks are close to each other and thus essentially giving the same
solution. For now we will proceed assuming a single peaked posterior. Note that integration

over s produced an additional factor of D̃
−1/2

relative to doing the maximum likelihood over
all parameters simulteneously.

Let us look at the structure of the resulting expression in equation 3.27. The main term
that depends on the data is in the exponential, exp[−χ2(ŝ)/2]. This term consists of the
prior term and of the goodness of data fit, both evaluated at the MAP position ŝ. The other
term is detSND̃. This term represents the volume of the priors and posteriors. We wish to
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explore its sensitivity to the parameters Θ that determine S, so we wish to take derivative
of this term wrt Θ.

From equation 3.29 we obtain

det(C̃) ≈ det(N + f ′Sf ′†). (3.30)

In the low noise limit it gives det(C̃) ≈ det(f ′Sf ′†), which is highly sensitive to the param-
eters Θ inside S. In the high noise limit we have det(SND) ≈ detN . In this limit we do
not get any information about the parameters Θ. This is reflected in the values of ŝ, which
are at the their full value in the low noise limit and become smaller and smaller as the noise
increases.

Next we look at the data dependence of the curvature matrix D̃. If the model is linear
D̃ does not depend on the data, because f ′ is a constant and f (n) = 0 for n > 1. Thus this
term can be evaluated using a method that is data independent, such as a simulation. For
nonlinear models we have to account for the data dependence of D̃. Let us first look at the
leading term D, given in equation 3.17. For nonlinear models the first derivative f ′(ŝ) is
data dependent. For example, suppose we Taylor expand the forward model in terms of s,

f(s) = R1s+
1

2
R2ss..., (3.31)

we see that
f ′(ŝ) = R1 +R2ŝ+ ... (3.32)

and hence the covariance D depends on ŝ through R2ŝ + .... Depending on the realization
value of ŝ the associated error can be larger or smaller than the first order term R1. We
can see this from equation 3.10. The solution to this equation balances between the prior
term S−1ŝ, which on its own would give ŝ = 0, and the data term f ′†(ŝ)N−1[d− f(ŝ)],
which on its own would solve for f(ŝ) = d. The balance between the two is determined by
Sf ′†(ŝ)N−1, which contains data realization dependence inside f ′(ŝ). Thus the solution for
ŝ automatically accounts for generalized noise weighting of the modes including realization
dependence, at least at the lowest order.

Let us look next at the 1-loop term tr(D−1D4D
−1). This term represents an increase in

volume of posterior of δs around ŝ relative to the Gaussian approximation. Using equations
3.17 and 3.25 we find this term scales as, schematically,

D−1D4D
−1 ∝ [3f ′′2 + 4f ′f ′′′]N . (3.33)

Thus the 1-loop term vanishes in the limit of either small noise or small nonlinearity. Both
of these conditions are likely to be satisfied on large scales, where noise relative to power
is small and modes are nearly linear. As we push the marginalization to smaller scales we
get larger and larger corrections from this term. This term is also data dependent. This
means that one may have a situation where Taylor expansion suggests the posterior is wide
(narrow), because the variance of the mode D1/2 is large (small), but the full posterior may
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be narrower (wider) once we include higher order terms, such as curtosis computed here. At
this order our procedure will cease to be optimal in terms of optimal mode weighting, but
we will still make it unbiased, as described below. It is unclear however how suboptimal due
to higher order corrections our method is. We will show below that our method is essentially
giving equal weight to all reconstructed modes, and this may well be valid even beyond the
formal applicability regime derived here.

Optimization methods in large number of dimensions do not provide detD, although
approximations to it exist in certain methods (e.g. BFGS). It seems even less promising
to be able to compute analytically det D̃. While this term is data realization dependent,
it is computed independently of the exp[−χ2(ŝ)] term, and is essentially determined by the
posterior volume of δs around ŝ. In a large number of dimensions the average of this term will
not be strongly data realization dependent: for any given realization we will have about the
same level of mode to mode fluctuations that will on average have the same posterior volume
and give the same value of det D̃ regardless of where ŝ is. This suggests we may evaluate
this term average using Monte Carlo methods, with a realistic simulation of the data: even
though the MAP values ŝ in a simulation will have no relation to the corresponding MAP
of the data, the posterior volume of δs around it will be nearly the same as for the data, as
long as the simulation is close enough to the data. We may give up some optimality by not
properly weighting the modes by their full posterior volume, but our procedure is exact in the
linear case and in the low noise case, and as argued above equal weighting of the modes may
be the valid approach even beyond these two formal limits. In any case, we cannot evaluate
the posterior volume properly using the methods developed here, which are perturbative
anyways and so not valid in general. This will be the basis for our efficient method of
evaluating the optimal estimator and its covariance matrix. Note that even though we use
random simulations in this chapter to compute the volume term, we may also construct a
simulation that is close to the actual data realization, further reducing the dependence of
the volume term on the data realization.

Maximizing the bandpower likelihood

Using the Bayes theorem and assuming a flat prior on Θ we have interpreted the posterior
P (Θ|d) as proportional to the likelihood L(d|Θ). We can justify using flat prior as the choice
which gives unbiased estimators of cosmological parameters, when the summary statistics Θ̂
are used to determine them. This interpretation is only valid when the noise bias and Fisher
matrix are evaluated using a fiducial power spectrum not affected by the measurements.
When the fiducial model is too far from the final solution one can repeat the procedure with
a fiducial model that is closer to the actual solution. Note that we do not impose positivity
of the bandpowers with the prior: this is justified if the bandpowers are viewed as summary
statistics that are subsequently used to determine cosmological parameters (where physical
priors can be imposed).

The next step is to maximize this likelihood with respect to the bandpowers Θ. Given a
set of measurements d we wish to find the most probable set of bandpowers Θ from equation
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3.27, where D, S and ŝ implicitly depend on the bandpowers Θ. To find the most probable
set of parameters one needs to find the maximum of the likelihood function L(Θ).

We will find the maximum posterior using Newton’s method. We wish to expand the log
likelihood in terms of Θ to a quadratic order around some fiducial values,

lnL(Θfid +∆Θ) = lnL(Θfid)+
∑
l

[
∂ lnL(Θ)

∂Θl

]
Θfid

∆Θl+
1

2

∑
ll′

[
∂2 lnL(Θ)

∂Θl∂Θl′

]
Θfid

∆Θl∆Θl′ ,

(3.34)
where the terms are evaluated at the fiducial model Θfid. We will seek a solution where the
first derivative vanishes using Newton’s method. The last term of equation 3.34 defines the
curvature matrix as the second derivatives of log likelihood with respect to the parameters.

To get the first derivative we need to take a derivative of log likelihood in equation 3.27
with respect to Θl. The dependence on Θl is in ŝ, S and f(ŝ). We have

∂
[
(d− f(ŝ))†N−1(d− f(ŝ))

]
∂Θl

= −2

[
R
∂ŝ

∂Θl

]†
N−1(d− f(ŝ)) = −2

[
∂ŝ

∂Θl

]†
S−1

fid ŝ, (3.35)

where the first relation follows from equation 3.8 and the last relation follows from equation
3.10. We also have

∂
[
ŝ†S−1

fid ŝ
]

∂Θl

= 2

[
∂ŝ

∂Θl

]†
S−1

fid ŝ− 2El(Sfid, ŝ), (3.36)

defining

El(Sfid, ŝ) =
1

2
ŝ†S−1

fid ΠlS
−1
fid ŝ. (3.37)

All the matrix operations involve diagonal matrices, so using equation 3.20 we get

El(Sfid, ŝ) =
1

2

∑
kl

ŝ2
kl

Θfid,lSfid,kl

, (3.38)

where the sum is over all modes within the bandpower and Sfid,kl is the fiducial power
spectrum amplitude at mode kl, which for narrow power spectrum bins is simply Θfid,l. We
see that the terms with dŝ/dΘl cancel out, which gives us, using equation 3.27

∂ lnL(Θ)

∂Θl

= El − bl, (3.39)

where we defined

bl =
1

2
tr

[
∂ ln(SND̃)

∂Θl

]
Sfid

. (3.40)

Note that N has no dependence on Θ. This term is non-zero because squaring the MAP
field (as done in first term of rhs in equation 3.39) creates a bias. In line with the linear
analysis we will continue to call this term noise bias, but unlike the linear case this term
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may depend on both the noise and the signal. The first term in equation 3.39 states that for
narrow bins the derivative is given by adding up all the squares of the modes. We can see
that in this term the curvature matrix D (or its generalization D̃) does not enter, and its
evaluation is not required. Since we cannot compute the curvature matrix we also cannot
take its derivative with respect to parameters, which is needed to compute the noise bias in
equation 3.40. In this chapter we instead compute the noise bias by evaluating its ensemble
average, using a method described further below. This will mean that we have given up on
the information contained in this term. We expect this information to be subdominant, at
least in the linear and low noise limits.

The maximum likelihood solution for Θ̂ is given by[
∂ lnL(Θ)

∂Θl

]
ˆΘ

= El(Θ̂)− bl(Θ̂) = 0. (3.41)

To evaluate we would need to evaluate equation 3.40. This gives

bl =
1

2
tr

[
∂ ln C̃

∂Θl

]
=

1

2
tr

[
∂C̃

∂Θl

C̃
−1

]
. (3.42)

Using equation 3.29 and dropping higher order terms we obtain

bl =
1

2
tr
[
f ′Πlf

′†C̃
−1
]
. (3.43)

We wish to solve equation 3.41 to obtain ML estimate of Θ̂l, which appears inside S. This
is a complicated nonlinear equation in terms of S and hence one cannot write the solution
in a closed form.

Instead of solving this equation directly we will adopt Newton’s method, where we use the
quadratic expansion of log-likelihood in equation 3.34, evaluate all the elements at Θfid where
the log-likelihood derivative is not zero, and then use Newton’s method to find the values
Θ̂ where the first derivative is zero. To do this we must therefore evaluate the curvature
matrix. Instead of the actual curvature matrix for parameters we will often work with the
Fisher matrix, defined as the ensemble average of the curvature around the maximum,

Fll′ = −
〈
∂2 lnL(Θ)

∂Θl∂Θl′

〉
. (3.44)

Brackets denote ensemble averaging. It may be possible to compute the actual curvature
matrix for the data,but in this chapter we will not distinguish between the two and simply
call it Fisher matrix, even though this is not exactly the same as the curvature matrix in the
Bayesian analysis. For modes that are Gaussian distributed one can interpret the inverse of
the Fisher matrix F−1 as an estimate of the covariance matrix of the parameters Θ̂,

〈∆Θ̂∆Θ̂
†
〉 − 〈∆Θ̂〉〈∆Θ̂〉† = F−1. (3.45)
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Note that for linear modes the likelihood function can be approximated as Gaussian around
the maximum provided that sufficient number of independent modes contribute to each Θl,
by central limit theorem.

We are finally in position to use Newton’s method to write the maximum likelihood
estimator for ∆Θ. The solution to the quadratic log likelihood at the peak can be obtained
by setting the derivative of equation 3.34 with respect to ∆Θ to zero, which upon inserting
equation 3.39 gives

(F∆Θ̂)l = El − bl, (3.46)

where bl is the noise bias contribution. To solve this equation one needs both bl and Fll′ . In
principle we could get the latter by evaluating equation 3.44. This would give an expression
in terms of a matrix multiplications and trace,

Fll′ =
1

2
tr

[
∂C̃

∂Θl

C̃
−1 ∂C̃

∂Θl′
C̃
−1

]
, (3.47)

which is formally of order N3, if we had the matrices. But we do not actually have the
matrix C̃ or D̃, so we cannot evaluate this even if we wanted to. We will thus evaluate the
Fisher matrix using a different approach using ensemble averaging of simulations. However,
in the special case of no mode coupling the Fisher matrix is diagonal and we can combine
equations 3.41, 3.42 and 3.47 to obtain

Fll′ =
2E2

l

Kl

δll′ . (3.48)

In this case we get the actual curvature matrix from the data itself. We will test the accuracy
of this approximation in section 3.5 for the specific case of periodic boundary conditions,
which is the only case where the assumption of uncorrelated modes may be valid.

From equation 3.46 we see that the raw power spectrum El of the reconstructed field
requires noise bias subtraction. We also see that after noise bias subtraction we obtain the
bandpower estimates convolved with the Fisher matrix F∆Θ̂. Fisher matrix thus describes
both the covariance matrix and the bandpower mixing. It is the latter interpretation that
will be the basis for our fast Fisher matrix evaluation method. As promised, equation 3.38
agrees with our heuristic derivation in equation 3.4. The procedure is implied to be iterative:
if the chosen fiducial model is not sufficiently close to the final answer one should choose
a new fiducial model and repeat the procedure. The fiducial model should not be simply
chosen to be the observed one given by Θfid + ∆Θ̂, since that contains noise and sampling
variance fluctuations. Instead, it should be a smooth model that is sufficiently close to it.
Equation 3.46 suggests that all the information from the data is inside E(Sfid, ŝ). In reality,
b and F may also be data dependent (although this is explicitly not the case for the linear
model). This is discussed further below.

The form given in equation 3.46 is not the only possibility, and may not be the most
practical. More generally, one can write

∆Θ̂,
k =

∑
l

Mkl [El − bl] , or in matrix form, ∆Θ̂
,
= M (E − b), (3.49)
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where M is a matrix that can be chosen depending on the form in which we wish to provide
the estimator ∆Θ,, which can be viewed as a window convolved version of ∆Θ. There are
three natural choices [178] that we discuss next.

First choice is M = F−1, which corresponds to the fully deconvolved estimator (∆Θ, =
∆Θ from equation 3.46), with anti-correlated errorbars (which can explode if the sampling
of modes is too fine compared to the width of the window).

A second choice is

Mkl =
δkl∑
i Fki

, (3.50)

which corresponds to the minimum variance errors on ∆Θ̂,
k, but which are all convolved with

a window given by MF . We will use this choice in this chapter because it does not require
a matrix inversion. Division by

∑
i Fki ensures the estimator is centered around the true

value. However, this can cause problems if the matrix M is singular, which can happen if
there is no information about a given bandpower in the data. In this case it is better not to
divide by this factor and simply use Mkl = δkl.

A third choice is to decorrelate the estimators (within the disconnected covariance matrix
approximation) [101],

Mkl =
F
−1/2
kl∑
i F

1/2
ki

. (3.51)

With any of these definitions we can write the expectation value and variance of the
estimator as

〈∆Θ̂
,
〉 = MF∆Θ ≡W∆Θ, (3.52)

〈∆Θ̂
,
∆Θ̂

,†
〉 − 〈∆Θ̂

,
〉〈∆Θ̂

,†
〉 = MFM ≡ C, (3.53)

where the latter contains only the connected part of covariance matrix and we defined the
window matrix W = MF and the covariance matrix C = MFM . All of these choices are
equivalent in terms of their information content: there is no gain or loss of information in
choosing one over the other. All the data compression has been done in equation 3.49. The
first choice corresponds to identity window matrix, the second is minimum variance and does
not require any matrix inversion (equation 3.52) and is thus the easiest to compute, while
the third choice provides a diagonal covariance matrix of the estimator, so bandpowers are
easy to combine.

The estimator is unbiased as long as the Fisher matrix is computed using a fiducial power
spectrum, not affected by the data. If the chosen fiducial power spectrum is very different
from the one preferred by the data the procedure is still unbiased, but the estimator may not
be optimal and the Fisher matrix may not be accurately interpreted as a covariance matrix.
In these situations one may repeat the analysis with a chosen fiducial power spectrum closer
to the one preferred by the data. In the case of high precision cosmology where the deviations
between the true and fiducial power spectrum are small, the corresponding error induced on
the covariance matrix also becomes small.
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The estimator presented here (quadratic in MAP) approximates the posterior for band-
powers as a multi-variate Gaussian. This allows us to normalize the posterior, and assuming
L bandpowers we have

P (∆Θ|d) = [(2π)L detC]−1/2 exp

(
−1

2

[
W∆Θ−∆Θ̂

,
]†
C−1

[
W∆Θ−∆Θ̂

,
])

. (3.54)

In the linear case this is valid in the limit of large number of modes by central limit
theorem. Typically one combines different bandpowers to determine a small number of
cosmological paramaters, which makes central limit theorem even more valid. However, in
special cases, such as clustering on very large scales with few measured modes, the small
number of modes requires one to use a more accurate posterior probability distribution.
The connected part of the covariance matrix is not given by the Fisher matrix construction
presented above. However, since we are estimating the linear power spectrum, which is
assumed to be Gaussian, it is likely that there is no significant connected part, at least for
low noise. To address this properly one needs to compare the disconnected covariance matrix
to the one from a large number of mocks where the whole procedure has been simulated,
and we will not investigate this in any detail in this chapter.

An efficient evaluation of noise bias and Fisher matrix

What is left is to evaluate the noise bias and Fisher matrix. This is often the most expensive
part of the calculation, even for the linear model [178]. Here we are solving the nonlinear
problem in which the minimization cannot be solved with linear algebra anyways, so we have
to devise a new scheme to evaluate these terms.

Before proceeding it is useful to clarify the nature of the whole procedure. We began by
estimating the modes that minimize the variance of the data given the noise and the prior.
In doing so we have chosen a fiducial power spectrum Sfid for the prior. We then square these
modes and add them up within the bandpower l. We want to make this estimator unbiased,
and with the correct window function describing correlations between the bandpowers. Our
primary task is to have the estimator that is unbiased for any choice of the fiducial power
spectrum Θfid. In practice, we expect the estimator will be almost as good as minimum
variance even if the fiducial power spectrum chosen in the minimization procedure is not
exactly the true power spectrum. Fisher matrix plays two distinct roles in the parameter
estimation, as a window function (equation 3.52) and as a covariance matrix (equation
3.53). Here we will use its interpretation as the window function to derive it, quantifying
the sensitivity of one bandpower to another. This only involves two point functions, and
does not rely on the assumption of Gaussianity. But Newton’s method guarantees that the
resuting answer is also the covariance matrix.

Since a direct evaluation is not computationally feasible, we will be evaluating Fisher
matrix and noise bias terms using simulations. The first question is whether these terms
depend on the actual realization. For example, the noise bias is given by the derivative of
the log determinant of the curvature matrix with respect to the bandpowers (equation 3.40)
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and this can depend on the actual realization. This is however not the case in the linear limit
[208]. It is also not very important in the low noise limit, where most of the information is in
the reconstructed modes and the noise bias is small. More generally, we have argued in the
beginning of this section that the volume element det D̃ of δs around ŝ can be determined
from a simulation in the limit of large number of modes even if the values of ŝ differ between
a simulation and the data. We will thus proceed by assuming that there is no realization
dependence of Fisher matrix and noise bias, and we will determine them using simulations
that are unrelated to the actual realization given by the data. Should this assumption turn
out to be violated one could explore realization dependence of these terms, for example by
using realizations that are conditioned on the data (such as Gibbs sampling), but we do not
pursue this further in this chapter. We emphasize that our estimator will still be unbiased
at the fiducial model and small variations around it, but it may not be minimum variance.

For the simulations we thus first generate a Gaussian random realization of the signal in
Fourier space ss at the fiducial model, such that

〈|ss|2〉 = Sfid. (3.55)

We have explored both a Gaussian realization, which contains sampling variance fluctuations,
and the fixed norm of the mode, where only the phase of the mode is random, while the
mode square is exactly given by the fiducial power. The latter does not suffer from sampling
variance and converges faster if no sampling variance correction is used, although we will
also give prescriptions how to handle sampling variance for the former case. Suppression of
sampling variance is crucial and guarantees faster convergence, so the procedure here should
not be viewed simply as a Monte Carlo simulation approach.

Next, we map it into the observational space using a forward model,

ds = f(ss). (3.56)

We also generate a noise sample. Similar to the signal, we have explored both a Gaussian
realization with unit variance, and the real stochastic Z2 estimator, where for each real
space point ri we generate a random number consisting of 1’s and -1’s. The latter has a
fixed amount of power and is expected to converge faster. In both cases we multiply with
σ(ri), the square root of the noise variance at that point N(ri) = σ2(ri), to create a random
noise data vector dn with the correct variance. We use this noise realizations dn added to
the signal data ds to create

ds+n = ds + dn. (3.57)

Now that we have a data simulation we pass this through the same sequence of optimization
steps as the real data. This leads us to the simulated realizations of the mode estimator ŝs+n
for the fiducial model. The cost for performing a single realization is comparable to the cost
of analyzing the data.

We want to ensure that the final estimates are unbiased. From equation 3.46 the noise
bias is

bl = El(Θfid, ŝs+n). (3.58)
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This equation is simply stating that for a fiducial simulation the estimate of bandpower
relative to fiducial power has to vanish. If needed, this needs to be averaged over several
realizations.

The window function interpretation of the Fisher matrix is a response of a bandpower l
to another bandpower at l′, as in equation 3.46. A way to evaluate it is to inject power into
one bandpower and measure the estimator response in all the bandpowers (in statistics this
is called a sensitivity analysis). Specifically, we take the fiducial power spectrum realization
from equation 3.57. We create another Gaussian realization as a small perturbation to it,
by injecting a small amount of power into the modes at a single bandpower l′. For each
of the modes ss(kl′) within the bandpower l′ we have a choice to generate either a random
realization of the phase, or one given by ss(kl′). We add it to fiducial realization ss

sl′,s = ss + ∆sl′ . (3.59)

We want the injected power to be ∆Θl′Πl′ (where ∆Θl′ should be small so that linearization
of the Fisher matrix is valid, but not too small to be susceptible to roundoff errors), so we
choose ∆sl′ to satisfy

〈|∆sl′,s|2〉 − 〈|∆ss|2〉 = ∆Θl′Πl′ . (3.60)

We have found that the injected power with modes in phase with ss works better in terms
of the noise in the Fisher matrix.

We then run a forward model to generate dl′,s = f(sl′,s), to which we add exactly the
same noise realization as the one in equation 3.57, dl′,s+n = dl′,s+dn. We pass it through the
same sequence of optimization steps as the fiducial model simulation. Since we already have
the optimization solution for the fiducial model simulation at ds+dn, and the injected modes
∆sl′ are a small perturbation in a single bandpower, we can start the optimization at ŝs+n.
This requires very few steps to converge, giving ŝl′,s+n. We compute for each bandpower

∆ŝl′,s+n = ŝl′,s+n − ŝs+n. (3.61)

We can apply equation 3.46 to Θl′ and Θl′ + ∆Θl′ , but still performing the optimization
around the fiducial model,

(FΘfid)l = El(Θfid, ŝs+n)− bl(Θfid, ŝs+n),

(F [Θfid + ∆Θl′ ])l = El(Θfid, ŝl′,s+n)− bl(Θfid, ŝl′,s+n). (3.62)

We are assuming that the Fisher matrix changes are at higher order, so that F is the same
at the fiducial model and small perturbation away from it. In general, the noise bias depends
on the signal and we cannot assume bl(Θfid, ŝs+n) = bl(Θfid, ŝl′,s+n). However, in the linear
regime this condition is satisfied, and even when it is not we still obtain an estimator that
is unbiased, but whose covariance may not be given by the resulting F .

Taking the difference between the two terms in equation 3.62 we obtain[
Fll′ +

∂bl
∂ŝ

∂ŝ

∂Θl′

]
∆Θl′ ≡ F̃ll′∆Θl′ = El(Θfid, ŝl′,s+n)− El(Θfid, ŝs+n) = El(Θfid,∆ŝl′,s+n),

(3.63)
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where the last equality follows if the additional injected modes are uncorrelated with fiducial
modes. We have defined a new matrix F̃ as the sum of the true Fisher matrix and the matrix
of derivatives of noise bias, which will only approximate the true Fisher matrix (although
the relation is exact in linear case where the noise bias derivative term vanishes). In the
remainder of this chapter we will ignore this distinction between F and F̃ , although we
will verify the quality of resulting covariance matrix in our tests. The Fisher matrix is then
obtained from equation 3.63, averaged over several realizations if needed. It is important to
recognize that our final expressions do not explicitly evaluate the curvature matrix D, hence
any optimization method can be used to find MAP.

The Fisher matrix is rapidly changing with the bandpower l, mostly because typically
both the number of modes Kl and the fiducial power Θl are rapidly changing with l. However,
we can also define normalized version

〈T 2〉ll′ = 2ΘlΘl′Fll′/(KlKl′)
1/2, (3.64)

which can be viewed as an average squared transfer function. This has the advantage of being
a slowly changing function of l. As a consequence, one does not need to evaluate it at every
l, especially for narrow bandpower bins. This allows one to determine the Fisher matrix
by injecting the power into sparsely separated bandpowers, and then interpolate between
averaged squared transfer function to get the full Fisher matrix.

Sometimes we can adopt a simple approximation of equation 3.48 (see [109]), which
follows from the covariance interpretation of the Fisher matrix, together with the Gaussian
variance approximation. We will show below this works remarkably well in simple periodic
box test cases.

3.5 Application to dark matter simulations

We have tested the bandpower method described in section 3.4 on both 2-LPT simulations
and on N-body simulations. For the latter we use a cubic box of size 750 Mpc/h with a 1283

grid, using the publicly available code FastPM [87] for simulating the nonlinear structure
formation and the public code Cosmo++ [15] for optimization. We have used both the full
N-body simulation and a simplified second order Lagrangian perturbation theory (2-LPT)
for our truth, but below we only show results for the 2-LPT, since the results were almost
indistinguishable. We use standard Planck cosmology for all cosmological parameters and
the outputs are evaluated at z = 0.

Generating a single realization of a full simulation using FastPM is fast. However, for
the reconstruction one also needs a gradient with respect to all initial modes (equation 3.8).
This can be done using backward propagation [247], but is expensive, both because FastPM
is slower than 2-LPT, and because gradient calculation is expensive and memory intensive.
Moreover, as we show below, the optimization requires hundreds of calls to compute the
gradient, making the full gradient considerably more expensive to compute.
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For the purpose of reconstruction in this chapter we thus use a simpler method - we simply
use 2-LPT multiplied with an appropriate transfer function. Specifically, we first compute
a transfer function by simulating the density fields using PM and 2-LPT and taking the
square root of the ratio of the power spectra. Then the gradients are performed using 2-LPT
multiplied by the transfer function. If the cross-correlation coefficient between full N-body
and 2-LPT is close to unity then there is no loss of information in this process. In practice,
at k = 0.3h/Mpc the cross-correlation coefficient is 0.98 [228], and this approximation is
extremely accurate over the range of k we are interested in here.

In this work we fix the transfer function, under the assumption that it does not vary
with the input power spectrum. A full gradient implementation would remove this transfer
function step. The simulated fields are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of size 6 Mpc/h,
which roughly corresponds to the pixel size. We add white noise to the truth simulation in
real space. While smoothing was required to achieve convergence in our tests, with more
accurate gradients one should be able to remove this step, and this is something we plan
to pursue in the future. Smoothing can often be justified as a way to implement finite
resolution of the experiment, although here it should be viewed simply as a tool to improve
the convergence.

Note that since we use a full N-body simulation for the truth, but we only use 2-LPT times
the transfer function for the optimization, we cannot claim that the procedure extracts all
the information optimally. For this reason we also performed the same analysis using 2-LPT
as the truth: in this case no transfer function is needed, and within the context of 2-LPT
dynamics this procedure is guaranteed to give the optimal power spectrum reconstruction.
However, we observe almost no difference between the two cases, a consequence of smoothing,
which eliminates signal relative to noise at high k, where the cross-correlation coefficient
drops below unity. We only present results from the 2-LPT simulation as the truth.

The forward model depends not only on the initial modes, but also on the assumed
cosmology. Specifically, in the context of ΛCDM one needs to assume matter density Ωm,
which determines the growth rate as a function of redshift. In this chapter we simplify the
analysis by ignoring this dependence, and we assume Ωm is known. A more general analysis
would explore the likelihood surface as a function of Ωm as well, and we plan to explore this
in the future.

We show a slice of our truth simulation, with and without noise, in Fig. 3.1. The nonlinear
power spectrum of the truth simulation is shown in Fig. 3.2. As a consequence of smoothing
the data becomes noise dominated for k ∼ 0.3hMpc−1.

Let us first discuss the reconstruction of the initial density field. Our optimizer starts at
the initial field of zero, and converges in 236 iterations, and at each iteration we evaluate one
or two line search steps, with a total of about 300 function evaluations. A slice through the
original and the reconstructed initial density fields are shown in Fig. 3.3. For comparison,
we also show the reconstruction after 10 and 100 iterations. The corresponding nonlinear
density fields are shown in Fig. 3.4. As we can see, the reconstruction works very well on large
scales. However, the reconstruction is missing the small scale structure, which is expected,
since the data is noise dominated on small scales and the prior, the first term in Eq. 3.6,
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Noiseless Noisy

Figure 3.1: The truth simulations without (left) and with (right) noise. The projection uses a slab
with a thickness of 24 Mpc/h.

drives the small scale modes to zero. The prior thus acts as a regularizer: in the absence
of any real information in the MAP it sets the modes to zero. Lack of small scale modes
is much more evident in the initial linear density field of Fig. 3.3. However, it can also be
noticed in the nonlinear field in Fig. 3.4. So far we have not encountered any problems with
local minima: the procedure always converges to the same solution irrespective of the initial
starting point. It remains to be seen whether that will remain the case when we have to deal
with strongly nonlinear regime.

Note that even after 10 iterations the structures on large scales are already reconstructed
fairly well. For this reason we would expect baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO) to be
reconstructed well after a few iterations only, similar to the BAO reconstruction methods
[74, 263, 204]. After 100 iterations the reconstructed field is indistinguishable by eye from
the final iteration.

To show the convergence rate of the optimizer we have plotted χ2−χ2
min as a function of

number of iterations in Fig. 3.5. The convergence, here defined as a change of χ2 less than 1,
is achieved after 236 steps. After 150 steps the χ2 is about 1000 above the minimum. While
this may sound a lot, the number of modes is 1283 ∼ 2× 106, so per degree of freedom this
is a small change, and explains why visually the maps do not significantly change from 100
iterations to the final reconstructed map. We discuss this issue further below.

To compare the reconstructed density field with the original truth field quantitatively, we
plot the cross correlation and the transfer function between these two fields in Fig. 3.6. The
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Figure 3.2: The non-linear power spectrum of the truth simulation. The green dashed curve shows
the simulation without noise, the black dashed curve is the noise power spectrum, and the blue
solid curve is the total power spectrum.

transfer function is defined as the square root of the ratio of the power spectra, while the cross
correlation is the ratio of the cross-power to the square root of the product of the individual
power spectra. As expected, both the transfer function and the cross-correlation are very
close to unity for large scale modes, and gradually drop down to 0 for k > 0.2hMpc−1. This
is expected, since the data becomes noise dominated beyond k ∼ 0.3hMpc−1. The effect of
noise is more pronounced for initial density field. This is because high k nonlinear density
field is still significantly determined by low k linear density, as a consequence of nonlinear
mode coupling and power transfer.

Let us now discuss the power spectrum reconstruction. We use 64 equal width bins in
k. For the reconstruction we use a fiducial power spectrum which is a no-wiggle version of
the power spectrum for the truth simulation. This means that the BAO wiggles have been
removed. One of the goals of the initial power spectrum reconstruction is to reconstruct the
BAO wiggles without putting them into the fiducial model, and to show that the reconstruc-
tion completely removes nonlinear smoothing it is best if the fiducial power spectrum has no
wiggles at all.

We use equations 3.63 and 3.58 to compute the Fisher matrix and noise bias. Specifically,
we first create a fiducial power spectrum mock simulation as in equation 3.57, and perform
exactly the same optimization steps as for the ”truth” simulation. We next inject small
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Figure 3.3: The reconstructed initial linear density field (Best fit, lower right) compared to the truth
simulation (Truth, upper left). Noise and smoothing prevent us having a perfect reconstruction, and
small scale details are lost. We apply the transfer function on the truth simulation to demonstrate
this (Truth*TF, upper right). Also shown are the reconstructed field at iteration 10 (10 iterations,
lower left). The projection use a slab with a thickness of 24 Mpc/h.
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Figure 3.4: Same as Fig. 3.3 but for nonlinear density field. Note that reconstructed and original
fields appear much closer to each other. The projection use a slab with a thickness of 24 Mpc/h.
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Figure 3.5: χ2 − χ2
min as a function of iterations.

amount of power into a single bandpower and measure the response as given by all the
other bandpowers. Here we start the optimization at the values given by the fiducial model
simulation, and as a consequence we only need about 50 calls to converge. To make the
procedure even faster we could do this for every N-th bandpower (e.g. N=5), since the mean
transfer function squared of equation 3.64 is a smooth function of bandpower and can be
interpolated across them. Once we have computed the Fisher matrix we also compute the
noise bias using equation 3.58.

We plot the normalized Fisher matrix (equation 3.64) in figure 3.7. As we can see, the
window functions are peaked at the diagonal, and no significant mixing of modes occurs.
This is expected when noise is low, since in that case we are reconstructing true modes.
Note that we use periodic box, so there is no window function associated with the survey
geometry itself: the nonlinear modes are orthogonal, so any window function deviation from
a delta function would be due to the nonlinear mode coupling to noise, creating off-diagonal
elements. However, we observe no such mode coupling and no off-diagonal window function
even for high noise. This result is intriguing and suggests that nonlinear evolution coupled
to noise does not create much off-diagonal coupling. Our test case had a very low level of
noise, and it remains to be seen if the same result is confirmed with higher levels of noise.
Survey mask and other effects will create a window, which will be localized to the width of
the bin of order 2π/R, where R is the size of the survey. It may thus be possible to separate
geometry effects from the nonlinear noise coupling effects, and develop rapid methods for
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Figure 3.6: The transfer function and the cross correlation coefficient between the reconstructed
and the true density fields, as a function of k. The blue curves show the initial field, and the red
curves show the final field. The dashed curves show the transfer function, and the solid curves
show the cross-correlation coefficient. We see that the final density is reconstructed better than
the initial density at the same k, a consequence of nonlinear power transfer from low k to high k.

the estimation of the covariance matrix. Clearly this needs more detailed investigation, as
it could greatly simplify the calculation of the window function and covariance matrix.

Finally, we plot the original and the reconstructed power spectra in Fig. 3.8, all relative
to no wiggle fiducial power spectrum. We show the original truth power spectrum (red
solid curve), the power spectrum of the reconstructed MAP initial density field (grey dashed
curve), and our reconstructed power spectrum with error bars (black points). We can see
that our reconstructed “best fit” MAP density field has a power spectrum that matches very
well the “truth” power spectrum on large scales, but starts to decrease at small scales. As
we discussed above, this is due to noise: in the presence of noise the optimal reconstruction
sends the modes to zero. However, our reconstructed power spectrum (black solid curve)
is able to determine the amount of lost power, and make the estimator unbiased. Indeed,
it matches very well the model power spectrum on small scales, which is an artifact of the
fact that we used the no wiggle version of the same power spectrum for bias term as for
the truth. In reality we would not have this luxury so the results will be biased at high k,
however not more than the computed errors, which properly account for this effect: we see
that the errors get very large for k > 0.35h/Mpc, since the transfer function of initial modes
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Figure 3.7: The normalized Fisher matrix, defined as in equation 3.64, computed from responses
of the estimator to injection of power into a single bandpower bin. We observe no off-diagonal
responses. At high k the responses vanish due to the noise.

becomes very close to 0 and the MAP reconstruction is very close to zero.
As we can see clearly from Fig. 3.8, our reconstruction does reproduce the linear BAO

wiggles, which match very well the wiggles in the truth power spectrum. For the nonlinear
power spectrum the BAO wiggles are damped, as shown in the plot with the blue dashed
curve. We can see from the plot that we are reconstructing the BAO wiggles of linear power
spectrum, and not of the nonlinear power spectrum, achieving very good reconstruction.
The last two wiggle with k > 0.35h/Mpc are not reconstructed, because there the noise and
smoothing already completely destroy the signal, and since we did not have BAO wiggles in
our fiducial model they are not reproduced. The size of the errors reflects this, and the last
BAO wiggle that is detectable is around k > 0.3h/Mpc.

As discussed earlier, it is not guaranteed that our procedure gives a reliable Fisher matrix
that can be used as the covariance matrix, although this is guaranteed in the linear regime
and in the low noise regime. We have computed goodness of fit value of the estimators
relative to the truth ∆Θtruth (which is not 0 because our assumed fiducial model is not the
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Figure 3.8: The original and reconstructed linear power spectra, divided by no wiggle fiducial
model. The red solid curve shows the original linear power spectrum which was used to simulate
the truth. The gray dashed curve is the power spectrum at the best fit MAP mode reconstruction,
which shows loss of power at high k due to noise, and the black circles with error bars is our final
power spectrum reconstruction corrected by the noise bias. The green points shows the actual
realization of the linear power spectrum (simulation truth). The power spectrum is shown as the
relative difference of all of the power spectra to the no wiggle power spectrum, enhanced by a
factor of k for better presentation. Also shown is the ratio of the nonlinear model power spectrum
to the no wiggle one (blue dashed curve). While nonlinear wiggles are completely damped for
k > 0.2h/Mpc, linear ones are still visible, and our reconstruction agrees with linear realization
(simulation truth). The gray band shows size of the error bars shifted to the center. The errors
include sampling variance. The reconstruction appears perfect at high k because we are using the
same model for bias as for the truth, so for high k where reconstructed MAP is zero this returns
the fiducial model. In general the fiducial model would not be exactly the same as the truth, which
is reflected by the size of the errors, becoming large at high k.
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Figure 3.9: The square root of the diagonal terms of the Fisher matrix for normalized parameters,
which is the signal to noise for the bandpower. We compare our main method (red crosses) to
analytic prediction from equation 3.48 (solid black line), finding a good agreement between the
two. We also plot the maximal inverse error in the case of perfect reconstruction (dashed line).

truth model) [
W∆Θtruth −∆Θ̂

,
]†
C−1

[
W∆Θtruth −∆Θ̂

,
]
∼ 38, (3.65)

using 40 bandpowers up to kmax = 0.4h/Mpc. The reduced χ2 of 0.94 suggests the covariance
matrix is reliable.

We have also compared the diagonal terms of the Fisher matrix to the simple approx-
imation of equation 3.48, finding good agreement between the two methods (figure 3.9).
This, and the nearly diagonal window (figure 3.7) suggests that one may be able to esti-
mate a reliable covariance matrix even without doing any simulations (more precisely, with
a single simulation to compute bl, making sure the estimator is unbiased). This clearly de-
serves a more detailed investigation, in particular in the presence of a survey mask and other
complications, but is beyond the goal of this chapter.

Convergence and computational cost

Let us look at the computational costs of our method. As mentioned above the cost of a
single optimization procedure is about 230 forward model calls, each being a few FFTs (to
compute 2-LPT) of the 1283 mesh. On the data this is done once. For the simulations we
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have to do the same for the fiducial simulation realizations, and then for each of the Fisher
matrix rows, where we inject a small amount of power into a single bandpower on top of
the fiducial power. The latter would thus appear to dominate the computational cost, but
because the Fisher matrix can be interpolated across the bandpowers (we only evaluate every
fifth row), and because we can start the optimization from the fiducial model solution, which
reduces significantly the number of iterations, in practice this entire operation is comparable
in cost to the optimization of fiducial model simulation, or of the data. To achieve required
precision one also needs to repeat the procedure until required precision is achieved. In our
tests we have not found the need to average over many realizations.

Another possible acceleration is to extract the results without reaching the global min-
imum. As figure 3.3 shows the solutions between 100 iterations and final convergence are
almost indistinguishable, since the optimizer is changing a large number of modes by a small
amount that cannot change the solution significantly. This result is confirmed by the actual
value of El as a function of iteration number, which hardly changes at higher iterations even
when the loss function is still changing significantly. In general, if we have M modes s and
the optimizer has determined each to within εσ, where σ is the error for individual mode,
then for ε � 1 there is no loss relative to perfect optimization solution, in the sense that
the total error is given by (1 + ε2)1/2σ. As long as the error is stochastic the same will be
true for the bandpower error, where we average several modes. But this additional noise
adds ε2M to the overall loss function, and for large M this can be a large number even if ε
is small. For example ε = 0.1 only increases the overall error by 0.5%, suggesting that even
the optimization solutions which are away from the global minimum by a large number may
still be good enough. Another way to understand this argument is through the sampling
perspective: when sampling each mode is on average 1σ away from MAP, and most of the
sampling is done in a narrow range of loss function being M ±

√
M above the global mini-

mum. The sampler never descends down to the minimum, and its exact position is irrelevant
for the posterior distribution of the modes, which is ultimately what determines the solution.
Figure 3.5 suggests that we could stop the optimization after 50-100 steps and still satisfy
the condition that ε2 � 1. In practice we observe strong correlations in the modes of a single
bandpower along the optimization path, so the argument above is too naive and one must
develop a more robust criterion when to stop. We also observe this argument to fail when
computing Fisher matrix elements, where small differences between solutions are relatively
more important.

A related issue is the question of convergence to the global minimum. The loss function
is only convex for the linear problem. For the nonlinear problem it becomes non-convex,
meaning that there can be multiple local minima. In the mildly nonlinear regime this will
not happen, but in deeply nonlinear regime this is very likely to happen. Changing the
starting point of optimization, or using a stochastic descent which tries different paths down
the hill are typical approaches to this problem, but a general solution is difficult. However, as
argued above a local minimum is only problematic if it is very far from the global minimum.
A situation where there are many high quality local minima at the bottom of the loss function
is not of much concern, since all those solutions are in some sense equivalent, specially if
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they all give the same transfer function.
Another numerical issue are saddle points. These are numerically problematic, since they

are attractors for Newton’s method optimizers: they may give an impression that convergence
has been reached, only for the optimizer to suddenly start reducing its loss function again
once it has evolved past the saddle point. We have observed this in the configurations with
high noise. Adding noise or momentum to the gradient, taking absolute value of the Hessian
eigenvalues or some other way to change the Hessian make these issues less problematic [63].
More work is needed to develop optimal optimization methods for our problem.

In any case, the large number of forward model evaluations, in the hundreds to thousands,
and the need to compute the gradients puts a high demand on its computational cost, and
approximate methods like 2-LPT or fast simulations like FastPM [87] are crucial for the
success of this program. We note that FastPM with 10 time steps is 7 times slower than
2-LPT, while its transfer function with full N- body simulations at k = 0.3h/Mpc is 1.02,
relative to 1.2 for 2-LPT, so its computational cost is not prohibitive, while dramatically
improving the accuracy. However, one also needs to demonstrate that its gradients can be
implemented accurately and can be evaluated. In practice the choice of forward model will
depend on the level of noise and resolution in the data, with low resolution/high noise data
requiring only 2-LPT and high resolution/low noise data requiring N-body simulations with
low number of time steps. It remains to be seen whether this will change with a more realistic
survey geometry, where window functions will be less compact. It may be possible to reduce
this number further if the convergence of the optimizer is accelerated. We note that in our
tests a simple conjugate gradient optimizer was a factor of 2-3 times slower than L-BFGS,
which is the reason we only present the latter in these tests. We plan to investigate some of
these acceleration issues further in the future.

3.6 Conclusions

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a formalism to optimally extract cosmological infor-
mation in the nonlinear regime, and to develop numerical methods that are computationally
feasible and preserve the near optimality of the analysis, and allow an implementation of
this formalism both in the linear and nonlinear regime. Traditional CMB/LSS analyses start
with the power spectrum or correlation function of the observed field (such as CMB temper-
ature and polarization, weak lensing shear or galaxy positions), and often end there. Even
in this case the two-point function analysis is typically not optimal, because the data are
not inverse covariance matrix weighted.

In the nonlinear regime the LSS evolution creates non-Gaussian signatures. This is a
generic term that contains a lot of different manifestations: they range from the higher order
correlations such as bispectrum, to existence of special objects like the density peaks (e.g.
clusters), to non-trivial topologies such as sheets, filaments and voids. The problem with
these descriptions is that they are not exhaustive, i.e. it is not possible to prove that any
specific combination extracts all the information. Indeed, often it is not even clear that these
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additional statistics increase the amount of information relative to the power spectrum at all.
When combining different statistics one must also obtain their joint covariance matrix, which
is a challenge in itself, since it typically requires a large number of mock data realizations
(parametric bootstraps).

In this chapter we present an (approximately) Bayesian analysis that attempts to nearly
optimally extract the information contained in the data given a nonlinear structure formation
models of LSS. By writing down an exact probabilistic model the optimality of the analysis
is guaranteed as long as all the steps are solved exactly. In our approach we do not attempt
to produce an exact solution, which is prohibitively expensive, but instead we develop a
series of controlled approximations that we argue approximately preserve the optimality of
the solution. Should these approximations turn out to be insufficient one can attempt to
generalize the approach used here.

Specifically, our approach is to expand the likelihood around the maximum a posterior
(MAP) solution for the initial modes, and integrate out the modes around this solution.
In our specific implementation we assume existence of a single global MAP solution. This
assumption is guaranteed in the linear model, and we argue that it is likely to be the valid
at least in the mildly nonlinear regime, which is our primary focus. We do not analytically
compute the integration volumes, which correspond to the product of all variances of the
modes, but instead rely on simulations to compute their derivative with respect to the
parameters. We do this using simulations, and the realization dependence of the variance is
lost. We have argued that at the linear level this is a valid and lossless approach. We also
expect any corrections to be small in the low noise limit, and in general we expect this to
be a very good approximation. In this context it should be stated that in the presence of
multiple local minima the solutions should not be expanded around the global MAP, but
around the one that maximizes the loss function times the log of posterior volume (equation

3.27), which differs from what MAP maximizes by det D̃
−1/2

. While we have argued that
it is likely that one does not need to average over multiple local maxima, this does not
imply that finding the one that maximizes MAP (or volume corrected MAP) is easy. A
proliferation of lower quality (higher loss function) saddle points can still make convergence
slow, and there is no guarantee that the optimization will find a global minimum, as opposed
to a local minimum far from the best solution. We have argued that if these local maxima
are close to the global MAP and all have the same transfer function it does not affect the
unbiasedness of the solution.

Similarly, the optimality of the method is only guaranteed if the forward model is exact,
even if it is unknown (exact in the sense that the nuisance parameters always cover the
truth). Formally one adds more and more forward model parameters, and marginalizes over
them. While it is easy to achieve this on large scales, it becomes increasingly more difficult
to do so on small scales where many uncertain physical processes can affect the data, and
one needs to include all possible variations consistent with the allowed physical processes,
including physical priors on these parameters.

We argue that the bandpowers of optimally reconstructed initial power spectrum are loss-
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less summary statistics, at least for the simplified case where the forward model connecting
initial modes to the data is unique. We provide a derivation of the bandpower estimators,
the corresponding Fisher matrix and noise bias, which fully quantify the information content
of LSS data. Note that our approach does not involve any sampling of the modes, and we
believe that current implementations of sampling procedure to be too slow to be of practical
use in these applications.

This method can be generalized to the analysis allowing also for parameters that control
the mapping from the initial modes to the final data, both cosmology parameters such as
matter density or massive neutrinos, and astrophysical modeling parameters such as galaxy
bias, shear bias etc. We expect that these parameters in general are not degenerate with
the power spectrum amplitude parameters, even if they may be at the linear level: in the
nonlinear regime this degeneracy can be broken, since nonlinear gravitational effects cannot
be exactly mimicked by the nuisance parameters. This allows for possibility of marginalizing
over the nuisance parameters internally, without the need for external constraints. We show
that one can treat primordial non-Gaussianity as a forward model parameter and present
an optimal analysis method to extract it. Our method involves only a single sum over the
data, multiplied by a response function numerically derived at each data point. The details
can be found in the original work, [211].

For linear models, such as the CMB or the LSS on large scales, where the relation between
the data and the modes is a simple Fourier transform, the MAP is guaranteed to be at the
global maximum with a Gaussian posterior and this guarantees optimality [208]. Even in
this case we expect the numerical methods developed here, optimization and fast Fisher and
noise matrix evaluations, to be useful in applying these estimators to the real data. We
will present our results of applying these methods to weak lensing and CMB applications
elsewhere.

This chapter focuses on the theoretical formalism, deriving the summary statistics in the
context of nonlinear structure formation models. We implement the procedure on a simpli-
fied, yet nontrivial test case, where we use 2-LPT or N-body simulations as a forward model
to generate a nonlinear density field, while we use simplified 2-LPT times the transfer func-
tion for gradient evaluations during the optimization. We show that the resulting solution
recovers the linear baryonic acoustic oscillations, achieving a near optimal BAO reconstruc-
tion. Since our gradients are not exact we do not claim that the reconstruction is optimal,
although this is very likely to be the case for BAO (since 2-LPT is expected to fully model
nonlinear BAO evolution). Our reconstructed power spectrum is unbiased and comes with
the bandpower window matrix and the (disconnected) covariance matrix that describes well
the solution.

Some of the more realistic effects that remain to be included are incomplete data coverage,
nuisance parameters such as the biasing of galaxies, and baryonic effects on the matter
distribution. Equally importantly, while for the weak lensing the noise model is simple, for
galaxy data noise probability distribution needs to be understood better, and sub Poisson
noise should be achievable [209]. When applying to weak lensing one additional complication
is the elongated radial projection window, which does not allow for a full 3-d reconstruction
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even when tomographic reconstruction is used, and will lead to significant degeneracies in
the radial direction.

Ultimately we expect the methods developed here to superseed the traditional data anal-
ysis methods in cosmology. When this will be achieved depends mostly on the remaining
technical and computational challenges that need to be addressed. Among these are fast
evaluations of derivatives of N-body simulations, where we expect FastPM code [87], which
achieves percent level agreement of halo clustering against high resolution simulations with
as few as five time steps, to be particularly suitable for this purpose. Another challenge is
the ability to perform gradients of galaxy density field, as well as gradients of forward model
parameters evaluated on MAP. We plan to investigate some of these issues in the future.
Given the higher computational cost of this approach, and various numerical challenges in
the nonlinear regime, there may still be a long road ahead before we achieve this goal, but
the payoff will be an increased precision of cosmological constraints and (near) optimality of
the analysis.
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Chapter 4

Cosmological Reconstruction From
Galaxy Light: Neural Network Based
Light-Matter Connection

The contents of this chapter were originally published in

Cosmological Reconstruction From Galaxy Light: Neural Network Based Light-Matter
Connection
Modi C., Feng Y., Seljak U. (arXiv:1805.02247) JCAP10(2018)028

In this chapter, we build upon the framework of reconstructing the initial conditions of
the Universe with a forward modeling approach as developed in the previous chapter. We
apply this method to the large scale imaging surveys where the observed data is galaxies (we
use dark matter halos as proxies), which are discrete, biased tracers of the underlying matter
field. Since the standard way to identify halos and galaxies is non-differentiable, we propose
a framework to model the halo position and mass field starting from the non-linear matter
field using Neural Networks (NN), which are differentiable, yet can produce very pointlike
maps. We evaluate the performance of our model on different metrics, quantify the modeling
error and develop a likelihood model for the data. We use the framework from the previous
chapter to then reconstruct the initial density field and show that it improves over the
standard reconstruction practices. Additionally, to speed up and improve the convergence,
we develop an annealing procedure for several parameters in the loss function.

4.1 Introduction

Studies of the large scale structure (LSS) of the Universe have played a very important role
in establishing the standard model of cosmology. As a community, we are also investing a
large amount of resources into the current and upcoming large scale imaging surveys such
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as the Dark Energy Survey (DES1), Dark Energy Spectroscopic Survey (DESI2), Large Syn-
optic Survey Telescope (LSST3), Euclid4 and WFIRST5. Due to the sheer number of modes
that can be observed in the three-dimensional map of the Universe, there is a vast amount
of statistical information about the initial conditions of the Universe and the cosmological
parameters available to be extracted from these surveys. Furthermore, most of this infor-
mation is present on smaller scales, since the number of modes scales as k3

max, where kmax is
the smallest wavevector.

However, the statistics of small scales in the late time Universe are complicated to model
due to the highly nonlinear gravitational evolution. A large portion of the cosmological
information is at best encoded into the higher order statistics, or at worst lost due to noise,
and hence these scales are generally excluded from the cosmological analysis. In an effort to
recover more of this information, the issue of ‘reconstruction’ of initial conditions has received
a lot of attention over the last decade. The hope is to partly undo non-linear evolution of the
Universe and recover the initial conditions, which are thought to be Gaussian and hence can
then be described using a power spectrum statistics alone which contains all the information
(apart from parameters which control the gravitational evolution).

As a result, different flavors of reconstruction have been proposed over the years. One of
the most successful methods, now referred to as standard reconstruction, was proposed in
[73] wherein one estimates the linear density field by reversing the Zeldovich displacement
in the clustered (galaxy) and random catalog, as estimated from filtered non-linear density.
Recently, similar methods with improved estimates of non-linear displacement have been
developed [263, 205]. A conceptually different approach to reconstruction involves sampling
initial density modes with Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC), which are then evolved using
a forward model of choice (N-body, PM, 2LPT) and compared against the true non-linear
density field [119, 128, 247].

As presented in the previous chapter, an alternate approach is to instead reconstruct the
initial density field by optimizing the posterior of initial density modes, followed by ana-
lytic marginalization over these modes to reconstruct the summary statistics that optimally
contain the desired information [211]. A common feature of the latter two (sampling and
optimization) approaches is that they require knowledge of the gradient of the forward data
model with respect to the initial modes to perform efficiently. The data probed by these LSS
imaging surveys is the positions of the galaxies as well as an estimate of their stellar mass
and bolometric luminosity. This means that they do not map the dark matter field directly
but instead observe a biased tracer (galaxies), along with the derived properties (stellar mass
or luminosity) associated with the dark matter mass that may be prone to statistical and
systematic noise. To be able to reconstruct initial density field from these observables, one
needs to be able to forward model to these quantities directly.

1https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
2http://desi.lbl.gov/
3https://www.lsst.org
4http://sci.esa.int/euclid
5https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov

https://www.darkenergysurvey.org/
http://desi.lbl.gov/
https://www.lsst.org
http://sci.esa.int/euclid
https://wfirst.gsfc.nasa.gov
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In traditional cosmological analysis, this is achieved in N-Body and Particle Mesh (PM)
simulations by first identifying dark matter groups (halos) using algorithms such as Friends of
friends (FOF) or Spherical Overdensity halo finders. These are then populated with galaxies
using techniques such as Halo Occupation Distribution (HOD) [24] and assigned luminosity
and stellar mass based on some relationship with the parent halo’s mass. For the purpose
of reconstruction, this approach has proven to be a complication, especially for the methods
that rely on being able to take the gradient of the forward model: the derivatives of FOF
and other halo finding or galaxy painting algorithms such as HOD with respect to the initial
modes can not be easily evaluated. Moreover, the halo field is discrete and for discrete fields,
it is difficult to write a suitable loss function.

Several ways have been proposed to overcome this problem. The simplest way to relate
matter field to galaxy field is to use a bias model, as is done in standard reconstruction
[73]. Linear bias model is also used in [119] to relate matter to the halo field, but they treat
galaxies as a Poisson sampling of this biased field and develop the likelihood function to take
this sampling into account. On an object by object basis this approach is unlikely to be very
accurate since it does not reduce stochasticity over the Poisson shot noise. Another approach
involves backward modeling from the galaxy catalogs to ‘reconstruct’ a nonlinear matter field
first, and then using this field to do a reconstruction of initial conditions. For example, [245]
has proposed a method to assign matter profiles to halos which have been constructed from
simulations and [246] has used this matter field to perform initial condition reconstruction.
Alternatively, [259] performs a Delaunay tessellation [47] of dark matter halos to reconstruct
the continuous nonlinear matter field. Since these are backward modeling approaches it is
difficult to insert modeling uncertainties into the process, and it is also difficult to develop
a reliable noise model: typically noise is only uncorrelated in the data space (where it is
simply detector noise or equivalent), and any backward modeling correlates the latent space
of variables (such as the nonlinear dark matter density) in a way that would need to be
modeled, but becomes very expensive to do so. Moreover, nonlinear dark matter is not
our ultimate goal: what we want is to map higher order information (e.g. bispectrum and
higher order statistics, various peak, filament and void statistics etc.) into two point function
statistic, since this leads to an optimal extraction of information from the data [211].

In this work, we develop a forward model approach to go from the linear to the nonlinear
matter field and then to the halos, galaxies and their corresponding observable properties in a
differentiable fashion, such that its gradient can be evaluated and used for reconstruction. To
make it differentiable we have to give up the concept of a pointlike galaxy or halo. However,
forward models are preferable to backward models since the loss function can be written in
the data space, where the noise is diagonal. This also makes it easier to incorporate some of
the most prominent uncertainties and systematics in LSS analysis such as survey geometry
and selection effects, incompleteness due to fiber collisions etc. Finally, the forward models
can easily incorporate modeling uncertainties, such as relation between galaxy luminosity
and halo mass, various satellite statistics etc. In the forward model, one parametrizes the
effect of these nuisance variables on the data and then performs statistical analysis of these
parameters together with the cosmological parameters.
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The first part of our forward model consists of evolution from linear to nonlinear matter
field using FastPM algorithm and reconstruction for this model has already been presented in
earlier chapter ([211, 85]). As the next step towards reconstruction from observables, in this
work we develop a forward model from the nonlinear matter field to the galaxy observable
such as galaxy light or stellar mass. We will do so under the simplifying assumption that
we have a mean relation between the halo mass and the galaxy luminosity (or stellar mass)
calibrated using observations such as weak lensing [140]. This means we can work with
the halo mass as a proxy for the galaxy luminosity, at least within a model with a known
scatter between the two. To connect the halo masses to the underlying matter density, we
propose using Artificial neural networks (ANN/NN), which are fully differentiable, yet are
able to model even very discrete distributions of near pointlike structures. The schematic
for this forward model step is shown in the right panel in Figure 4.1 and it was discussed in
Chapter 2

Given our proposed forward model, we are able to develop a likelihood function to relate
the initial modes and the observed data. This is then combined with the Gaussian prior of
the initial modes to construct a loss function that we optimize over to generate a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the reconstructed initial density field. The schematic for this
optimization cycle is presented in the left panel of Figure 4.1.

The motivation of any reconstruction exercise is to be able to extract cosmological in-
formation from a tractable statistic. A MAP estimate still leaves us with too many degrees
of freedom to extract information in a meaningful way. One needs to be able to estimate
the linear power spectrum from these modes because the initial modes are Gaussian and
for Gaussian fields, the two point function is the natural summary statistic that captures
all of the information. A framework to do so was developed in the previous chapter [211],
where one uses simulations to estimate the bias and the mixing of bandpowers in the process
of reconstruction and then obtain the correct band powers. However, for our data, there
are other associated forward model and nuisance parameters, such as scatter in the halo
mass-luminosity relation. One needs to handle these consistently to be able to marginalize
over them and extract the correct underlying cosmological parameters. This is the ultimate
goal of our reconstruction, but we will leave this band power reconstruction for future work.
Instead, in this work we focus on the reconstruction of the initial field using our forward
model and quantify information of reconstruction using various two point function statistics.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe our model with
respect to the architecture and training of the neural networks as well as the features from
the non-linear matter field that are used. Then in Section 4.3, we describe our simulations
and data on which we test our model and reconstruction. In Section 4.4 we evaluate the
performance of our model in modeling the halo mass and position field using different metrics.
Next, in Section 4.5, we use our model for reconstruction of initial density modes starting
from halos as our data. We develop a loss function, discuss our strategy for optimization
and evaluate the performance as well its dependence on the said loss function. To compare
with other methods of reconstruction, we choose standard reconstruction and discuss linear
information reconstructed in section 4.6. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.8 along with a
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Figure 4.1: Left: Schematic showing the procedure for reconstruction. Every iteration starts from
the initial field, which is evolved to the final matter field and this is then passed through the neural
networks to predict the halo mass field. This field is used to estimate the likelihood of the data (Eq.
4.13) using a noise model (constructed beforehand from simulations using the trained network, see
Section 4.4). Corresponding loss function (Eq. 4.14) is then minimized by estimating the gradients
with respect to the initial modes and updating them accordingly. Right: Flowchart summarizing
the operations involved in second step of the forward model i.e. to predict halo mass field from the
final matter field. See Section 4.2 for details.

discussion of the future work.

4.2 Neural Network Model

We introduced the neural network model in Chapter 2. The schematic for our model is
presented in the form of the flowchart in the right panel of Figure 4.1. Briefly, our model
consists of two fully connected neural networks, one to predict the ‘position’ field for the
observables and the other to predict the ‘magnitude’ of the corresponding observable. The
true observables are the galaxies and their luminosity or stellar mass, but for this first work,
we will instead use dark matter halos and halo mass as proxy and model them. Since both
the halo mass and galaxy light are continuous properties directly related to the underlying
matter content and proportional to each other with some scatter, we expect that it should
be straightforward to adapt our model to predict these observables instead of dark matter
halo mass. With this in mind, we will henceforth use the term ‘mass’ freely throughout
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Figure 4.2: (a) A fully connected neural network with 2 hidden layers. Image taken from http:

//cs231n.github.io/neural-networks-1/. (b) Different activation functions used in the model

the text to imply dark matter halo mass (for this particular work) and magnitude of any
associated observable (in a more general framework). On a similar note, imaging surveys
observe galaxies in redshift space. However in this first work as a proof of principle, we work
only with halos in real space.

Then, as discussed, the first network (NNp) identifies the CIC convolved halo positions
on the grid. Thus, NNp performs classification wherein it identifies if the cell hosts a halo
and assigns a value between 0 and 1 as a probability of there being a halo. The output
of NNp is thus a discrete, position mask for the halo field (see Figure 4.3a). The second
network (NNm) performs a regression on the underlying features to predict the value of
CIC convolved mass at a given grid . This leads to a continuous mass field (see Figure 4.3b).

Given these two networks, our model for the discrete halo mass field is simply the product
of these two fields.

model = NNp× NNm

For the sake of brevity and to avoid repetition, henceforth we will say that neural network
predict the halo position and the halo mass when we actually mean that it predicts the CIC
convolved position field and CIC convolved mass field. We will also use NNp and NNm to
refer to both, the networks as well as their outputs when it will not lead to any confusion.

For the input features to the neural network, we develop physically motivated features
with transformations of underlying non-linear dark matter field. This is motivated by the fact
that all halo formation models predict that more halos form in regions of higher overdensity.
While in addition to density field, other environmental factors such as shear [221, 220],
concentration, velocity fields etc. [103, 142] may also play a role in halo formation, the gains
gradually diminish [139] with increasing features. The increasing complexity of the model
will also lead to increased difficulty of training the neural networks. Given the simplicity of

http://cs231n.github.io/neural-networks-1/
http://cs231n.github.io/neural-networks-1/
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our neural network and the approximate nature of our simulations, we use only the following
three combinations of density fields smoothed at different scales to capture environmental
information and generate the feature vector - i) CIC convolved matter density field (δ0),
ii) Density field smoothed with a finite Gaussian kernel on some scale (δR1), iii) Difference
of finite Gaussian smoothed fields on two different scales (δR1 − δR2). The feature vector
corresponding to a grid point in the position network (NNp), we use the values of the three
fields from all the 27 points in a (3× 3× 3) cube around that point, as discussed in Section
2.4. On the other hand, the feature vector for the mass network (NNm) consists of the values
of aforementioned three fields at the grid point of interest and has dimension 3 since we did
not find corresponding gains on using neighboring points for it.

Architecture

As described above, fully connected neural networks consist of neurons arranged in layers
with different activation functions to introduce non-linearities in the model. The choice for
the number of layers, number of neurons in every layer and the activation functions are
the hyperparameters that need to be tuned. We have explored different values of these
hyperparameters and settled on the following architecture for the two networks:

• Position network (NNp): This network consists of 2 hidden layers with 50 and 30
neurons in the hidden layers, followed by an output layer of size 1. The activation
functions used for the neurons in the hidden layers is ReLu (Eq. 4.1) and the output
layer neuron is followed with a logistic function to squash the output value between 0
and 1. We also sharpen the logistic function by multiplying the exponent with ad-hoc
factor of a = 3 (Eq. 4.3) to increase the discreteness of the output.

• Mass network (NNm): This network consists of 2 layers with 20 and 10 neurons in the
hidden layers with ELU activation functions and a linear activation function followed by
the final layer which is one neuron in size. We find that using ReLu activation instead
of ELU (Eq. 4.2) also works well and but the latter is easier to train. Moreover,
it turns out that a simple quadratic regression performed over the same underlying
features (features described in the next subsection) also performs comparably to the
neural network for some grid resolutions and halo number densities. However overall,
the networks give more robust performance across different configurations.

ReLu(x) =

{
x if x > 0

0 if x ≤0
(4.1)

ELU(x) =

{
x if x > 0

ex − 1 if x ≤ 0
(4.2)

logistic(x, a) =
1

1 + e−ax
(4.3)
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In general, the performance of the models seems to be somewhat insensitive to the number
of neurons beyond a given size. For example, we find that NNp gives similar performance
with (30, 20) neurons in the hidden layers, but we choose (50, 30) architecture to be more
conservative. The performance of networks, especially NNp, improves significantly on going
from single hidden layer to 2 hidden layers, while a third hidden layer improves things
marginally. Traditionally, practitioners of fully connected networks avoid going deeper than
two or three layers since deeper networks are harder to train (this changes for deep CNN type
networks where a third dimension of filter shapes is added). For our purpose, we settle with
a 2 layer fully connected architecture in this work because we find satisfactory performance
with this simplistic architecture. We also anticipate that more complex architectures will
introduce difficulties taking gradients of forward model due to the possibility of vanishing
gradients (due to activation functions saturating intermediate outputs). It is still likely that
sophisticated architectures such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) will improve the
performance of our models and open doors to further applications such as generating mock
catalogs of halos from density fields. We leave such forays for the future.

Hyperparameters

Hyperparameters are parameters that are not learned during the training of the neural
networks. Model parameters such as weights and bias are optimized during training, while
other parameters like number of hidden layers, number of neutrons etc. are in practice set by
hand and then configured for best performance by simply exploring the parameter space. For
both networks, we fix the architecture after a couple of trials and hence do not change the
associated hyperparameters such as number of hidden layers, number of neurons, activation
function etc. Amongst parameters associated with training, we find that the performance
is most impacted by varying batch size (the number of data points used in training at
every iteration before updating weights with back-propagation) and regularization strength
(penalty imposed on the norm of weights and biases to avoid over-fitting) and hence we have
performed a grid search over these to get optimal values.

In addition, we also introduce other heuristic parameters to generate the training data
set and to assist in training. The straightforward way to generate a training data set would
be to simply use the full simulation. However, since the halos occupy a small fraction (∼ 5%)
of the grid points, using the whole simulation leads to severely imbalanced class ratio and
it becomes much harder to train the networks. We also do not use the traditional ways of
re-weighting and oversampling [106] to address this imbalance since most, but not all, high
density regions host halos and using both these methods skews the ratio of halo to non-halo
positions in these regimes. We find that training this way indeed leads to overly connected
structures in the regions of high overdensity.

Thus, we introduce other parameters to leverage our knowledge of halo formation and
construct better representative samples to balance the classes by reducing noise and redun-
dancy in data. For training the position network to perform classification, instead of using
the whole simulation, our training dataset consists of all the positions with halos to create
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one class (1) and then we sub-select certain number of empty, non-halo positions to fill the
other class (0). Based on our domain knowledge, we divide these empty positions into 4
types and keep the number (fraction) of each type as a heuristic parameter. These different
kinds of empty positions are - i) grid points that have a smaller halo below the abundance
threshold of halos, ii) grid points above a heuristically chosen matter overdensity threshold,
iii) grid points below the density threshold (we find that this is quite degenerate with the
grid points having smaller halos in (i) and hence we end up not varying the number of these
points as a parameter). In addition, we iv) keep a limiting value parameter to limit the
CIC convolved value on the grid above which we accept the presence of halo. Therefore we
do not choose all the 8 grid points to which CIC scheme interpolates over. Similarly for
NNm, instead of using the full simulation, we use a parameter which selects only the points
assigned a value above a threshold by the position network (NNp). This latter parameter is
to guard against bad fits driven by points which are not going to be selected by the position
network anyways. Thus upon including the batch size and regularization strength, we have
5 hyperparameters for NNp and 3 for NNm.

Training

We use Adam [126] as our optimization algorithm during training. We gauge the perfor-
mance of our networks by using L1 loss function for the position network (generally it is
recommended to use cross-entropy loss function for classification but we find that L1 per-
forms better in our case) and L2 loss function for the mass network, which is also the
recommended loss function for regression. To prevent over-fitting, we use L2 (ridge norm)
for regularization instead of L1 in both networks, primarily because we are not interested in
the sparsity of the networks, given their small size. In addition, we use dropout of neurons
during training, wherein some neurons are artifically excluded in each iteration with some
probability pdrop. We find that pdrop = 0.3 works suitably well for us. We perform training
on NERSC using Keras6 with Tensorflow 7 backend [52, 1]. To generate the training data
set, we combine data from three different simulations using the hyperparameters described
in the last subsection and use a fourth simulation as validation set. The validation set is not
used for training but we monitor the accuracy (loss) on this validation set over iterations and
use it as the early stopping criterion, i.e. when the change in accuracy (loss) falls below a
certain threshold value consecutively for a given number of epochs, we stop training further.
Depending on the batch size, it took between 1-5 minutes to train a network on a single core,
2.3 GHz Intel Xeon Processor with 512 GB memory, on Cori supercomputer at NERSC. To
tune hyperparameters, we perform a simple grid search over different parameters, and it
takes 8-15 hours get a network trained for all the parameter combinations. We finally choose
the networks that performed the best at the level of the two point functions (cross-correlation
and transfer function, as described in Section 4.4) as our model for reconstruction. For the

6https://github.com/keras-team/keras
7https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow

https://github.com/keras-team/keras
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
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purpose of this work, we trained a different network for every spatial resolution and number
density of halos, but in principle one can train across different resolutions. We will explore
this in the future.

4.3 Simulations

We use the halo catalog and density fields simulated using FastPM8 code [83]. FastPM

is a PM simulation to generate non-linear dark matter and halo fields in a fast manner,
employing much fewer time steps and enforcing linear Zeldovich displacement on large scales
to reproduce the results of full N-body simulation. Despite its approximate nature, in [83] it
was shown that the code performs extremely well on various benchmarks such as the dark
matter power spectrum, the halo mass function and the halo power spectrum.

The simulations have a flat ΛCDM cosmology model with the Hubble parameter h =
0.6711, matter density ΩM = 0.3175, baryon density Ωb = 0.049 and spectral index ns =
0.9624. The linear power spectrum used was generated with CAMB. The initial conditions of
particle displacement and velocity were computed at second order in Lagrangian Perturba-
tion Theory at redshift z = 9. The underlying density fields which are used as features for the
neural networks are generated using 5 step FastPM simulations since this is also the forward
model that is used during the optimization. To generate the data, the halos are identified in a
4x higher resolution FastPM simulations with 40 time steps, starting from the matched initial
conditions. Halos are identified using FOF halo finder in NbodyKit9 [104] with the optimiza-
tion presented in [84] using a linking length of 0.2. We use smaller number of timesteps for the
features and optimization to reduce the cost of reconstruction which scales linearly with the
number of timesteps. Unless otherwise specified, all the results are presented for periodic cu-
bic box of size L = 400 Mpc/h with N = 1283 mesh used to generate the underlying features
for the neural network and N = 5123 mesh used to identify the corresponding FOF halos for
the data. The fiducial number density of halos is n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 unless otherwise spec-
ified, but we also show results for n̄ = 5× 10−4(hMpc−1)3. We have verified that results are
similar in terms of the model performance at the truth (Section 4.4) and cross-correlations
of the reconstructed initial conditions with the truth (Section 4.5) for other box sizes and
resolutions ((L(Mpc/h), N) = (200, 64), (300, 128), (500, 128), (600, 128), (1000, 256) ).

4.4 Model Performance

In this section, before using our NN model for reconstruction, we evaluate the performance
of the model in modeling the halo position and mass fields of FOF halos for a new test
simulation i.e. different from the realizations used in training and validating. In section
4.4, we present the visual output of the two networks and qualitatively compare this with

8https://github.com/rainwoodman/fastpm
9https://github.com/bccp/nbodykit

https://github.com/rainwoodman/fastpm
https://github.com/bccp/nbodykit
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true halo fields as well as quantitatively discuss the performance in predicting the position
of halos. In section 4.4, we estimate the error made in predicting the halo masses and this
forms the basis of our loss function which will be optimized over in Section 4.5. Lastly, in
section 4.4, we gauge our model at the level of two-point functions of interest.

Visual Comparison

We compare the output of the neural networks, NNp and NNm, with the FOF halos in
Figure 4.3. We show a local snapshot of single slice for all the four grids. Since the halos
have been CIC interpolated to the nearest 8 grid cells, they are squares in the 2D projection.
In the FOF slice in Figure 4.3a, the red points correspond to halos identified in the low-
resolution simulation (1283), from which the underlying features are generated, while the
blue squares are smaller halos identified in a 4x higher resolution simulation (5123) to reach
the requisite abundance of n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 in 400 Mpc/h box. Thus Figure 4.3a shows
that our neural network is able to identify the halos going much lower in mass (∼ 8x in
this configuration, see also Figure 4.5) than the FOF threshold of the simulation, set by the
particle mass. This motivates the application of neural networks to generate halo catalogs
for future surveys using coarse PM simulations.

The output of the mass network, NNm, is shown in Figure 4.3b. Since this network
performs a simple regression, there are huge connected areas in regions of high density. To
convert this to a discrete field corresponding to the halo mass field, this is multiplied with
NNp. This is shown in Figure 4.6a, which has some more non-zero grid points than Figure
4.3a. This is because the position mask of NNp, is not a binary mask of 0s and 1s but
rather a continuous output of logistic function (Eq. 4.3) and hence some high density (and
correspondingly high mass) positions of NNm are only suppressed while not being quite set to
zero. This continuity of logistic function is needed so we can take the gradients: in the limit
of very high resolution the halo positions can be very precise, but if the field is discretized
into Dirac delta functions with the use of a binary step function, the gradient will not be
able to tell the field which way to move to reconstruct these delta functions. In the opposite
limit of a very high smoothing (width of logistic function, set by the ad-hoc parameter ‘a′

in Eq. 4.3) one looses small scale information in the presence of the noise. The choice of
width scale, a = 3 (Figure 4.2b), is thus a compromise between these different requirements.
We note that for the choices of voxel scale and number density of halos made here most of
the voxels are empty (Figure 4.3), which indicates that we have a high spatial resolution
and we should be more concerned about singular gradients than loss of information due to
smoothing.

To quantify how well we do in predicting positions of halos i.e. the accuracy of classifi-
cation, one can look at the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) of the network. This
quantifies the trade-off between the true positives rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR)
classified by the algorithm as one moves the threshold of probability for classification from
0 to 1. For the network NNp, this quantifies the halos that are detected correctly vs the the
extra points identified as halos which are not present on the FOF grid. For the grids, these
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Figure 4.3: We show a randomly selected subregion (30×30 grid cells (∼ 90 Mpc/h) in X-Y direction
and 1 grid cell thick along Z-direction) of different fields. (a) Comparing output of NNp, position
mask with the FOF halos. Since halos are convolved with CIC, they appear as squares in the
projection. In the FOF halo position (left figure), we have distinguished between the massive halos
found in 1283 simulation (which provides all the density field features for the neural network) in
red, and the smaller halos supplemented from 5123, shown in blue (by artificially multiplying the
latter with −1 to distinguish them, the sign of the values on the colorbar is irrelevant), to reach the
requisite number density. (b) Comparison of regression output of NNm with FOF halos, without
imposing the NNp mask on the prediction of NNm

rates are defined as

TPR =
#(NNp>0.5 ∩ Dconv>0)

#Dconv>0

(4.4)

FPR =
#(NNp>0.5 ∩ Dconv=0)

#Dconv=0

(4.5)

where NNp are the values at the grid points on the NNp; Dconv are the values of the data
grid where FOF halos have been convolved on the grid with a convolution scheme (CIC or
NN) and the subscript in NNp>0.5 for e.g. means only the points where the value on the
said grid is greater than 0.5. We show the ROC curves in different mass bins in Fig. 4.4 for
nearest neighbor convolution of the data (DNN). As expected, the accuracy of the network
decreases as we go to halos of lower masses. The steepness of the curves also indicates
that the halos are predicted (especially for higher masses) with high confidence i.e. halo
prediction is insensitive to the probability threshold. This is suitable for us since this allows
us to multiply with the NNm grid directly to model the halo mass field without passing the
NNp grid through a probability threshold.

However, TPR and FRP do not tell the full story in our case since most of the points in
the cosmological simulations at our resolution and number density have low overdensity and
are empty i.e. do not have a halo (> 95% points are empty for n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3) . This
makes them very easy to be classified, artificially boosting the FPR while not evaluating the
performance of classification in more interesting regions.
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Figure 4.4: Receiver operating characteristic curve for NNp network for halos in different mass
bins. The legends give the area under the curve. The thin red lines correspond to the true and
false positive rates for p = 0.5 where the p is the probability threshold used for classification.

Thus, we look at other kinds of errors that the position network makes. We would like
to quantify the halos that are missed as a function of the mass. To quantify these errors, we
define ‘Missed fraction’ and ‘Empty Fraction’.

Missed Fraction =
#(NNp<0.5 ∩ Dconv>0)

#Dconv>0

(4.6)

Empty Fraction =
#(NNp>0.5 ∩ Dconv=0)

#Dconv>0

(4.7)

Missed fraction quantifies the number of halo locations that the neural network does
not detect with the probability threshold of 0.5. For the number density of n̄ = 10−3 (5 ×
10−4)(hMpc−1)3, when compared to CIC positions of halos (DCIC ; thus assigning 8 grid
points to individual halo), missed fraction is around ∼ 25% (15%) while it drops to ∼
15% (7%) when compared to the nearest neighbor gridding (DNN) of halos. Since the latter
assigns a single point per halo, it quantifies the actual number of halos missed completely by
the model. Mass distribution of the missed halos as a fraction of the total number of halos
(halo mass function) is shown in Figure 4.5. As expected, we find that the model accurately
detects high mass halos and the missed halos are primarily of lower mass. We note that at
these masses, finding the correct halos is hard, since most of the halos are close to the mass
threshold, and whether or not a halo should be above or below the set threshold will thus
depend on small details. This problem is somewhat alleviated if one is looking at the halo
field weighted by the halos mass. This is explored further below.

Empty fraction is related to false positives and again quantifies the extra points that the
network predicts as halo positions and which are not in the FOF catalog, but as a ratio
of the total number of positions occupied instead. For CIC gridding, this is ∼ 10% (30%)
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of halos (Nearest-neighbor points) missed by the position mask created by
NNp network as a function of mass. For reference, the dashed and the dotted lines show the mass
of the smallest halo with 12 particles identified in the simulation when run with 1283 grid- which
generates the density features; and 5123 grid- which generates the data. Neural networks are able
to identify the halos with mass upto ∼ 8 times below the FOF threshold.

for the two number densities. For the nearest neighbor gridding, these numbers are higher.
However, most of these positions are still adjacent to halos, and for triangular shaped cloud
(TSC) convolution of the halos (DTSC) the empty fraction drops to ∼ 1% (5%). This is one
motivation for smoothing of the fields when studying the error model of the mass network
as explored below. The false positive grid points are primarily of 2 types - locations where
center of FOF halos and density peaks positions are widely separated from each other, and
locations which have lower mass halos and hence are below the abundance cut imposed on
the catalog.

Error Histograms

Having a forward model that predicts the halo mass or some other property is not all that
is needed: to do reconstruction via optimization, one also needs a likelihood model for the
data, i.e. an error/noise model which can be combined with the prior to construct a loss
function. This error model should be sparse, so that it can be efficiently evaluated even on
large grids. We are thus interested in estimating the error made by the model (NNp×NNm)
in predicting mass over all points on the grid to create our noise model. However from the
previous section, we know that NNp and hence the model has false positives, most of which
lie close to a halo. If we directly calculate the error at the level of the two fields as is,
we will be ignoring this information that we are in the correct neighborhood, if not at the
exact position. This information has the potential of helping with the convergence of the
optimizer during the reconstruction. To make use of this local information, we calculate the
error in mass estimation on a smoothed model and data field instead i.e. we convolve both the
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Figure 4.6: We show the same subregion (30×30 grid cells (∼ 90 Mpc/h) in X-Y direction and 1 grid
cell thick along Z-direction) of different fields as Fig. 4.3. (a) FOF halo mass field and the model
prediction (NNp × NNm) (b) Same as (a) but smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 3 Mpc/h. The
beefed up size of the halos is an artifact of log-color scaling which is used to show good agreement
over orders of magnitude in mass.

predicted model field and the mass weighted halo field with a smoothing kernel. This creates
a smoothly varying non-zero valued field in region around the position of the halos and in
the model predictions. Thus, if the predicted and the true halos are offset by only a couple
grid cell, a smooth field will have non-zero values at all the grid points between the two,
leading to smoother variations in the noise(error) and non-zero gradients. This smoothing
will hence tells the gradients which way to move to construct the peaks corresponding to the
halos. We smooth both the modeled and the halo mass field by convolving with Gaussian
smoothing kernel of 3 Mpc/h (since that was also the minimum scale used to generate the
input features for the neural networks). These smoothed fields are shown in Figure 4.6b and
they are in better visual agreement than the discrete fields (Figure 4.6a).

We then compare these two smooth fields at point by point basis to ascertain the error
in our model. This is shown in Figure 4.7, where we show the histogram of the error made
by the model in predicting logarithm of the mass at different points binned as a function of
the true mass at those points (different panels). We also want an analytic form for the error
PDF. We find that displaced log-normal model is effective for this purpose, so we calculate
the difference in log(MR + M0) with MR being the value of the smoothed mass fields and
M0 a nuisance parameter, its value being 108M�/h in Figure 4.7. We bin grid points based
on the value of MR for the FOF halo mass fields in different panels as specified by the title
and plot the corresponding error histogram.

The black points in Figure 4.7 are the modeling error data points, measured against true
FOF halo masses convolved on the grid which were also used for training NNm network.
The red dashed plots are the log-normal fits to the error histogram which fit the peak well
but underestimate the tails. There is a non-zero offset for all mass bins, and it is taken out
by our model. The error (standard deviation) increases as we go lower in mass until M0
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Figure 4.7: Modeling error histograms. Error is the difference between the smoothed mass fields
of the data (FOF halos) and neural network predictions. It is estimated in terms of log(MR +M0)
where MR is the value of the smoothed halo mass fields and M0 is a constant nuisance parameter,
here M0 = 108M�/h. Every panel corresponds to different positions (bins) on the data grid where
the data (mass) value at those points is in the range given by the titles of the panels. Black
points are the data points from the simulation assuming the correct mass of the halos (M1 =
MFOF ,M2 = MNN ), green points are with log-normal scatter of 0.2 dex in halo masses for the
data (M1 = Mscatter,M2 = MNN ). The dashed lines are the log-normal best fits with mean and
standard deviation specified in legend.

starts to dominate. Thus, as in position (Figure 4.5), our model predicts masses of heavier
halos better than lower mass halos.

So far, we have assumed that we know the true masses of the dark matter halos. However
this is not true in actual surveys. LSS surveys observe galaxies and there is an intrinsic
log-normal scatter associated with stellar mass, luminosity or other observables and the
corresponding halo mass [198]. If we constrain the halo masses by weak lensing, there is
still an error associated with this calibration. To estimate our modeling error in the case
of noisy halo masses, we add a log-normal scatter of 0.2 dex before matching abundance of
halos and make the error histograms for our model against these noisy halo masses. These
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are the green points in Figure 4.7. The blue plot is the log-normal fit to this modeling error.
The error (standard deviation) for the scattered data is larger than for the unscattered data
i.e. when we assume we know the correct halo mass. Further, the offset has also increased
over the true cases. However we are still able to fit the error histograms with a displaced
log-normal and this motivates the choice of our noise model (loss function) in Section 4.5.

Two point functions

Finally, we also compare the performance of the model in predicting CIC convolved halo
mass and halo position fields at the level of 2 point functions in Fourier space. When
comparing the position weighted fields, we take Fourier modes of the neural network field
(δN) corresponding to overdensity in the NNp field and compare them to the true modes
of position weighted true halo field (δh); and when comparing the mass weighted fields, we
compare Fourier modes of the neural network model (NNp × NNm)(δN) and compare them
to the modes of mass weighted halo mass field(δh).

To this end, we consider three different metrics for both, the position and mass weighted
fields -

• cross correlation coefficient (rc)

rc =
PhN√
PhhPNN

(4.8)

• stochasticity (s)
s = Phh(1− r2

c ) (4.9)

• and transfer function (TF )

TF =

√
PNN
Phh

(4.10)

where Phh is the auto-power spectrum of FOF halo mass (or position) field, PNN is the auto
spectra for the model (or NNp) and PhN is cross spectrum. Figure 4.8 shows the scale depen-
dence of these statistics for different resolutions and number densities, after taking mean of
5 independent realizations to reduce the noise. The dashed lines are position weighted FOF
halos compared with output of NNp. The mass weighted halo fields and the modeled field
are compared in solid lines. In dotted lines, we show the comparison between smoothed-mass
weighted fields where smoothing is done at 3 Mpc/h with a Gaussian kernel, which is the
same field that is used to estimate the error histograms in the previous section. Poison shot
noise is shown as horizontal lines in the middle panel for the two number densities.

The cross correlation coefficient for position of halos on large scales is ∼ 0.98 and drops
to ∼ 0.9 at k = 0.2, 0.3hMpc−1 for n̄ = 5 × 10−4, 10−3(hMpc−1)3 respectively. The
mass weighted fields are more than 95% correlated upto k ∼ 0.7hMpc−1 with rc being
impressively close to one upto k ∼ 0.1 (Mpc/h)−1. The cross correlation coefficient is much
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Figure 4.8: Cross correlation coefficient, stochasticity and transfer function for position (dashed)
and mass (solids) weighted model field and FOF halos, as well as for the smoothed mass field
(dotted). The horizontal lines in the middle panel are the Poisson shot-noise levels for the two
number densities.

higher for mass weighted fields than the position fields because the former up-weights the
heavy halos by orders of magnitude and the model is more accurate in detecting these halos
(Figure 4.5 and 4.7).

At the level of stochasticity (against the FOF halo field), the model improves by a factor
of 2 over of Poisson shot noise for the position fields. It is a significantly higher reduction as
compared to simplistic bias models often used to model halo fields [155]. This is primarily
driven by the fact that NNp is able to correctly identify the neighborhood of halos as discussed
in the previous sections. For the mass weighted fields, the stochasticity is much lower than
the position field, which is again because its dominated by heavier halos. The stochasticity
for the mass weighted field is also flat on large scales and then rises up on small scales.
For the smoothed mass field shown in dotted lines however, this increase in stochasticity
on smaller scales is suppressed and now stochasticity is white on all the scales that it is
non-zero.

The transfer function of our modeled field with respect to the halo mass field is noisier
than either cross-correlation or stochasticity. Further, its close to but not unity on large
scales for neither the position nor the mass weighted fields. This likely directly affects the
transfer function of our reconstructed field (section 5.7) that will need to be calibrated out
when reconstructing band powers for linear power spectrum.

4.5 Reconstruction

In the previous section, we have developed a forward model f(s) which does the non-linear
mapping to go from the initial linear density modes (s) to the final halo mass field (d).
This forward model consists of 5 step FastPM simulation followed by two neural networks
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performing non-linear transformations on the evolved density fields to generate our modeled
halo mass field. Given this observation, d={d(ri(=1...N))}, we are interested in recovering the
initial density linear modes s={sj(=1...M)}. In this section we explore this problem, closely
following the formalism developed in [211]. An overview of our approach is shown in the
left panel of Figure 4.1. In section 4.5, we use the modeling error discussed in section 4.4
to develop a loss function that we will optimize over to do the reconstruction. Then in
section 4.5, we describe the optimization procedure and discuss methods to speed up and
improve the convergence. In section 5.7, we finally present the results for our reconstruction
for different number densities. In the next section 4.5, we discuss how these results depend
on our choice of loss function.

Loss Function

We write the observed halo mass field as a combination of signal term (f(s)) and a noise
term (n) as d = f(s) + n where the noise, n, has contributions from both, noise in the
data as well as the errors in our model. One can thus write the joint probability of the signal
and the noise as a product of individual probabilities, under the assumption that they are
uncorrelated, as P (s, n) = P (s)P (n).

The initial modes are Gaussian and we assume them to be in Fourier space, where their
Gaussian prior can be written in a diagonal form.

P (s) = (2π)−M/2det(S)−1exp

(
− 1

2
sS−1s†

)
(4.11)

with covariance S = 〈ss†〉, which is also the power spectrum. We will assume that this power
spectrum can be written in terms of parameters Θ which are typically the bandpowers. The
modes are complex and obey s∗(k) = s(−k), where k is the wavevector, but in our labeling
of modes we treat real and imaginary component as two independent modes.

The noise vector n is parameterized with the noise covariance matrix N = 〈nn†〉. This
noise matrix is made up of 2 contributions - i) measurement noise that is assumed to be
known, uncorrelated with the signal and diagonal (or sparse) in configuration space; ii)
modeling noise that may be signal dependent but is still diagonal or sparse in configuration
space. This consists primarily of the modeling uncertainty caused by our using a substitute
Neural Net model for halo mass and position field in place of actual FOF halo masses and
positions. Contributions to the measurement noise, that we do not include in this work, come
from the fact that we do not know the dark matter halo masses accurately. These masses
are often calibrated using weak lensing observations and there is noise associated with this
calibration. In addition, we only observe the halos that host a galaxy and there is an intrinsic
scatter associated with the halo mass and galaxy occupancy, as well as relationships between
the halo masses and galaxy observables such as stellar mass and luminosity[198].

Our noise model for the modeling error caused by using NN model is based on the error
histograms presented in section 4.4. Our working variable constructed out of our data (and
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model) for which we estimate error is

x = log(MR +M0) (4.12)

We estimate error at the level of smoothed halo mass fields for the reasons explained in that
section. We work with the logarithm of the the mass rather than the mass directly so as to
decrease the dynamic range over different halo masses and also make it comparable to the
dynamic range of the prior on the initial Gaussian field. Furthermore, we add a constant
nuisance parameter M0 to the smoothed halo mass field. This suppresses the points which
have mass assigned less than that value. For instance, by assigning a high value to M0, we
can suppress the lower mass halos and only compare the fields at the position of big halos.
We can thus tune the value of M0 such that we are affected only by the halos above the
requisite abundance in our model and exploit this to assist in convergence when minimizing
the loss function during reconstruction.

In Figure 4.7 we have seen that the probability distribution of the noise, both with and
without the scatter in halo masses, is described well with the displaced log-normal distribu-
tion, albeit with different values of the parameters (standard deviation and the offset). With
this noise model, one can then write the probability distribution of noise as

P (n) = (2π)−N/2det(N )−1Πiexp

[
−
(
µN + log(MNN

R,i +M0)− log(MFOF
R,i +M0)

2σN

)2]
,

(4.13)
where the product is over all grid cells. This is equivalent to the likelihood of the data.

Combining this with the prior term (Eq. 4.11) and under the assumption that these are
uncorrelated, one can write the joint probability for the signal and noise as a product of
the two. This is also the conditional posterior probability of the signal, given the data, up
to a constant evidence. Then, following [211], we can maximize the posterior of the signal
to obtain the MAP estimate of initial modes. This can be achieved by instead minimizing
the negative log-posterior which is equivalent to minimizing the corresponding χ2 in the
exponent. Thus our loss-function to be minimized is,

L(s) =
1

2
sS−1s† +

∑
i

(
µN + log(MNN

R,i + M0)− log(MFOF
R,i + M0)

2σN

)2

× feff (4.14)

where the first term in the prior term and the second is the noise, or the residual term.
feff is the compensating factor which is fraction of effective number of points as discussed
below. µN and σN are the offsets and standard deviations of the displaced log-normal fits to
the noise model (Figure 4.7) and depend on MFOF

R at the grid point.
The prior term is diagonal in Fourier space. We expect the noise term to be sparse in data

(configuration) space and have correlations only on small scales. This is expected because
we have smoothed the field to better exploit the information that we are in the correct
neighborhood of the halos and hence improve on the gradient directions. Even otherwise,
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density and hence the mass prediction is correlated in regions around halos, which can lead
to correlations in the modeling error. Using a covariance with non-zero diagonal entires for
the noise makes the evaluation of the loss function computationally expensive, which can
pose a serious problem for the optimization.

While a detailed investigation of the sparsity and correlations of the noise covariance
matrix is certainly needed in the future, an alternate strategy to handle such covariances is
to reduce the effective number of points in the data set that contribute to the meaningful
information. If we ignore these correlations, we overestimate the information content of the
residual term. This reduction can be achieved by simply changing the relative weighing of the
prior and the residual term in the loss function. This simplifies our loss function significantly
and leads to the compensating factor feff , which is the fraction of effective number of points
on the grid after taking noise correlations into account. In practice, we have set feff to 1 and
instead used a constant σN at a level higher than the one estimated by the error histograms
(Figure 4.7). This is motivated by the observation that even though the modeling error is
smaller for high mass halos (i.e. lower σn), the points in this neighborhood are expected to
be correlated to larger scales and to a higher degree than the intermediate mass halos (i.e.
leading to lower feff ). The simplest way to capture this trade-off is to use the constant noise
model and we find that it works very well in practice. This is further discussed in the section
4.5.

Optimization Algorithm with Annealing

We do reconstruction of the initial density modes by minimizing the loss function (Eq.
4.14). This is an optimization problem in a high dimensional space, with both the num-
ber of underlying features (initial modes) and the number of data points (grid cells) being
in millions or more. A brute force optimization scheme thus has no real hope of converg-
ing. At the same time, while second order methods such as Newton’s method may perform
better than simple gradient descent, Hessian inversion is not feasible. Instead, we balance
the trade-offs between the two approaches by using limited memory BFGS (L-BFGS: Broy-
den–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno) algorithm which is a quasi-Newton’s method, where one
approximates the inverse Hessian using low rank matrix approximation constructed from
gradients of previous iterations.

L-BFGS algorithm requires gradients of the loss function with respect to all of the initial
modes. This involves evaluating the gradient of the forward model, which in our case con-
sists of a 5 step FastPM evolution followed by transformation of the final density field with
Neural networks. The latter involves a series of matrix multiplication with the weights of
different layers followed by analytic activation functions and hence estimating its derivatives
is straightforward. The derivatives of FastPM evolution can be evaluated along the lines of
PM derivatives as presented in [247, 85]. We implement these gradients using the automated
differentiation package, ABOPT10, developed with this application in mind.

10https://github.com/bccp/abopt

https://github.com/bccp/abopt
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Since we are aware of physics driving our model as well as its performance, we can use
our domain knowledge to assist the convergence by modifying the loss function over the
iterations rather than simply brute-forcing the optimization with the vanilla loss function.
With respect to the dynamics of our model, we know that the large scales are linear and
posterior surface is convex and thus easy to converge, albeit low in number of modes. In terms
of the model performance, we know that our model works better for larger mass halos than
the smaller ones. Also, optimizing over a discrete field is harder as compared to a smoother,
more continuous field. Based on these intuitions, we do the following optimizations.

• Annealing of multigrid smoothing (Nsm) [85]: We smooth the residual term of the
loss function on small scales with a Gaussian kernel. Thus on these scales, the prior
term pulls the small scale power to zero and we force the optimizer to get the large
scales correct first. Instead of picking a physical scale, we set the smoothing scale in
terms of mesh scale by choosing Nsm = number of grid cells over which to smooth
the residual and gradually decrease Nsm to 0 (annealing). Since the smoothing scale
is defined in terms of the grid scale, we are effectively using multiple coarser grids
over iterations at the level of the residual term, even though the forward modeling is
always done on the same fiducial grid. Without this kind of multigrid smoothing, we
find that the small scale modes overwhelm the optimizer with their sheer number since
the number of modes scales as k3. Moreover, since they are more non-linear and more
noise contaminated than the large scales which are linear, the optimizer spends most
iterations tweaking these small scales without getting the large scales correct.

• Annealing of M0: We start with a high value of M0 and then decrease it over the course
of optimization. Since our working variable in the loss function is log(M + M0), this
suppresses all the points on the grid where FOF halo mass is less than M0. Hence we
effectively force the optimizer to first get the large halos correct and then go down in
halo mass. This helps in converging to the truth faster for two reasons: it prevents the
optimizer from getting overwhelmed with small halos which are more numerous but
where our model is slightly worse than it is for more massive halos. Also, the large
scale power is driven by the bigger halos due to the mass weighing of the halos and
identifying them correctly helps in converging to the correct large scales quicker.

• Annealing of discreteness parameter a: The last activation function in the NNp network
that gives the position mask is the logistic function, Eq. 4.3, with a = 3, and this is
responsible for the discreteness of the model field. However, discrete fields are harder
to optimize over and hence we begin with a = 1 and then increase its value to 2
and 3 over the iterations. The logistic function saturates gradients when the values
are much larger or smaller than the threshold (which is why its no longer favored in
the hidden layers of neural networks) and this is more severe with sharper functions
(a = 3). Thus starting with a ‘broader’ (a = 1) logistic function saturates the gradients
less, thus assisting in convergence. Physically, it can be understood as an additional
smoothing or decreasing the discreteness of the modeled field. Since the gradients
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are non-zero over more grid points, they have a better spatial information in which
direction to move initially when we are far from the truth.

Results

In this work, we show the results for reconstruction of initial density field using our forward
model in a 400 Mpc/h box over 1283 grid for different number densities of halos which were
identified in a 5123 simulation with 40 time steps. Our optimizer starts with random phases
for the initial conditions. The amplitude of the initial conditions is 10% of the fiducial
power for high number densities (n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 and 5 × 10−4(hMpc−1)3) and 50%
power for the lower number densities (n̄ = 2.5× 10−4(hMpc−1)3 and 10−4(hMpc−1)3). The
correlations in the noise are addressed by changing the relative weighting of the residual and
the noise term in the loss function. Instead of using an explicit feff , we do so by using a
higher σN than the mass-dependent noise estimated from the displaced log-normal fits to
the error histogram similar to Figure 4.7. For this subsection, the amplitude (variance) of
the noise used is σ2

N = 0.25. We also keep the non-zero offset (µ) in the means of the error
histograms. In the next subsection, we will discuss how these choices in the loss function
affect our results.

To assist the convergence of our optimization, we tweak the loss function over iterations
in various ways. We have tried to change the parameters in different order and to multiple
values to find an optimal balance between run-time and performance, where to quantify
performance, we are monitoring the cross-correlation coefficient of the reconstructed initial
density field with the truth on large scales as the quantity of primary interest. For the
number densities under consideration, the following algorithm provides the optimal balance-

• For M0 = 1012M�/h

– For Nsm ∈ {4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0}
∗ For a ∈ {1, 2, 3}
· do optimization using L-BFGS algorithm until L (loss function) per de-

gree of freedom stops decreasing by 0.1% over successive iterations

• For M0 = 1011M�/h & a = 3

– For Nsm ∈ {1, 0.5, 0}
∗ do optimization using L-BFGS algorithm until L (loss function) per degree

of freedom stops decreasing by 0.1% over successive iterations

The values of M0 roughly correspond to halo masses above which lie ∼ 25% and ∼ 50% of
the points on the smooth halo mass grid. Further, the smallest halo for n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3

has mass ∼ 5 × 1012M�/h and using these values of M0 ensures that we have picked the
neighborhood of most halos while suppressing most of the empty regions. This is useful
since once we have converged for M0 = 1012M�/h, we do not need to start again with large
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smoothing of four grid cells as we have practically converged on the large scales. Also, we
do not need to work with a smoother model (a = 1, 2) and can directly use the correct
model (a = 3) for the discrete field. This is because spatially, we have already converged
close to the truth. Decreasing M0 to less than 1011M�/h does not improve cross-correlations
significantly, likely due to inaccuracies in our model at these small masses and decreasing
signal to noise as we go down in mass and scales.

For all the number densities, the optimizer takes ∼ 100 iterations to converge to the best-
fit initial field for M0 = 1012M�/h and ∼ 80 iterations to converge for M0 = 1011M�/h, given
our tolerance of 10−3 i.e. 0.1% decrease in the loss function before declaring convergence.
Thus in all, we converge in ∼ 200 iterations. The number of iterations increases and the
performance worsens if we do not assist the optimizer as outlined above. For instance, when
starting withM0 = 1011M�/h for number density n̄ = 5×10−4(hMpc−1)3, the reconstruction
takes ∼ 250 iterations and converges to a worse solution with the cross correlation coefficient
for the initial field not approaching 95% even on large scales. Similarly the cross-correlation
coefficient does not increase beyond 90% when starting directly with M0 = 1010M�/h. In
comparison, the optimization converges to the minimum where initial fields are more than
95% cross correlated upto k = 0.16hMpc−1 for the annealing scheme described above.

We first gauge our reconstruction visually in Figure 4.9 which shows the reconstructed
field in the bottom row along with the true field in the top row for the number density of n̄ =
10−3(hMpc−1)3. The three columns are the initial matter field that we are interested in, final
(5 step evolved FastPM) dark matter field, and the halo mass field. For the reconstruction,
this halo mass field is the output of the neural networks at convergence while for the data,
it is the FOF halo mass field. At the level of the initial field, we are able to reconstruct the
large scale modes quite well while the field is smoothed out on smaller scales. The small
scale suppression is much less severe for the reconstructed Eulerian matter field due to non-
linear coupling which transfers power from large scales to small scales. Thus we are able to
reconstruct the cosmic web including the filaments, voids and halos remarkably well. The
same holds true for the halo mass field. The reconstructed halo mass field underestimates
some of the heaviest peaks while no such difference is visible in the final matter field. This is
due to the non-zero offset µ in the loss function (see Eq. 4.14 and Figure 4.7) which accounts
for the difference between the two halo mass fields.

In Figure 4.10, we show the reconstructed initial field at the various stages of the annealing
procedure used in the optimization. For comparison, we also show the true initial field and its
Gaussian smoothed version with smoothing scale of RG = 2.5hMpc−1. Changing the width
of the logistic function (a) makes the boundaries of various overdense and underdense regions
sharper by increasing the density contrast between them. Then reducing the smoothing scale
Nsm matches the reconstructed field to the data on increasingly smaller scales. Since Nsm

suppresses the residual term, the cross-correlation coefficient between the reconstructed field
and the truth is zero on scales smaller than set by it. Lastly, at M0 = 1012M�/h, only
∼ 25% points effectively contribute to loss function and reducing it to M0 = 1011M�/h
optimizes over more (∼ 50%) points. This gets contribution from smaller halos and halo
environments which start getting reconstructed and it generates smaller scale features in the
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Figure 4.9: Reconstructed fields for 400 Mpc/h box, 1283 grid and n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 number
density at the best-fit (converged) iteration with M0 = 1011M�/h. The color scheme is consistent in
every column but different across the columns. The projection is over a slab of thickness 25 Mpc/h

reconstructed field.
To compare these fields quantitatively, we show the transfer function and the cross-

correlation coefficient as function of scale for the reconstructed field in Figure 4.11. We
compare the reconstruction for different number densities of halos. Except for the highest
noise case (n̄ = 10−4(hMpc−1)3), in all cases the cross-correlation for all the three (initial,
final and halo) reconstructed fields is very close to unity on large scales. With increasing
number densities, we are able to push the reconstruction to smaller scales. The cross-
correlation for the reconstructed initial field with the truth falls to less than 95% at k =
0.12, 0.16, 0.18 hMpc−1 for n̄ = 2.5× 10−4, 5× 10−4 & 10−3(hMpc−1)3, respectively. For
the final matter field, rc drops to 0.95 at k = 0.23, 0.32, 0.42 hMpc−1. The cross correlation
coefficient of the final matter field is much higher than the initial field on the smaller scales,
as also evident from the slices in Figure 4.9.

To gauge the cosmology dependence of the neural network model and the reconstruction
procedure, we also do reconstruction by changing cosmology. Significant changes such as
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Truth Truth (RG = 2.5 Mpc/h) M0 = 1012, a = 1, Nsm = 4

M0 = 1012, a = 3, Nsm = 4 M0 = 1012, a = 3, Nsm = 0 M0 = 1011, a = 3, Nsm = 0

Figure 4.10: Reconstructed initial field at the various stages of the annealing procedure compared
with the truth and its smoothed version with Gaussian kernel of R = 2.5 Mpc/h. The projection
is over a slab of thickness 25 Mpc/h.

warm dark matter model, exotic dark energy models or extreme changes in cosmological
parameters will likely change the underlying relation between the matter density field and
halo formation and mass. In this case we expect the procedure with a neural network trained
on different cosmology to perform suboptimally. However in this work, we are primarily
interested in the changes allowed within the currently validated cosmological framework.
Thus we focus on two parameters, σ8, which changes the overall amplitude of the power
spectrum and Ωm, which changes the shape/slope of power spectrum. We increase them by
10% and 5% respectively, one at a time, while keeping other parameters same. We produce
two new datasets i.e. the halo mass fields from new initial conditions generated with the same
phases but the power spectrum with new values of these parameters. For reconstruction,
we still use the fiducial power spectrum in the forward model for simulation and for the
prior term in the loss function. The results, only for the initial field since it is that we are
primarily interested in, are shown in Fig. 4.12. We find that the cross correlation coefficient
is insensitive to the change in either of the cosmological parameters. Changing σ8 does not
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Figure 4.11: Transfer function and cross-correlation between the reconstructed fields and the truth
for different number densities. Reconstruction for every number density is performed with a different
neural network model, trained for that specific number density. From left to right, we show the
result for initial linear field, the final evolved matter fields and the network predicted vs FOF halo
mass field at the best fit of the reconstruction.

change the transfer function but changing Ωm changes the transfer function on intermediate
scales. We plan to investigate this further when doing bandpower reconstruction. We also
verified that the reconstruction is independent of the realization by doing it for different
initial conditions within the same cosmology by changing the seed that changes the phases
(and the amplitude within cosmic variance). This is crucial since this will likely form the basis
of our bandpower reconstruction which will enable us to extract the cosmological parameters
from this exercise.

One can also estimate the error in the reconstruction by estimating the power of the
residual fields, where the residuals are simply the difference of the true and the reconstructed
fields. This is shown in the left panel of Figure 4.13 for the reconstruction with number
density n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3. We compare this with the relative noise level in the data (halo
mass and halo position fields) by estimating σ/b2 where σ is the shot noise and b is the
bias of the data field. This corresponds to the noise level one would expect if the problem
were a linear problem and reconstruction were done with a Weiner filter. We find that in
our case, the noise in reconstructed initial field is reduced by a factor of 2 over this noise
level. Another estimate of error in the phases is the quantity 1 − r2

c , where rc is the cross-
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Figure 4.12: Transfer function and cross-correlation for the initial reconstructed field and the true
initial field at the best fit of the reconstruction. We show results for different cosmologies i.e. by
changing σ8 and Ωm as well as a different realizations i.e. different phases for the initial condition.
The number density is n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 in each case.

correlation coefficient of the reconstructed field with the true field. This makes it easier to
gauge the performance on large scales. We show this in the right panel of Figure 4.13 for
n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3. Note that unlike Figure 4. of [205], we do not rescale the reconstructed
fields here to have the correct transfer function.

Unlike the cross-correlation coefficient, the transfer function of the different fields is less
well behaved and not unity (Figure 4.11). While one would expect to reconstruct all the
power, at least for the halo mass field since that directly enters the loss function, it is not
the case. One reason for this is that the field being optimized over in the loss function is a
non-linear transformation of the halo mass field which is presented in Figure 4.11. This is
to say, we optimize over x = log(MR + M0) as a working variable, not the halo mass field
itself, and the Fourier modes do not commute across such transformations. Another reason
is the inaccuracy of the NN model itself: we have observed that the transfer function was
not unity even at the truth, as shown when gauging the performance of the model in Figure
4.8. In the next subsection, we will show that the transfer function is also more sensitive to
the choices we make for the different parameters in the loss function.

This implies that to reconstruct the linear power spectrum, one cannot simply estimate
the power spectrum of the reconstructed initial field. This is well known in the linear case,
for instance in Wiener filter reconstruction the reconstructed power is suppressed on noise
dominated scales. This calibration and reconstruction of the linear band powers is non-trivial
because in addition to marginalizing over all the latent initial modes, it also requires handling
various forward model and nuisance parameters that affect the band powers. For example,
here we have assumed that we can estimate the halo masses accurately but if that is not the
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Figure 4.13: Left: Power spectrum of the true (t), reconstructed (r) and the residual (t-r) initial,
final and halo mass fields for number density n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3. The solid horizontal line is
noise level in the position field (σn/b

2
n, where bn ∼ 1.2 is the bias of the halo position field and

σn = 1/n̄) and the dashed line is the noise level in the mass field (σm/b
2
m where bm ∼ 1.85 is the

bias of the mass-weighted (wi) field and σm = V × (
∑
w2
i )/(

∑
wi)

2) with V being the volume.
Right: Error power (1 − r2, where r is the cross-correlation coefficient of the reconstructed field
with the truth) for the three fields.

case this uncertainty needs to be marginalized over. The noise in the observables and the
scatter between the halo mass and galaxy light is another nuisance parameter that needs to
be marginalized over: we know it is to some extent degenerate with the amplitude of the
power spectrum since it changes the bias of the sample [258]. Moreover, the surveys live in
redshift space and hence one needs to account for the redshift space distortions. An approach
to reconstruct the band powers is proposed in [211] by performing analytic marginalization
of the modes around the MAP. Handling this in full detail is beyond the scope of this work
and we will pursue it in the future.

Impact of the loss function

It is important to understand how the various assumptions that we have made regarding
the loss function affect our reconstruction of the MAP. Specifically, we wish to estimate
how sensitive we are to the choices we have made regarding the noise covariance σN , the
offset µ and the free parameter M0 in the loss function. For this purpose, we will focus
on the reconstruction with number density of n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 in the 400 Mpc/h box.
Our fiducial loss function, for which we presented results in the previous section has the
parameters µ(M) (mass dependent offset), constant noise σ2

N = 0.25 and M0 = 1011M�/h
at the considered final iteration.
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Figure 4.14: Transfer function and cross-correlation between the reconstructed fields and the truth
for different parameter choices in the loss function, Eq. 4.14. µ(M) corresponds to the non-zero
offset in the loss-function as estimated from error histograms. σ(M) implies use of mass-dependent
noise instead of the constant noise as estimated from error histograms. The dotted black line
corresponds to the loss function without the offset and constant noise.

Figure 4.14 shows the cross-correlation and transfer function for different choices of the
parameters in the loss function. The most direct difference in the performance comes
due to the parameter M0. In the previous section, we have advocated beginning with
M0 = 1012M�/h and reducing it to M0 = 1011M�/h. For the constant noise model
used there, the improvement in cross-correlation of initial fields is significant upon re-
ducing M0 from 1012M�/h to 1011M�/h, with the fields correlated to more than 95%
upto k = 0.13, 0.18hMpc−1 respectively. Lowering M0 to 1010M�/h improves this to
k = 0.196hMpc−1 but at a greater computational cost. Interestingly, at the level of the trans-
fer functions, while we lose power on intermediate scales upon decreasing M0 to 1010M�/h,
we gain marginal power on small scales. This is likely due to an increased contribution to
the loss function from the small mass halos which drive the small scale power and reduce
the overall bias. This increased response might become more important when calibrating
band-powers allowing us to push to smaller scales, and we plan to investigate this in the
future.

To handle the correlations in the noise, we have chosen a higher constant noise of
σ2
N = 0.25 at all points. Using this noise in comparison to that predicted by the noise
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histogram reduces the effective number of points contributing to the loss function residual
and up-weighs prior. The amount of this down-weighting depends on the value of M0. For
M0 = 1012, 1011, 1010M�/h, using this amplitude of the constant noise, reduces the effective
number of points by a factor of ∼ 16, 6, 3, respectively. As compared to constant noise
case, upon using the mass-dependent noise, the cross correlation improves significantly for
M0 = 1012M�/h but stays the same for M0 = 1011M�/h, while for M0 = 1010M�/h, it does
not improve over M0 = 1011M�/h i.e. 95% correlation is at the same k = 0.18hMpc−1

(unlike k = 0.196hMpc−1 for constant noise). Moreover, the higher constant noise case
converged to the chosen tolerance in ∼ 200 iterations, while the mass dependent noise took
around ∼ 600 iterations. Thus it seems like we have over-penalized the M0 = 1012M�/h
case with our noise amplitude, but we are adequately handling the M0 = 1011 & 1010M�/h
loss functions. At this level, we also seem to be somewhat insensitive to the actual value of
the error at the position of the halos. One explanation for this is that the noise due to the
discreteness of the tracers dominates over the error made in predicting mass. On the same
note, changing the amplitude of the noise does not degrade the performance at the level of
the cross-correlation as long as we do not over-penalize by reducing the effective number
of points by a lot (more than a factor of ∼ 10). Increasing σN does slightly decreases the
transfer function since it effectively up-weighs the prior, but this still needs to be calibrated
out in all cases.

Lastly, to compare the effect of the offset, we perform a reconstruction without it and
using the same constant noise as the fiducial case. This reconstruction is shown in the
dotted-black line in Figure 4.14. The inclusion or exclusion of the offset does not seem to
affect cross-correlation. It might seem like removing offset gives transfer function of unity
on large scales, but this case here is a coincidence. Repeating the exercise for other number
densities confirms that not including the offset generally gives higher transfer function than
when including it, but not necessarily unity. However we prefer to include non-zero offset
since preliminary results show that it will become more important when we add signal noise
to the halo masses of the data.

Overall, we find that our reconstruction is most sensitive to M0 with most of the in-
formation being reconstructed by M0 = 1011M�/h for the number densities studied in this
paper, and marginal improvements on small scales after that. Cross-correlation seems to be
quite robust against the choice of various other parameters of the loss function. The transfer
function is more sensitive to this choice since the parameters mainly serve to change the
balance between the residual and the prior, or the amplitude of the matter density fields
that is regressed over to give the halo mass (via offset). However note that these things gen-
erally shift the transfer function up or down as a whole, with almost no change in the scale
dependence. As discussed, since none of these cases result in a response that is unity, we
need to calibrate band-powers anyways. Thus we expect that this sensitivity of the transfer
function on the parameters of the loss function will automatically be handled during the
band-power calibration.
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Figure 4.15: Performance of standard reconstruction when done with matter and halos of different
number densities for different smoothing scales

4.6 BAO Information

In this section, we compare our reconstruction against standard reconstruction [73]. However
before doing so, it is important to note that the objective of standard reconstruction is to
maximize signal to noise for baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) and it does not focus on the
reconstructing the initial density field map or broadband power. On the other hand, our goal
is to reconstruct the linear density map and via that, reconstruct the linear power spectrum
to extract cosmological parameters. Nevertheless, at this stage we choose to compare against
the standard reconstruction since it is the most widely used method of reconstruction and
we leave the band power reconstruction for future work. Given the differences in the goal
of standard and our reconstruction, we will compare the two reconstructions using metrics
of the former. We are interested in estimating and comparing the linear BAO information
reconstructed in the fields and then using to estimate the fractional error in identifying
the location of the baryonic peak using both the methods. We use Fisher formalism for this
estimation since our box size is insufficient to recover BAO signal due to the cosmic variance.

To recall, we work in a box of L = 400 Mpc/h on a 1283 grid and use the halo cat-
alogs with number density 2.5 × 10−4(hMpc−1)3 and 10−3(hMpc−1)3 as our data. Stan-
dard reconstruction involves estimating the displacement field using the halo overdensity
field. To suppress small-scale non-linearities where linear theory is not valid, we smooth
the halo overdensity field with a Gaussian smoothing kernel S(k) = e−k

2Σ2
sm/4. The per-

formance of standard reconstruction depends on the choice of the smoothing scale. Larger
smoothing scales are more optimal for lower number densities which are noise dominated
on smaller scales (Figure 4.15), but smaller smoothing scales reconstruct more informa-
tion. We choose Σsm = 10 Mpc/h for n̄ = 2.5 × 10−4(hMpc−1)3 and Σsm = 7 Mpc/h for
n̄ = 1× 10−3(hMpc−1)3. We show the cross-correlation coefficient for both, our NN recon-
struction and the standard reconstruction with the true linear density field in the left panel of
Figure 4.16. Our reconstruction outperforms the standard reconstruction on all scales, with
the two fields being 90% correlated respectively up to k = 0.25hMpc−1 and 0.12hMpc−1,
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Figure 4.16: Left: Cross correlation coefficient of reconstructed fields from standard reconstruction
(dashed) and our reconstruction (solids) with the true initial field when done from data with two
different number densities. Right: Cumulative Fisher information to estimate the BAO peak as a
function of scale for each case as calculated with Eq. 4.19. For comparison, we also show the same
Fisher information for linear matter field (theoretical maximum) and the non-linear matter field.

for number density n̄ = 1 × 10−3(hMpc−1)3 and k = 0.16hMpc−1 and 0.11hMpc−1 for
n̄ = 2.5× 10−4(hMpc−1)3.

In BAO community, the linear signal to noise in the reconstructed field is measured in
terms of propagator [216, 214, 259], defined as

G(k) =
〈δfδlin〉
b 〈δlinδlin〉

(4.15)

where δf is any field whose propagator we wish to evaluate (so it is the reconstructed fields
in our case); b is the linear bias of the tracer field (we set b = 1 for the NN reconstructed field
since the bias is effectively modeled by our model of halo field i.e. the neural networks) and
δlin is the initial (linear) field. The propagator effectively estimates the projection of the field
(δf ) on the linear density field δlin [216]. Then, the linear signal power in the reconstructed
field is simply b2G2(k)Plin. The residual power not captured in the linear signal constitutes
the noise term, otherwise referred to as the mode coupling term. Thus this mode-coupling
term PMC is such that

Pδf = b2G2(k)Plin + PMC (4.16)

Therefore, assuming a log-normal error, the signal to noise ratio for the linear information
in the reconstructed field relative to the linear density field is
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N
=

b2G2(k)Plin

b2G2(k)Plin + PMC

= r2
c (4.17)

where rc is the cross correlation coefficient of the field with the linear field.
Given the propagator, we can also estimate the error in locating the BAO peak in the

reconstructed signal by doing a simple Fisher analysis. For this, we follow the procedure
presented in [212]. Briefly, assuming Gaussian likelihood for band powers of power spectrum,
the Fisher matrix is approximately [232],

Fij = Veff

∫ kmax

kmin

∂lnP (k)

∂pi

∂lnP (k)

∂pj

4πk2

2(2π)3
dk (4.18)

where we have integrated over the angles assuming isotropy, pi, pj are the parameters of
interest and Veff is the effective survey volume. The parameter of interest is the location
of the centroid of the BAO peak and it corresponds to the sound horizon ‘s0’ at the drag
epoch. This is only sensitive to the baryonic component of the power spectrum. BAO peak
is damped due to the Silk damping and non-linear evolution and the information lost in
the latter damping is modeled well with a Gaussian damping model ([170]) in theory and
the propagator defined above in practice. Reconstruction aims at undoing this non-linear
damping and its success is measured by using the propagator estimated for the reconstructed
field. Modeling the sensitivity of the power spectrum to sound horizon in this way leads to
the Fisher error given by (for full derivation, see [212, 214])

Flns0 = VsurveyA
2
0

∫ kmax

kmin

e−2(kΣs)1.4
G4(k)

(P (k)/P0.2)2
k2dk =

(
s0

σs0

)2

(4.19)

where A0 = 0.4529 for WMAP1 cosmology, Σs ∼ 7.76hMpc−1 is the Silk damping
scale and P0.2 is the linear power spectrum at k = 0.2hMpc−1. While WMAP1 is not the
cosmology of our simulations, our goal here is simply to broadly compare our reconstruction
with the standard reconstruction and not to do an accurate Fisher forecast, hence any
reasonable value of these parameters should suffice.

We show this Fisher information as the function of scale in right panel of Figure 4.16
for the standard reconstruction, and our method for two number densities. For comparison,
we also show the Fisher information in the linear and the non-linear matter field which
roughly correspond to the maximum and minimum (for matter) information bounds. As
expected, at increasing number densities, the standard reconstruction becomes increasingly
sub-optimal and we gain 33% and 45% more information at n̄ = 2.5× 10−4(hMpc−1)3 and
n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3 number densities. In effect, we gain as much by using an optimal
reconstruction as we do by increasing the number density from n̄ = 2.5 × 10−4(hMpc−1)3

by a factor of 4. We find that for this volume the fractional error in locating the peak of the
BAO from non-linear field (i.e. estimated using the propagator for the final matter field)
is σs0/s0 ∼ 5.4%. By undoing the non-linear evolution, this is reduced to σs0/s0 ∼ 3.4%
(standard) and σs0/s0 ∼ 2.9% (our method) for n̄ = 2.5×10−4(hMpc−1)3 and σs0/s0 ∼ 2.9%
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(standard) and σs0/s0 ∼ 2.3% (our method) for n̄ = 10−3(hMpc−1)3, respectively. Thus
our reconstruction method shrinks the error on the location of the peak of BAO by about
∼ 15− 20% over the standard reconstruction. However for completeness, it should be noted
that this only a Fisher prediction for halos in real space, at z = 0, and we have assumed
that we have the information of halo masses accurately. Thus while the improvement is
quite encouraging, we plan to address a more realistic case of galaxies in redshift space in
the future.

4.7 Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper we address the question of how to model a discrete set of measured galaxy
positions and their masses and represent them in a form that is suitable to be used for
reconstruction of the initial density field using gradient based optimization methods. We
simplify the problem and look at the dark matter halo centers as a proxy for the galaxy
position and dark matter halo mass as a proxy for the galaxy stellar mass or luminosity. We
also work in real space instead of redshift space where the actual survey data lives. Discrete
objects are problematic for gradient based methods and halos are typically defined in an N-
body simulation using non-differentiable methods such as Friends-of-Friends. Since our goal
is to find a suitable differentiable forward model, we propose a neural network solution that
represents halo properties (position and mass) with a set of NN coefficients and activation
functions that take in dark matter properties as the input and output quantities such as the
probability of finding a halo at a given position and the halo mass (Figure 4.1). Since NN
are explicitly differentiable, once they are trained they can be used as part of the forward
model of LSS that starts from the linear density modes, evolves them using nonlinear N-
body simulation (in our case FastPM [83]) and ends with the predicted galaxy positions and
masses.

We gauge the performance of our forward model of two neural networks in modeling the
halo mass and position field on various metrics (section 4.4). We are able to reduce the
stochasticity in halo positions over the Poisson shot noise by at least a factor of two and
find good cross correlation coefficient up to small scales (Figure 4.8). This suggests that
the forward model can be used to generate mock galaxy catalogs, but in this paper we are
more interested in using it to reconstruct the initial density field given the data and leave
investigating other applications for the future. To do the reconstruction, one must also define
a loss function which takes into account the error probability distribution of the data given
the model. For this, we adopt a simple displaced log-normal model, which seems to reproduce
the error PDF well (Figure 4.7). Since our model localizes the neighborhood of halos quite
well, estimating this error on smoothed mass fields results in white noise spectrum for error.
Even though we expect our noise to be correlated on small scales, especially around halo
positions, we assume diagonal noise in configuration space and address these correlations
by changing the effective number of points contributing to the likelihood, thus altering the
relative weighting of the residual and the prior term in the noise model.
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Using this data noise model (Eq. 4.13) and Gaussian prior for the modes we are able
to do reconstruction of initial density field starting from halo mass field by optimizing the
loss function of Eq. 4.14 using L-BFGS algorithm. Due to the discrete nature of the data
we develop several annealing methods where we typically gradually change the loss function
with number of iterations to increase the resolution from coarse to fine, which help nudge
the solution towards its final result. These are motivated by the domain knowledge of
the distribution of our data, performance of our model as well as non-linearities generated
by the cosmological evolution. This results in a significant speed up and improves the
convergence of our optimizer. Specifically, we force the optimizer to fit for the large scales
and the massive halos before gradually reducing the scale to fit for smaller scales and smaller
halos. We also change the discreteness of the halo field to get better gradients when far
from the truth, gradually making it sharper and sharper. With about ∼ 200 iterations we
reconstruct the initial density field that is more than 95% correlated to the true field up to
k = 0.12, 0.16, 0.18 hMpc−1 for n̄ = 2.5× 10−4, 5× 10−4 & 10−3(hMpc−1)3, respectively.
(Figure 4.11). Due to the non-linear mode coupling introduced by gravitational evolution, the
reconstructed final matter field has better cross-correlation on smaller scales with rc dropping
to 0.95 at k = 0.23, 0.32, 0.42 hMpc−1 for the three number densities, respectively. As a
result of the reconstruction of small scale power, we are able to identify cosmic web along
with all the structures like nodes, voids and filaments in this field (Figure 4.9).

Using simulations with different initial conditions (phases) and different cosmology (σ8),
we also verify that our model and procedure is independent of realization and cosmology.
We do a case-study to establish how our reconstruction depends on the choice of each pa-
rameter that enters the loss function (Figure 4.14). We reconstruct most of the scales by
M0 = 1011M�/h and decreasing M0 further changes small scales only slightly. The cross-
correlation coefficient of the reconstructed initial field is fairly robust against the values of
the offset (µ) and the noise (σN). Moreover, for M0 = 1011M�/h and lower, using a constant,
but higher value of noise, handles the noise covariances adequately. The transfer function
seems to be more sensitive to the choices of these parameters, but only in amplitude and
not in the scale dependence. Thus we expect to be able to marginalize over these dependen-
cies when calibrating the transfer function to reconstruct the band powers and extracting
cosmological parameters, but we leave this for the future. Using our fiducial loss function
for reconstruction, we also show that we are able to improve upon standard reconstructions
in terms of linear information and localization of BAO peak (Figure 4.16). We expect our
method should be close to the optimal BAO reconstruction for finite number density of
tracers.

The ultimate goal of our exercise is to construct a tractable summary statistic from which
all of the cosmological information can be extracted. For linear modes such statistic is the
band powers of the power spectrum, and by linearizing the mode evolution we expect we can
achieve the same by using the reconstructed initial density modes to reconstruct the linear
band powers. This is not trivial given that the transfer function for reconstructed field is
not unity on all scales. We leave this calibration for the upcoming work. In addition to
marginalizing over the latent initial modes, reconstructing band powers also requires that
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the nuisance parameters of our forward model and data are marginalized over. For instance,
noise in the halo mass calibration and scatter in the halo mass-luminosity relation are both
known to be correlated with the amplitude of the power spectrum σ8 [258]. Thus, a full
analysis to obtain cosmological parameters must also include a proper marginalization over
the nuisance parameters of galaxy formation models.

This paper shows that one can build a realistic and differentiable halo field from the dark
matter density alone, and that loss functions can be defined that give realistic penalty loss
when applying such models to the data. To make our modeling more realistic and applicable
to the real LSS survey data we must do several additional steps. First, we must include
additional nuisance parameters such as the satellite distribution inside the halos etc., similar
to the traditional HOD models [24]. Furthermore, we must also include the redshift space
distortions by adding velocity to the halo position and map it to the redshift space. This
will require deriving the gradient of the final velocity with respect to the initial modes.
Redshift space distortions will not only modify the forward model but will also change the
loss function: in particular, the velocity dispersion of the satellites will need to be modeled as
an additional noise term in the radial direction, since it is unlikely that we can forward model
it. Finally, we must also include survey mask effects and various galaxy selection effects for
a complete forward model. We plan to pursue these issues in the future. The hope is that
when a complete forward model is available, with a sufficient number of nuisance parameters
to describe all the complications not included in the noise, then the inverse problem will be
completely determined and an optimal analysis of cosmological parameters from the redshift
space distortions data will be possible.
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Chapter 5

Reconstructing large-scale structure
with neutral hydrogen surveys

The contents of this chapter were originally published in

Reconstructing large-scale structure with neutral hydrogen surveys
Modi C., White M., Slosar A., Castorina E. (arXiv:1907.02330) JCAP 11(2019)023

Intensity mapping with neutral hydrogen and the Hidden Valley simulations
Modi C., Feng Y., White M., Castorina E. (arXiv:1904.11923) JCAP 09(2019)024

In this chapter, we turn towards 21-cm intensity mapping to adopt a different perspective
on the reconstruction of cosmological fields. Upcoming 21-cm intensity surveys will use
the hyperfine transition in emission to map out neutral hydrogen in large volumes of the
universe. Unfortunately, large spatial scales of these maps are completely contaminated
with spectrally smooth astrophysical foregrounds which are orders of magnitude brighter
than the signal. This contamination also leaks into smaller radial and angular modes to
form a foreground wedge, further limiting the usefulness of 21-cm observations for different
science cases, especially cross-correlations with tracers that have wide kernels in the radial
direction. Here we use the reconstruction framework built upon in the previous chapters to
solve a denoising problem that reconstructs these lost modes in the observed data and study
its implications on the cosmology with 21-cm. In developing this, we also address another
challenge to 21-cm cosmology - that of simulating this signal in the largest possible volume
while simultaneously maintaining high enough mass resolution to resolve 21-cm signal hosted
in low-mass dark matter halos completely. To this end we present Hidden Valley Simulations,
which is a series of large N-body simulations evolving 102403 particles in a 1h−1Gpc volume
to model the signals relevant to intensity mapping surveys.
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5.1 Introduction

The coming decade will see transformative dark energy science done by both ground-based
surveys (DESI [68], LSST [138]) and space-based missions (Euclid [10], WFIRST [70]). We
expect that large swaths of the universe will be sampled to close to the sample variance
limit on very large scales using galaxies as tracers of density field as well as sources used to
measure the weak gravitational lensing shear or cosmic backlights illuminating the cosmic
hydrogen for Lyman-α forest studies. At the same time, these fields will offer a multitude of
cross-correlation opportunities, through which more and more robust science will be derived.

Looking beyond the current decade, several experimental options are being considered
that will allow us to continue on the path of mapping ever increasing volume of the Universe.
Photometric experiments, such as LSST, will likely be systematics limited by the quality of
the photometric redshifts. Spectroscopic instruments are more attractive, especially using
LSST as the targetting survey, but will require major investments in a dedicated new tele-
scope and more aggressive spectrograph multiplexing to be truly interesting when compared
to DESI. Going at higher redshift, traditional galaxy spectroscopy in optical becomes ever
more difficult, since the sources are sparser, fainter and further redshifted. On the other
hand, turning to radio and relying on the 21-cm signal from neutral hydrogen could offer a
cost-effective way of reaching deep sampling of the universe, especially in the redshifts range
2 . z . 6, which remains largely unexplored on cosmological scales.

A number of upcoming (CHIME [19], HIRAX [165], Tianlai [50], SKA[4]) or planned
(PUMA, the proposed Stage ii experiment [55]) interferometric instruments will use the 21-
cm signal to probe this volume of the universe. In the post-reionization era most of the
hydrogen in the Universe is ionized, and the 21-cm signal comes from self-shielded regions
largely within halos. Such ‘intensity mapping’ surveys therefore measure the unresolved
emission from halos tracing the cosmic web in redshift space.

Challenges in simulations

State-of-the art cosmological analyses of large-scale structure rely on high fidelity numerical
simulations and on accurate analytical modeling of the expected signal, the former frequently
being used to test the latter. The goal of sampling the largest possible volume while simulta-
neously maintaining high enough mass resolution to resolve the low-mass dark matter halos
which host the majority of the neutral hydrogen makes simulating 21-cm signal quite chal-
lenging. At the same time the very large survey volumes and low noise levels expected in
21-cm measurements will require characterization of the theory to unprecedented levels.

In this chapter, we discuss a series of large, N-body simulations designed to model the
signals relevant to intensity mapping surveys. Each simulation evolves 102403 particles in
a 1h−1Gpc volume, simultaneously providing large volumes for precise measurements while
resolving the halos most relevant for intensity mapping surveys. This makes it possible to
address several modeling issues with higher precision than has been possible to date and at
the same time analyze the response of the observed signal to these modeling choices.
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Our initial focus will be on modeling the 21-cm signal over the range 2 < z < 6, using a
halo model formalism. The halo model combines a large degree of astrophysical realism while
maintaining a flexibility which is highly desirable in our current state of ignorance about
the high-z, 21-cm signal. We will present several different models motivated by existing
theoretical ideas and simulations and assess their commonalities and differences, with the
expectation that these models will need to be revised as further observational information
becomes available.

Challenges in Analysis

The 21-cm observations also suffer from another fundamental problem, namely that it is
completely insensitive to modes which vary slowly along the line of sight (that is low k‖
modes), because these are perfectly degenerate with foregrounds which are orders of mag-
nitude brighter that the signal [217, 218, 188, 38]. This effect alone severely limits the
usefulness of 21-cm observations for cross-correlations with tracers that have wide kernels
in the radial directions. This is in particular true for cross-correlations with the cosmic
microwave background (CMB) lensing reconstructions and shear field measured by the pho-
tometric galaxy surveys, such as that coming from LSST. Cross-correlations with CMB
would allow us to use the 21-cm observations and CMB observations in conjunction to put
the strongest limits on modified gravity by measuring growth. Cross-correlations with spec-
troscopic galaxies would allow us to characterize the source redshift of galaxy samples used
for weak-lensing measurements, one of the main optical weak lensing systematics. Moreover,
the foreground wedge (discussed below) can render further regions of the k-space impotent
for cosmological analysis [62, 160, 181, 217, 218, 136, 188, 213, 54, 38]. The foreground
wedge is not as fundamental as the low k‖ foreground contamination, because it only results
as a consequence of an imperfect instrument calibration rather than being a fundamental
astrophysical bane. Nevertheless, it is a data cut that will likely be necessary at least in the
first iterations of data analysis from the upcoming surveys.

Can this lost information be recovered? The answer is yes, although the extend to
which this is possible depends on both the resolution and noise properties of the instrument.
Imagine the following thought experiment. At infinite resolution in real space (and ignoring
the thermal broadening of the signal for the moment), the underlying radio intensity is
composed of individual objects, that appear as distinct peaks. A high pass filter in k space
will not fundamentally alter one’s ability to count these objects. While the filtering might
introduce ‘wings’ in individual profiles, the peaks in the density fields are still there. In this
case, we can recover the lost large-scale modes perfectly. A somewhat different way to look
at the same physics is to realize that the non-linear mode coupling propagates information
from large-scale to small-scale modes, while the initial conditions of the small-scale modes
are forgotten. Since the total number of modes scales as k2 δk, there are always many more
small-scale modes than large-scale modes and in a sense the system is over-constrained if one
wants to recover large-scale modes for which there is no direct measurements. Non-linear
evolution erases the primordial phase information on small scales and encodes the primoridal
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large-scale field over the entire k-space volume. So it is clear that the process of backing out
the large-scale information from the small scale is possible, at least in the limit of sufficiently
low noise and sufficiently high resolution.

In this chapter, we approach this problem by means of forward modelling the final density
field as developed in the previous chapters. Starting with an initial density field and a
suitable bias parameterization, we reformulate the problem of recovering the large scales as
a problem of non-linear inversion. In the past few years, several reconstruction methods
have been developed to solve this [120, 211, 207, 156, 203, 206]. The solution of this non-
linear problem is the linear, 3D field that evolves under the given forward model to result in
observed final field. Thus one not only recovers the linear large scales where the information
was gone, but also automatically performs an optimal reconstruction of the linear field on
scales where we had non-linear information to start with. This is often the product that
one ultimately desires. It allows not only optimal BAO measurement for the 21-cm survey,
but also increases the scale over which one can model cross-correlations with other tracers,
thus enabling cross-correlations with CMB lensing reconstruction and photometric galaxy
samples.

The full implications of this reconstruction exceed the scope of this chapter. Instead we
focus on the basic questions: i) Does the forward modeling approach to reconstruction work
at all in the case where we loose linear modes to foregrounds? ii) What is the complexity of
forward model required? iii) How does the result depend on the noise and angular resolution
of the experiment? iv) How does the performance vary with scale, direction, redshift and real
vs. redshift space data? v) What are the gains one expects for different science objectives such
as BAO reconstruction, cross-correlations with CMB and cross-correlations with different
LSS surveys such as LSST.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. We begin by discussing the simualtion require-
ments and observational constraints we are likely to face in Section 5.2. Then we discuss
the Hidden Valley Simulation suite in Section 5.3 and different semi-analytic and halo based
models we use to populate the simulated halos with HI as well as their calibration in Section
5.4. We then use these models to look at the clustering of HI in real- and redshift space in
Section 5.5, with separate focus on redshift space distortions to the clustering and baryon
acoustic oscillations. This section also presents a preliminary comparison with perturbative,
analytic models. With this simulation suite at hand, we finally turn to the problem of re-
construction of large scale modes. We review our forward model and the method we use
to reconstruct the field from the observations in Section 5.6 (building upon previous two
chapters and refs. [211, 156]). In Section 5.7 we show the results for our forward model on
the ‘observed’ 21-cm data, as well as gauge the performance of our reconstruction algorithm
on different metrics for multiple experimental setups. In Section 5.8 we show the improve-
ments expected by using our reconstructed field for different science objectives such as BAO
reconstruction, photometric redshift estimation and CMB cross correlations. We conclude
in Section 5.9.
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5.2 Setting the Stage

We begin by discussing the physical and observational constraints that drive the requirements
on the numerical simulation suite and reconstruction analysis. We start with a discussion
of the required mass resolution (set by ideas about how HI inhabits dark matter halos) and
then turn to the epochs and length scales that will be probed by proposed experiments as
well as the relevant signal to noise on those scales that can be exploited for reconstruction.

Mass resolution: the HI-halo connection

In the post-reionization era most of the hydrogen in the Universe is ionized, and the 21-cm
signal comes from self-shielded regions such as galaxies (between the outskirts of disks until
where the gas becomes molecular within star-forming regions). Unfortunately, there are
not many observational constraints on the manner in which HI traces galaxies and halos in
the high-z Universe, so we are forced to rely on numerical simulations [64, 194, 237] and
inferences from other observations [177, 42].

Both physical intuition and numerical simulations suggest that there is a minimum halo
mass (Mcut) below which neutral hydrogen will not be self-shielded from UV photons. Above
this mass the amount of HI should increase as the halo mass increases, though not necessarily
linearly. A reasonable model of the distribution of HI in halos is thus [176, 42]

MHI(Mh; z) = A(z)(Mh/Mcut)
α(z)e−Mcut(z)/Mh (5.1)

where we have explicitly written the redshift dependence of the model parameters. The
normalization constant can be fixed by matching the global HI abundance (see below).
Simulations suggest α ≈ 1 at z > 2. The characteristic halo mass scale (Mcut) is determined
by the clustering of HI. At z ' 0 the HOD parameters are known from a joint analysis of
HI-selected galaxies and groups in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [174]. At z ' 1 this number
is known approximately from cross-correlation with optical galaxies [144, 226, 12], however
at higher z there are no direct measurements. The clustering of Damped Lymanα systems
(DLAs) has been measured at z ' 2−3 by ref. [184], and since the DLAs contain the majority
of the HI at those redshifts this can be used as a proxy for the HI clustering amplitude. For
the model in Eq. (5.1) the DLA measurement implies Mcut = few× 109 h−1M� if α ' 1 [42].
These numbers agree with an analysis of the most recent hydrodynamical simulations (see
Table 6 of ref. [237]). This requirement sets a particle mass resolution of about 108 h−1M�
or better in order to be able to resolve the majority of the HI.

Observational constrains and relevant scales

The scope for the simulations, model and analysis has been set by considering the Stage
ii 21-cm experiment suggested by ref. [55], i.e. a compact, square array of 256 × 256, fully
illuminated 6 m dishes observing half the sky with frequencies corresponding to 2 < z < 6.
We shall use this strawman proposal in order to motivate the range of scales our simulations
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Figure 5.1: The region of k⊥−k‖ space well probed by the Stage ii 21-cm experiment described in
ref. [55]. The color scale shows Psig/Ptot at z = 2 (left) and z = 6 (right), including thermal noise
and shot-noise appropriate to our fiducial model. Modes at very low k⊥ are lost because dishes
cannot be closer together than their diameters, imposing a minimum baseline length. Dashed lines
show the foreground wedge assuming kmin

‖ = 0.05hMpc−1 and the ‘primary beam wedge’ while the

dotted line shows the equivalent cut for 3× the primary beam (see ref. [49] for more information).
Modes below and to the right of those lines become increasingly contaminated by foregrounds (see
text).

should aim to resolve and the level of accuracy desired. At z < 2.5 the simulations could
also be useful for CHIME and HIRAX, and at z > 2 for experiments targeting CO and/or
C-II lines.

The Stage ii experiment is an interferometer and as such it makes measurements directly
in the Fourier domain. The correlation between every pair of feeds, i and j, measures the
Fourier transform of the sky emission times the primary beam at a wavenumber, k⊥ =
2π~uij/χ(z), set by the spacing of the two feeds in units of the observing wavelength (~uij)
[233]. The visibility noise is inversely proportional to the number (density) of such baselines
[260, 150, 216, 36, 213, 256, 8, 252, 172]. Where necessary, we take the noise parameters
from Refs. [55, 49]. A defining feature of the Stage ii experiment is that the total noise is
dominated by shot noise at low k, in contrast with previous surveys that were thermal-noise
dominated [54, 172, 19, 165, 50].

While the Stage ii experiment has very low thermal noise, and as we shall see below
the HI signal has intrinsically low shot-noise, it must still contend with bright foregrounds:
primarily free-free and synchrotron emission from the Galaxy and unresolved point sources
[93, 217, 188, 213, 54]. Radio foregrounds, primarily free-free and synchrotron emission
from the Galaxy and unresolved point sources, are several orders of magnitude brighter than
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the signal of interest and present a major problem for 21-cm measurements [93, 217, 188].
However, due to their emission mechanisms, they are intrinsically very spectrally smooth
and this is the property that allows them to be separated from the signal of interest which
varies along the line of sight due to variation in underlying cosmic density field along the
line of sight. This separation naturally becomes increasingly difficult as we seek to recover
very low k‖ modes, i.e. modes close to transverse to the line of sight. The precise value below
which recovery becomes impossible is currently unknown (see Refs. [217, 218, 188, 38] for a
range of opinions). To be conservative, for reconstruction, we will assume that we lose all
the modes below k‖ = 0.03hMpc−1, however we will also study how sensitive are our results
to this cut-off value.

In addition to low k‖, non-idealities in the instrument lead to leakage of foreground
information into higher k‖ modes. This arises because, for a single baseline, a monochromatic
source (i.e. a bright foreground) at non-zero path-length difference is perfectly degenerate
with signal at zero path-length difference (i.e. zenith for transiting arrays) but appropriately
non-flat spectrum, such as that arising from 21-cm fluctuations. This is usually phrased in
terms of a foreground “wedge” which renders modes with low k‖/k⊥ unusable [62, 160, 181,
217, 218, 136, 188, 213, 54, 38].

R ≡ χ(z)H(z)

c(1 + z)
=
E(z)

1 + z

∫ z

0

dz′

E(z′)
(spatially flat) (5.2)

where θ ≈ θFOV .
Due to the variation of Hubble parameter with redshift the wedge becomes progressively

larger at higher redshift. Information in this wedge is not irretrievably lost, because us-
ing multiple baselines can break the degeneracy, but it requires progressively better phase
calibration the deeper into the wedge one pushes. The better the instrument can be cali-
brated and characterized the smaller the impact of the wedge. The most pessimistic wedge
assumption is that all sources to the horizon contribute to the contamination – will we not
consider this case as it makes a 21-cm survey largely ineffective for large-scale structure.
The most optimistic assumption is that the wedge has been subtracted perfectly. We regard
this as unrealistic. A middle-of-the-road assumption is that the wedge matters to an angle
measured by primary field of view. We take our ‘optimistic’ choice to be the ‘primary beam’
wedge defined as θw = 1.22λ/2De, where De is the effective diameter of the dish after fac-
toring in the aperture efficiency (ηα = 0.7) and the factor of two in the denominator gives
an approximate conversion between the first null of the Airy disk and its full Width at half
maximum (FWHM). We shall contrast this with the ‘pessimistic’ case θw = 3× 1.22λ/2De.

Fig. 5.1 shows this information in graphical form. The color scale shows the fraction of
the total power which is signal, as a function of k⊥ and k‖. The modes lost to foregrounds
are illustrated by the gray dashed and dotted lines assuming a fiducial kmin

‖ = 0.05hMpc−1

and θ equal to the primary beam (i.e. field of view) or 3× the primary beam. At z = 2 and
low k the signal dominates, at intermediate k the shot-noise starts to become important and
at high k‖ the thermal noise from the instrument dominates. At z = 6 the thermal noise
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Run ΩM h σ8 ΩB ns Amplitude
HV10240/F 0.309167 0.677 0.8222 0.04903 0.96824 Fixed
HV10240/F+ – – 0.8633 – – Fixed
HV10240/F- – – 0.7811 – – Fixed
HV10240/R – – 0.8222 – – Rayleigh
HV2560/F 0.309167 0.677 0.8222 0.04903 0.96824 Fixed
HV2560/F+ – – 0.8633 – – Fixed
HV2560/F- – – 0.7811 – – Fixed
HV2560/R – – 0.8222 – – Rayleigh

Table 5.1: The cosmological parameters used in the simulations. The number in the name of each

simulation represents N
1/3
part and the box size, in 0.1h−1Mpc (comoving).

is a larger fraction of the total for all k, but the fraction of the total which is signal is also
increased by the higher bias of the HI at high z.

To benefit from the wide range of linear and quasi-linear scales that will be probed
with high fidelity, we need to simulate a large cosmological volume. Resolving k ' 0.01 −
0.05hMpc−1 well requires a box size of 1h−1Gpc or larger. However, in the spirit of intensity
mapping, the inteferometer will not resolve individual dark matter halos or galaxies. This
suggests that the detailed profiles and subhalo properties of dark matter halos are less likely
to be important than their relation to the evolving cosmic web. For this reason we choose
to set our force resolution by the requirement that halos be properly formed, not that their
internal properties be resolved or that we can track substructures within them.

5.3 Hidden Valley simulation suite

As outlined above, the simulation requirements for this project are quite demanding, since
we need to simultaneously resolve the small-mass halos in which the majority of the neutral
hydrogen signal lives while covering a large cosmological volume to make precise predictions
for the clustering statistics that will be exquisitely measured by future surveys. To meet
this challenge we employed the FastPM code [86] to evolve 102403 particles in a periodic,
cubic volume of 1024h−1Mpc resulting in a mean inter-particle separation of 100h−1kpc
(comoving) and a mass resolution of 8.58 × 107 h−1M�. The code used a 204803 mesh
(i.e. force resolution factor B = 2) for the gravity calculation and took 35 time steps from
z = 99 to z = 2. We simulated ΛCDM cosmologies with parameters close to the latest Planck
results, as given in Table 5.1. The linear power spectrum1 was computed using CAMB [135]
at z = 2 and initial conditions were generated from this using second-order Lagrangian
perturbation theory at z = 99. We saved halo catalogs and a 4% subset of the dark matter

1We provide the CAMB parameter file and matter power spectrum as part of the public data release.
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particles at z = 6 to 2 every 0.5 in z. The subsampling ensures the shotnoise level in the
particles is less than 1% of the non-linear power spectrum at k = 1hMpc−1 at redshift
z ≤ 6. In addition to the large volume we also ran a smaller, 256h−1Mpc simulation with
the same spatial resolution as the larger box. The smaller volume is used for development
of the numerical model and software tools.

We ran several realizations which differed only in the construction of the initial condi-
tions. The realizations have identical phases, but the amplitudes are drawn differently. Our
primary focus in this work is the ‘F’ simulations, which we ran with initial conditions chosen
such that |δk| =

√
P (k) with no scatter in order to reduce sampling variance (i.e. Fixed am-

plitude). This technique has been shown to produce unbiased estimates of a large variety of
2 point and 3 point statistics [13, 53]. The Hidden Valley simulation suite also contains three
other amplitude settings: ‘R’, where the amplitude is sampled from a Rayleigh distribution,
corresponding to Gaussian initial conditions, and two additional fixed amplitude simulations,
‘F+’ and ‘F-’ where the power spectrum amplitude is changed by ±5%, corresponding to a
change in the σ8 parameter which we can use to assess sensitivity of our results to σ8.

The majority of the HI in a halo lies in the central galaxy, however a fraction can be
distributed to larger radii. If a non-negligible fraction of the HI moves with close to virial
velocity within the halo, this can impact the observed redshift-space clustering through a
finger-of-god effect. Unfortunately, the observational constraints on this distribution are
almost non-existent and so we are forced to model the satellites with simple prescriptions
(described below).

Fig. 5.2 shows the real-space distribution of dark matter and HI in the simulation at
our central redshift, z = 4. Each panel in the first column shows a 10h−1Mpc thick slice
of the matter or HI field. Moving from left to right the panels show successive zooms by a
factor of 10, which highlights the high dynamic range of the simulation in mass and force
resolution. The cosmic web is clearly visible in the left and middle panels, while the complex
environment around massive halos at high z is obvious in the right-most panels. Due to the
paucity of HI in low mass halos, and the sub-linear scaling at higher mass, the low density
regions are more empty in the HI than in the matter and the highest density regions have
lower contrast. Overall the structure is more pronounced in the HI than in the matter, as
the former has a high bias.

5.4 The HI model

There2 is lot of uncertainty in how hot and cold gas inhabit halos at high z. This is further
complicated by the lack of any direct observational evidence on the mass scales of relevance.

2This section differs from the published version in that the HI content in Model A and Model C is scaled
up with (1 + z)3 and Model B with (1 + 3)3. This does not change the clustering of HI or S/N of any signal
evaluated in the later sections due to consistent change in definition on signal and noise. It only changes the
amount of HI in a given halo and hence ΩHI . The corresponding figures (Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.5) and tables
(Table 5.2) have been updated.
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Figure 5.2: Slices through the simulation showing the projected dark matter (top) and HI (bottom)
densities at our middle output, z = 4. The left panels show a 100h−1Mpc thick slice through the
full simulation box, while the middle and right panels show successive zooms by a factor of 10,
centered around the 5th most massive halo in the simulation. The solid line in each panel indicates
the linear scale while the color scale is log of the density. The HI clearly traces the large-scale
structure seen in the matter.

Thus the flexibility of being able to alter the prescription for assigning HI to the halos as we
build our mock catalog upon a dark matter simulation is highly desirable. In what follows
we shall consider three methods for assigning HI to our halos and subhalos (generated by
Monte Carlo as described as described below). Given the dearth of high redshift clustering
observations, we will use the following two pieces of data to calibrate these models.

Our first calibration will be to the amount of neutral hydrogen at high z. We follow stan-
dard convention3 and write the neutral hydrogen density as a fraction of critical at redshift
z as ΩHI(z) = ρHI(z)/ρc(z). Existing constraints on ΩHI are obtained by integrating the HI

3Some previous work (e.g. ref. [57, 42, 237]) introduced a related quantity where the density at z is
instead normalized by the present day critical density, ΩHI,0 ≡ ρHI(z)/ρc,0. This differs by a factor of
ρc(z)/ρc(0) = E2(z)/(1 + z)3 from our definition.
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column density distribution function inferred from QSO spectra. We take the compilation
of ΩHI from Table 5 of ref. [57], as shown in Fig. 5.3.

In order to fit for the characteristic mass scale and relative occupancy (e.g. Mcut and α in
Eq. 5.1) we need some information about the clustering of the HI. Lacking such measurements
in the redshift window of interest (2 < z < 6), we will use the clustering of Damped Lyman-α
systems, which contain more than 90% of the neutral hydrogen in the Universe, as a proxy
for the HI distribution. If the HI column density distribution is only weakly dependent on
Mh, then bDLA ≈ bHI and we shall assume this is true for z ' 2− 3 (there is support for this
from the hydrodynamics simulation of ref. [237] and data [184]). The BOSS collaboration
has measured bDLA = 2.0 ± 0.1 in a broad bin centered at z = 2.3 [184]. As the clustering
of DLAs is measured only at one redshift with sufficient accuracy, extrapolating the model
in Eq. (5.1) requires some assumptions. We detail our fiducial model, and possible variants,
below. Future data from high redshift QSOs in DESI [68], or direct measurement of the
21-cm signal, will be required to more accurately model MHI(Mh).

Satellite model

We allow some of the HI in our halos to be hosted by satellites, in addition to centrals. As
there is no observational data set with which to constrain the manner in which HI traces mass
in satellite galaxies as a function of host halo mass and redshift, we shall opt for a simple
model. Our simulation does not resolve halo substructure directly, so we add satellites in
post-processing. We assume that the number of satellites is self-similar with [195, 14, 35]

Nsat(> Msat) =

(
M1

Msat

)0.8

with 0.1Mcut < Msat < 0.1Mh (5.3)

where M1 = 0.03Mh corresponds roughly to the mass of the heaviest subhalo [14]. The slope
of the HI-hosting subhalo mass function is not well known, but we have assumed it to be
0.8, slightly shallower than that of all satellites which is ∼ 0.9 [14]. The lower mass limit of
0.1Mcut is purely for convenience as lower mass subhalos are essentially free of HI. Since the
rate of HI mass loss within subhalos is not well constrained, we opt to use an instantaneous
assigned subhalo mass rather than attempting to correct for differential matter-HI mass loss.

Eq. 5.3 implies that the total number of subhalos more massive than 0.1Mcut is (M1/0.1Mcut)
0.8.

We take this number of to be fixed and introduce stochasticity by randomly assigning masses
to these satellites following Eq. 5.3. Each satellite is distributed within the halo following
an NFW [164] profile with a concentration of 7 and given an additional line-of-sight velocity
drawn from a Gaussian whose width equals the halo velocity disperion, σh. We use two
velocity dispersions, one corresponding to matter (from [80]) and one with σh reduced by
two-thirds. The latter is motivated by Table 4 of [237] who find that the dispersion of HI
is lower than that of matter. The details of the spatial distribution of subhalos significantly
affects the clustering only on scales smaller than are of interest for proposed interferomet-
ric 21-cm experiments. The line-of-sight velocity affects the redshift-space power spectrum,
leading to an additional damping of power at high k‖.
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Model Redshift 103ΩHI b1 Psn fsat

A

z = 2 2.01 1.91 53.29 0.07
z = 3 3.07 2.15 15.81 0.07
z = 4 3.31 2.58 10.1 0.06
z = 5 3.28 3.12 9.00 0.04
z = 6 3.12 3.72 9.24 0.03

B

z = 2 5.17 1.79 40.42 0.03
z = 3 3.20 2.45 42.44 0.02
z = 4 1.83 3.10 42.93 0.02
z = 5 0.96 3.72 43.62 0.01
z = 6 0.51 4.33 43.6 0.01

C

z = 2 2.02 1.81 73.70 –
z = 3 2.98 2.30 39.74 –
z = 4 3.42 2.89 29.35 –
z = 5 3.17 3.54 27.44 –
z = 6 2.67 4.27 29.63 –

Table 5.2: Properties of the HI distribution in different models. The bias (b1) is estimated from
the (real-space) HI-matter cross-spectrum at low k. The shot noise PSN is in (h−1Mpc)3. fsat is
the fraction of total HI that is in the satellites.

Model A

Our first model, which we shall also use as a fiducial model for most of our plots, assigns HI
to the halos using the MHI −Mh relation of Eq. (5.1). This HI is then distributed between
the central and the satellite galaxies such that the total HI in galaxies adds up to that in
the halo. Our primary motivation for this split is to include Finger of God (FOG) effects
in the redshift-space power spectrum. To that end, assuming that all the HI in halos is
associated with either centrals or satellites and ignoring the free HI content inside the halo
not associated with any galaxy is a fair assumption [237].

The MHI −Mh relation we choose is motivated by the desire that the total HI content of
a halo be given (at least approximately) by Eq. (5.1), as this has some support from recent
numerical simulations. To calibrate this model, we are guided by Table 6 of ref. [237] and
the data shown in Fig. 5.3. We take the parameters for this model to be

α(z) =
1 + 2z

2 + 2z
and Mcut(z) = 3× 109 h−1M�

[
1 + 10

(
3

1 + z

)8
]

(5.4)

valid only over the range 2 ≤ z ≤ 6. The steep drop of Mcut with z is required in order to
flatten the increasing bias with z at lower redshifts to better match the DLA data. To fit
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Figure 5.3: (Left) The neutral hydrogen density, in units of the critical density, as a function of
z. The squares with error bars are from the compilation of ref. [57] (Table 5) and the line is their
best fit. The circles show the results from our models. (Right) The bias of DLAs, which contain
most of the HI in the high-z Universe, at z ' 2− 3. Squares with error bars are the measurements
from ref. [184] while the circles and line show the predictions from our models. The horizontal grey
band is the redshift-average value from ref. [184]. The inset shows the same bias prediction from
our models up to z = 6. For comparison, we also show the bias for mass-weighted halo field with
gray line in the inset.

the abundance of HI we set

Ah(z) = 8× 105 h−1M�

[
1 +

(
3.5

z

)6
]
× (1 + z)3 (5.5)

This leads to the predictions shown in Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.2, where we see relatively
good agreement with the available data at high z. The parameters in Eq. 5.4 are slightly
different than those in ref. [237]. The reason is that the hydrodynamical simulations in
ref. [237], despite being in better agreement with the HI data than their predecessors, still
underestimate both the measured bDLA (by 2σ) and ΩHI. In a halo based approach we have
enough freedom to tune our parameters to better match the data.

Next we want to split this HI between centrals and satellites. We use the same relation
for the satellites as for halos, albeit with a different normalization where we put more HI in
satellites at the same (sub)halo mass and increasingly so with increasing redshift.

As(z) = Ah(z)× (1.75 + 0.25 z) (5.6)

The centrals then take up the residual HI from the halos that is not assigned to satellites.
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With our simple prescription, we are able to match the HI fraction in satellites observed by
[237] in Illustris simulations.

We show the distribution of the HI for our model in halos of different mass and at different
redshifts in Fig. 5.5. The top row shows the MHI −Mh relation as given by Eq. 5.1 for this
model. The middle row shows the fraction of total HI that resides in the halos of a given
mass. Towards highest halo masses the contribution decreases because of the exponential
drop in the halo mass function, while at the lower end the HI hosted in the individual halos
drops due to the cutoff (Eq. 5.4). Hence most of the signal contribution comes from halos
of intermediate masses: ∼ 1011 h−1M� at z = 2 and decreasing to ∼ 1010 h−1M� at z = 6.
This also illustrates the convergence of our simulations with respect to the HI signal i.e. for
this model our simulations have enough resolution to capture essentially all the expected HI
signal across all the redshifts of interest.

The last row of Fig. 5.5 show the fraction of total HI inside a halo that is embedded in
the satellites as a function of halo mass. This fraction increases with the halo mass, with
as much as ∼ 50% HI residing in satellites for ∼ 1014 h−1M� halos. As described above,
the remaining HI of the halos is assigned to centrals. This is in qualitative agreement with
satellite HI fraction seen in the Illustris simulations in ref. [237].

While it would be straightforward to include a random scatter in HI at fixed Mh, we
have no observational constraints on the form or evolution of the scatter. Thus we choose
to neglect it, noting where this impacts our results.

Model B

Inspired by ref. [64], our second model assumes that the HI content of galaxies depends upon
stellar mass. We use the fit of ref. [161] to assign stellar masses (M?) to our central and
satellite halos. The corresponding stellar mass function is shown in Figure 5.4 which agrees
fairly well with the data [23]. We could likely improve the fit by adjusting the parameters
in the stellar-mass halo-mass relation, but this is sufficient for our purposes so we keep the
fiducial parameters of ref. [161]. Then we assign an HI mass to each of these galaxies based
on the same ‘HI richness’ (MHI/M?) relation. Ref. [64] find that MHI/M? evolves relatively
little with redshift (e.g. see their Fig. 4) implying that the redshift evolution of Mh −MHI

is due to the evolution of M?. We take

MHI

M?

= f

(
M1

M1 +M?

)α
(5.7)

where by calibrating the against the observations we get f = 11.52, α = 0.4, and M1 =
3 × 108M�. Similar to the M? − Mh relation, it would be straightforward to include a
random scatter in HI at fixed Mh, however we have no observational constraints on the form
or evolution of the scatter. Thus we choose to neglect it.

4https://www.peterbehroozi.com/data.html
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Figure 5.4: (left) The halo mass function from our simulations at z = 2, 4 and 6. The dashed
lines are the Sheth-Tormen mass function prediction [221]. (right) Stellar mass function from our
simulations (points) at the same redshifts. The data (dashed line with error bars) are taken from
the compilation of ref. [23]4.

Unlike our fiducial model, this model does not have an explicit lower mass cut-off. Instead
the HI distribution in small halos is implicitly suppressed (but not exponentially) by the
stellar-mass halo-mass relation. Due to this lack of flexibility, it performs slightly worse in
matching the DLA bias at low redshifts (Fig. 5.3). Similarly, due to its lack of explicit redshift
dependence beyond the evolution of stellar mass, it also has very different evolution of ΩHI

across redshifts. This model also puts relatively more HI in the intermediate mass halos
and less in the highest mass halos than our fiducial Model A (Fig. 5.5, top row) due to the
flattening of the M? −Mh relation at high mass. Hence the peak of the signal contribution
as a function of halo masses (middle row) is shifted to slightly higher mass, and is lower
compared to that of Model A. Since we use the same relation (Eq. 5.7) for both centrals
and satellites, we lack the flexibility of Model A in distributing HI inside halos. As a result,
we find that the satellite HI fraction for this model declines sharply with redshift and is in
qualitative disagreement with ref. [237] at higher redshifts.

One advantage of this model is that the redshift dependence of the Mh−MHI distribution
is entirely determined by the stellar mass evolution, which is fairly well constrained. Thus we
have effectively only two free parameters, M1 and α, that impact the impact the shape of b(z)
and ΩHI(z) with f impacting the overall amplitude. However in its current implementation,
this lack of explicit redshift dependence leads to a different evolution in total HI content
despite having similar clustering to Model A. Thus precise observations at high redshift in
the future will serve to test the validity of this model.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of HI for different models (colors) at different redshifts (columns): i) The
top row shows the halo HI mass function i.e. the average HI mass inside halos as a function of halo
mass. ii) The middle row shows the fraction of the total HI that resides in halos of a given mass.
This illustrates the convergence of our simulations with respect to HI signal on the low halo mass
end. iii) The bottom row shows the fraction of HI mass inside the halos that resides in the satellites
(this is zero for Model C by assumption).

Model C

As our last model, we use a simplistic alternative which assumes a constant Mcut and α at all
redshifts to assign HI to halos. This has been used in the literature in refs. [42, 49]. We set
α = 0.9 (which is roughly the average of the values at the extreme redshifts used in Model
A) and Mcut = 1010 h−1M�. Given the current state of the high z clustering observations
this model is difficult to completely rule out. However, like Model B, due to the lack of the
flexibility in varying the lower mass cut-off this model to performs poorly in matching the
DLA bias (Fig. 5.3). With these parameters fixed, one can match the observed HI density up
to high redshifts by making the normalization redshift dependent. We find that the following
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form fits the data well:

Ah(z) = 3.5× 106 h−1M�

(
1 +

1

z

)
× (1 + z)3 (5.8)

As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, despite having minimal redshift evolution in the parameters,
this model qualitatively follows Model A and Model B in the distribution of HI as a function
of halo masses. However unlike the other two models, we deliberately do not include any
satellites to distribute HI inside an individual halo. This is to avoid having any 1-halo finger-
of-god effects in the redshift space. Thus when compared with other models, this will serve
to illustrate their impact over and above the redshift space distortions that are captured by
the halo velocities themselves.

5.5 Validating Hidden Valley Simualtions

The amplitude of the 21-cm signal depends on the abundance and the clustering of the HI.
In the previous section, we considered three different models for distributing HI in halos and
measured its abundance. In this section, we look in detail at the clustering of HI. We will
mostly show the results from our fiducial Model A and simply comment on similarities or
differences with the prediction of other models, unless explicitly showing the differences is
more insightful.

We will look only at the 2-point statistics of HI clustering. Even though it’s not observ-
able, we will begin with real space clustering of HI as a function of redshift since it helps
elucidate its relation to the underlying dark matter clustering. Next we will discuss the
clustering in redshift space where the signal will actually be observed. Lastly, we will discuss
the baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) in 21-cm signal since its one of the major goals of
upcoming 21-cm surveys to detect BAO and measure distances to high redshifts with them.

In order to optimize what can be learned from the surveys mentioned above, theoretical
predictions in the mildly and fully non-linear regimes are also needed. Previous work has
suggested that perturbative models can accurately predict the clustering of biased tracers to
a significant fraction of the nonlinear scale knl = Σ−1 at high z [147, 39, 238, 90, 157], where
Σ is mean square one-dimensional displacement in the Zeldovich approximation given by

knl = Σ−1 =

[
1

6π2

∫
PL(k) dk

]−1/2

. (5.9)

with PL the linear theory power spectrum. For high redshift tracers such as HI, perturbative
models with their sophisticated biasing schemes become more useful due to increasing com-
plexity of bias and decreasing non-linearity of the matter field as we go further back in time
[157]. While we leave a detailed study of modeling 21-cm signal with such models for future
work, when more sophisticated models and more simulation volume could become available,
here we will compare the clustering signal to the predictions of linear theory and ‘Zeldovich
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Figure 5.6: The real-space power spectrum (left) and cross correlation function (right) of the dark
matter and HI in our fiducial model at z = 2, 4, and 6. Solid lines show the N-body results
while dotted lines show linear theory with scale-independent bias (set by the amplitude of the
cross-spectra at low k or cross-correlation at large r). Blue, orange and green line show the matter
clustering, matter-HI cross-clustering and the HI auto-clustering respectively. The downturn in the
HI auto-spectrum (green) at high k is due to our subtraction of a constant ‘shot-noise’ component
(see text). The vertical grey lines mark knl and Σnl of Eq. (5.9).

effective field theory’ (ZEFT [241]). ZEFT is a combination of lowest order Lagrangian per-
turbation theory (i.e. the Zeldovich approximation [261]) plus a counter-term going as k2 (it
can also be thought of as a k2 component to the bias).

Real-space clustering

We begin with a discussion of the real-space clustering of the HI as a function of redshift, and
its relation to the underlying dark matter clustering and to linear theory. Fig. 5.6 shows the
real-space power spectra on the left, and the two-point functions (i.e. correlation functions)
as a function of separation, r, on the right at some selected redshifts. The blue, orange
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Figure 5.7: (Left) The HI bias, in real-space, measured from the cross- and auto-spectra: ba(k) ≡√
PHI,HI/Pmm (solid) and b×(k) ≡ PHI,m/Pmm (dotted). As the bias becomes larger, it also

becomes more scale-dependent and the difference between ba and b× extends to lower k. (Right) The
scale-dependent bias defined by the auto- and cross-correlations (solids and dashed, respectively)
viz. ba(r) ≡

√
ξHI,HI/ξmm and b×(r) ≡ ξHI,m/ξmm.

and green lines show matter auto-clustering (spectra + correlation), matter-HI clustering
and the HI auto-clustering respectively, and we compare them to the predictions of linear
theory with constant bias (i.e. b2PL(k) and bPL(k) respectively for power spectra) as dotted
lines with b matched to the amplitude of the matter-HI cross-spectra at low k (we perform
a simple unweighted average of points with k < 0.06hMpc−1). The difference between the
simulations and linear theory predictions, coming from a combination of non-linear clustering
and scale-dependent bias, is clearly visible at all redshifts.

Fig. 5.7 shows the bias explicitly for both power spectra and correlation functions. The
solid lines show the bias estimated from the auto-clustering ba(k) ≡

√
PHI,HI/Pmm (and

corresponding ratios in configuration space) while the dashed lines are the cross-clustering
biases b×(k) ≡ PHI,m/Pmm. The difference between them indicates the degree to which
the HI and matter fields are decorrelated. At larger scales, the two biases converge to same
values showing that the HI provides a good tracer of the matter field and the cross-correlation
coefficient is close to unity. The decorrelation occurs on the scales of a few Mpc and shifts
to larger scales (lower k) with increasing bias as we go higher in redshift.

On large scales (> 10h−1Mpc), the bias is scale-independent and our simulations are
large enough that we can clearly see the ‘flat’ low k plateau in the Fourier space. However
we see the bias becoming scale dependent on small scales in both Fourier and configuration
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space, with the dependence extending to larger scales and lower k for the more biased objects
at higher redshifts. For this figure, we have defined the biases with respect to the non-linear
matter spectra (correlation function) – the scale-dependence of the bias would be larger if we
had used the linear theory spectrum in the definition. Note also that as the the bias of the
HI in our fiducial model becomes larger and more scale dependent at higher redshifts, the
non-linear scale shown in dotted gray lines knl/Σnl simultaneously shifts to smaller scales.
Thus scale-dependence of the bias thus becomes relevant before the non-linear clustering (a
similar effect is seen for high-z galaxies in ref. [157, 255]).

The trade-off between complex biasing and non-linearity makes modeling high redshift
tracers an ideal application for perturbative models with sophisticated biasing models, such
as those developed in Refs. [241, 238, 157] (see also ref. [237]). Fig. 5.8 shows real-space
power spectrum at z = 2 and 6 compared to the predictions of ZEFT. We have fit all three
spectra simultaneously, e.g. the same value of b2 that fits the HI auto-spectrum fits the cross-
spectrum. At high redshift the contribution of shear terms becomes suppressed so we have
not included shear terms in our fit, though we do include a b∇2 contribution, leading to a total
of 4 free parameters in our model. The agreement is very good up to about ∼ 0.75 knl, as
suggested by ref. [237] in a much smaller volume, and within the expected sample variance
over the perturbative range. We expect theoretical models including higher-order effects
would do even better. Over this range the N-body results can depart by order unity from
the linear theory predictions.

One complication while fitting HI clustering with any model is to take into account the
shot noise. Unlike galaxies, HI is not a discrete tracer of the underlying matter field, hence
the Poisson approximation for noise is no longer true. This is also shown in ref. [237] who
find that P (k) does not asymptote to a constant at high k, likely due to the HI profile
inside the halos on small scales. Thus if one knows the shape of 1−halo term, this can be
fit for or subtracted while modeling the signal. In addition the 21-cm signal is dominated
by low mass halos, ∼ 1010h−1M�, whose clustering has a complex shot noise form. While
this needs to be investigated in the future, here we approximate the noise as Poisson, i.e.
PSN ∼

∑
hM

2
HI/(

∑
MHI)

2, where MHI is the HI mass in a halo and the sum is over all the
halos. This simplistic form ignores any scale dependence of the noise and ref. [237] show
that this over-estimates the noise on small scales.

Lastly, we have shown the results only for HI distribution with Model A. The results in
real space are qualitatively similar for the other models with the only difference being in the
amplitude of the clustering i.e. Model B and Model C predict slightly higher bias on large
scales at higher redshifts. This can be seen from the inset plot in Fig. 5.3. As expected, this
also leads to greater scale dependence of bias and higher decorrelation with matter clustering
on smaller scales.

Redshift-space clustering: supercluster infall

Future experiments will measure the clustering signal in redshift space, not real space, thus
it is useful to look at the impact of peculiar velocities on the signal. There are several effects
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Figure 5.8: (Top) The real-space power spectrum of the dark matter and HI in our fiducial model
at z = 2 and 6. Solid lines show the N-body results, dashed lines show the Zeldovich effective
field theory calculation and dotted lines linear theory. Blue lines show the matter power spectrum,
orange lines the matter-HI cross-spectrum and green lines the HI auto-spectrum. A single set of
parameters fits all curves simultaneously. The dotted and dash-dot vertical grey lines mark 0.75knl

and knl of Eq. (5.9). (Bottom) The ratio of the the N-body results to Zeldovich fit. The dark
and light grey shaded regions show ±2% and ±5%. The shaded magenta region shows the sample
variance error in our simulation volume (including shot noise).
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Figure 5.9: The redshift-space power spectrum of the HI in our fiducial model at z = 2, 4 and
6. (Left) The solid lines show the N-body result for P (k, µ) wedges while the dotted lines show
linear theory prediction with scale-independent bias. (Right) The first three, even multipoles of the
anisotropic redshift space power spectrum along with the linear theory, constant bias predictions
(dotted).

which are of interest. First, the fact that only the line-of-sight peculiar velocity contributes
to the measured redshift imprints an anisotropy in the clustering signal [121, 99]. In the
distant observer limit5 our power spectrum becomes a function of k and |µ|, with µ ≡ k̂ · ẑ
if ẑ is the (common) line-of-sight direction. On large scales, supercluster infall enhances the
signal, while on smaller scales inter- and intra-halo virial motions lead to anisotropic power
suppression. The amount of suppression, also referred to as the finger-of-god (FOG) effect,
is dependent upon the amount of HI that lives in satellites within massive halos and their
virial motions. We focus here on the former and explore the FOG effect in the next section.

Fig. 5.9 shows the HI auto-spectrum in redshift space in two different forms and at various
redshifts - on the left are the P (k, µ) wedges in 4 slices of µ while on the right are the first three

5Since the observations are at high z we make the distant observer approximation throughout. From the
analysis of Refs. [43, 45] we expect this introduces errors well below our other uncertainties.
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multipoles generated by anisotropic clustering along the line of sight. We have multiplied the
curves by k2 to reduce the dynamic range in order to better separate the different curves. In
addition, we have subtracted the shot noise with the same approximation of weighted means
as for the real space clustering. In linear theory, the line-of-sight power is enhanced by
supercluster infall [121] by a factor (1 + [f/b]µ2)2, where f = d lnD/d ln a ' Ω0.55

m (z) ≈ 1 is
the growth rate. This prediction is shown in dotted lines for different wedges and multipoles
and agrees well with the simulations on large scales.

To model intermediate scales, similar to real space clustering, we turn to perturbative
models and compare the power spectrum multipoles with ZEFT prediction. This is shown
in Fig. 5.10. There are numerous ways of computing the redshift-space power spectrum
in the Zeldovich approximation [240], here we have performed a Hankel transform of the
correlation function multipoles. The N-body multipole power spectra are noisier than their
real-space counterparts, but the level of agreement is still quite good for such a simple model.
Over the range shown the N-body results depart from linear theory by order unity, while
the agreement with our Zeldovich model is always within sample variance. In addition,
we also show the sample variance after including the thermal noise, which dominates on
small scales, for a HIRAX-like and Stage ii experiment and find that perturbation theory
fits the model well within the errors for HIRAX-like experiment on these small scales as
well. Higher order perturbation theory and a more sophisticated treatment of redshift-
space distortions would almost certainly improve the agreement, however this preliminary
investigation suggests that even low order perturbation theory is correctly predicting the
signatures of non-linear evolution and complex bias in our simulations. Given the enormous
uncertainties associated with the manner in which HI traces the matter field, this suggests
the Zeldovich approximation can be used as an efficient and relatively accurate forecasting
tool [44].

In Fig. 5.11, we also show the comparison for power spectrum wedges in redshift space.
To be more realistic here, we have taken into account the “pessimistic” case of the foreground
wedge as outlined in ref. [49] and split only the observable modes outside this into two equal
wedges with respect to the line of sight. This allows us to see the impact of anisotropic
thermal noise that is otherwise averaged over in case of multipoles. We clearly see that the
thermal noise is larger perpendicular to the line of sight, but is however small in comparison
to the sample variance for our 1h−1Gpc volume. To fit Zeldovich perturbation theory to the
power spectrum wedges, we have used only first three multipoles and find that it is able to fit
the simulations to within 5% up to non-linear scales. Despite being within sample variance,
the fit on the large scales for z = 2 seems biased for the two wedges which is likely due to
using only the first three, even multipoles to get the model power spectrum wedges.

Redshift-space clustering: Fingers of God

Small-scale clustering in redshift space is suppressed due to FOG effects along the line of
sight. This puts an upper limit on the modes which can be used to extract information and
hence it is important to look at the amplitude of these effects. The simplest phenomological
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Figure 5.10: (Top) The redshift-space, HI power spectrum multipoles in our fiducial model at z = 2
and 6. Solid lines show the N-body results while dashed lines show the Zeldovich effective field
theory calculation. Blue lines show the monopole (` = 0) while red lines show the quadrupole
(` = 2). A single set of parameters fits both multipoles simultaneously. The dotted and dash-dot
vertical grey lines mark 0.75knl and knl of Eq. (5.9). (Bottom rows) The two rows show the ratio
of the N-body results to the Zeldovich fit for monopole and quadrupole. The dark and light grey
shaded regions show ±2% and ±5%. The shaded green region shows the expected sample variance
error in our simulation volume, including shot noise, though the actual error in our simulations is
expected to be less due to our fixed amplitude construction of initial conditions. The dashed red
and black lines show the sample variance error after including the thermal noise for HIRAX-like
and Stage ii experiment respectively.
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Figure 5.11: (Top) The redshift-space, HI power spectrum wedges for our fiducial model at z = 2
and 6. Solid lines show the N-body results while dashed lines show the Zeldovich effective field
theory calculation. A single set of parameters fits both the wedges simultaneously. The dotted and
dash-dot vertical grey lines mark 0.75knl and knl of Eq. (5.9). (Bottom rows) The two rows show
the ratio of the N-body results to the Zeldovich fit for the two wedges. The dark and light grey
shaded regions show ±2% and ±5%. The shaded green region shows the expected sample variance
error in our simulation volume, including shot noise, though the actual error in our simulations is
expected to be less due to our fixed amplitude construction of initial conditions. The dashed red
and black lines show the sample variance error after including the thermal noise for HIRAX-like
and Stage ii experiment respectively.
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expression to model the redshift space spectrum using FOG effects is:

P s
HI(k, µ) = (1 + [f/b]µ2)2b2

LPL(k)K(k, µ, σs) +N(k) (5.10)

where bL, PL are the linear bias and linear power spectrum, N(k) is the additive component
of shot noise and the kernel K(k, µ, σs) contains both perturbative and non perturbative
effects. Usually the FOG effect contribution to this kernel is modeled using a Gaussian or
a Lorentzian. To quantitatively see where FOG lead to suppression of power and loss of
information on small scales, we extract the kernel as

K(k, µ, σs) =
1

(1 + [f/b]µ2)2

[P s
HI(k, µ)− P s

HI(k, 0)

b2
LPL(k)

+ 1
]

(5.11)

where we assumed that the shot noise N(k) is µ independent and K(k, 0, σs) = 1. This kernel
is shown in Fig. 5.12 for different HI models. On large scales, where linear theory is valid,
we find the kernel to be close to unity as per our expectations. On intermediate scales, the
signal increases due to nonlinear redshift space distortions and biasing. At high-k the FOG
suppress the signal, and this suppression becomes smaller at high redshfit because the low
mass halos we probe at high z have low velocity dispersion. As seen in Fig. 5.5, since the
amount of HI in satellites is higher in Model A, compared to the other two models, the FOG
suppression is higher and at slightly larger scales. Interestingly, though Model C does not
have satellites and hence does not strictly have 1-halo FOG effects caused due to velocity
dispersion, it sees the same suppression as Model B at high redshifts. This suggests that this
suppression is due to the combined effect of cluster-infall velocities of halos and the 1-halo
contribution to clustering.

Given that FOG effect is subdominant in suppressing clustering at k ≤ kNL, they will
not set the limit to the scales along the line of sight from which we can extract cosmological
information. This is one advantage of 21-cm surveys over other spectroscopic surveys which
can be severely limited by FOG effects (and redshift measurement uncertainties [255]). Small
FOG also mean that the radial resolution of the analysis will be set by the channel bandwidth
or the frequency resolution. The channel bandpass can be approximated with a Gaussian
which gives an effective beam in the parallel direction [36]

B‖(k‖) = exp

(
−

[rνk‖ δν/ν21]2

16ln2

)
(5.12)

where rν = c(1+z)2/H(z) and δν is the channel bandwidth. Based on Fig. 5.12, if we expect
to be able to model the signal up to k = 0.6, 0.8 and 1hMpc−1 at z = 2, 3 and z ≥ 4, and
we require the beam suppression on these scales to not be greater than e−1, then this sets
the minimum bandwidth to δν = 5, 2, 1, 0.8 and 0.6 MHz respectively.

Baryon acoustic oscillations

A major goal of high z, 21-cm cosmology is the measurement of distances using the baryon
acoustic oscillation method [249]. In Fig. 5.13 we show this signal, in real and redshift
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Figure 5.12: Fingers of god suppression in the form of the kernel defined in Eq. 5.11 for the three
models of the distribution of HI for various redshifts.

space, as power spectrum and correlation function monopole and compare it against linear
theory (dotted lines). We find that scale-dependent biasing, redshift-space distortions and
non-linear evolution have only a small effect on the BAO signal, and this observation gets
stronger as we go higher in redshift.

In Fourier space the BAO signal appears as a quasi-periodic sequence of damped oscilla-
tions superposed upon the smooth shape of the power spectrum. To enhance the visibility
of peaks, we divide P (k) in Fig. 5.13 by a “no-wiggle” template which is formed simply by
smoothing the power spectrum with a Savitsky-Golay filter. This disentangles effects like
scale-dependent bias which leads to only a smooth trend in P (k) and are hence removed
by the broad-band division. It is clear from Fig. 5.13 that the BAO peaks would be easily
visible in the k-band probed by the upcoming 21-cm surveys. Non-linear structure formation
damps the BAO peaks and reduces the signal-to-noise ratio for measuring the acoustic scale
[28, 151, 72, 223, 58, 147, 215, 251, 250]. Since the non-linear scale shifts to smaller scales
at high-redshifts, this damping is expected to be small. In Fig. 5.13 only the fourth BAO
peak is slightly damped at z = 2 as compared to linear power spectrum and no damping is
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Figure 5.13: BAO signal in real (solid lines) and redshift space (monopole, dashed) at various
redshift compared with the linear theory in real (gray dots) and redshift space (gray solid line):
(Left) Ratio of power spectrum to the “no-wiggle” template which is formed by smoothing with a
Savitsky-Golay filter. We have moved lines for different redshift vertically by 0.2 to enhance visibil-
ity. (Right) Correlation function estimated by Hankel transform of the power spectrum, compared
with linear theory i.e. linear bias and Kaiser prediction in real and redshift space respectively. We
have offset lines for different redshift together vertically by multiples of 10 to enhance visibility.

visible at z = 6, in accordance with the value of kNL at these redshifts.
Since the amount of damping is small at high redshifts and therefore quite difficult to see

in the power spectrum, we also show the correlation function where the BAO signal appears
as a single, well-localized peak at the BAO scale ∼ 100h−1Mpc. Since our purpose here is to
only visually assess the degree of peak broadening, we do not measure the correlation function
on these scales via pair-counting in the simulations, but compute it from the power spectrum
measurement via Hankel transform. For this purpose, we extrapolate the measurement on
large scales with the linear power spectrum and linear bias, and on small scales with a
power-law.

The peak broadening over the linear theory prediction is more clearly visible in correlation
space, for both real and redshift space clustering, and it decreases significantly between
redshift z = 2 and 4. While not shown here to maintain clarity of the figure, we find that the
Zeldovich approximation provides a good fit to the peak damping in the correlation function
at all redshifts. As an aside, we note that the real and redshift space signals at higher
redshifts are closer than at low redshifts, illustrating the decreasing effects of redshift space
distortions on the broadband due to the increasing bias. Thus though the peak damping is
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Figure 5.14: BAO signal for the power spectrum wedges for the same configuration as Figure 5.11
at redshifts z = 2 and 6, after taking the ratio of the power spectrum to the “no-wiggle” template
which is formed by smoothing with a Savitsky-Golay filter. We have moved lines for different µ-bins
vertically by 0.2 to enhance visibility. The black dashed line is the linear theory prediction. We
show error bars for the two experiments HIRAX-like (red) and Stage ii (green). The error bars
include the shot noise, thermal noise and sample variance for the volume corresponding to redshift
slice of ∆z = 0.2 around the the central redshift. We have assumed sky coverage of 15000 deg2 and
20000 deg2 for the two experiments respectively.

slightly larger in redshift space than in real space at z = 2, but this is no-longer (noticeably)
the case at z = 6.

The BAO peak can be sharpened, or the high-k oscillations partially restored, by a pro-
cess known as ‘reconstruction’ [75]. Reconstruction is adversely affected by modes lost to
foregrounds and instrument imperfections [213], but this can be partly overcome by combin-
ing 21-cm observations with other surveys [54]. Conveniently, the gains from reconstruction
are largest at the lowest redshifts, where the overlap with other probes of large-scale structure
is also the largest.

To assess the feasibility of detecting BAO signature in presence of foreground wedges,
Fig. 5.14 shows BAO wiggles in the power spectrum wedges after removing the broadband.
We consider the “pessimistic” foreground wedge as outlined in the previous section for
Fig. 5.11 [49]. We estimate realistic error bars for two experimental setups: HIRAX-like
with sky coverage of 15000 deg2 and Stage ii covering 20000 deg2 in the sky. The errors
include the shot noise, thermal noise and sample variance for the volume corresponding to
redshift slice of ∆z = 0.2 around the the central redshift. At redshift z = 2, both the ex-
periments should be able to detect the BAO signature with equally high significance on all
the scales that are not damped due to non-linear evolution. At redshift z = 6, Stage ii is
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able to detect the signal with high significance despite having access to a very narrow wedge
due to foregrounds. These results show that 21-cm interferometers are ideal instruments to
measure BAO, in principle, and have clear advantages over single dish experiments [236],
despite the fact that the latter are not affected by the foreground wedge.

5.6 Reconstruction of HI Field

Finally, we turn to the problem of reconstruction of lost modes in the foreground wedge
in 21-cm surveys. We will make use of the ‘Model A’ of the Hidden Valley6 simulations
[158] at z = 2, 4 and z = 6. Thus our mock HI data lives in redshift space and captures
the small scale non-linear redshift space distortion effects due to satellite motion. While
our model is consistent with our best current knowledge, the particular values of various
modeling parameters we have assumed may not be correct. However as long as this field can
be modeled with a flexible bias framework and the scatter between the HI mass and halo
mass (or underlying dark matter density) is similar to other tracers, such as stellar mass, we
believe our qualitative results do not depend critically upon these details.

For our analysis, we will use two Cartesian meshes (discussed further in Section 5.6)
with 256 and 512 cells along each dimension, which have resolutions of 4 and 2h−1Mpc
respectively. To generate the HI data, we desposit the galaxies, weighted by their HI mass,
on these meshes with a cloud-in-cloud (CIC) interpolation scheme and then estimate the HI
overdensity field (δHI) in the usual way. Similarly, to generate the final, Eulerian matter
field at the redshifts of interest, we use a 4% subsampled snapshot of the particle positions
and paint them with the same CIC scheme (and equal weights per particle). The initial,
Lagrangian field (δL), is generated on the meshes using the same initial seed (hence same
initial conditions) as the simulation itself.

Once we generate the ‘clean HI data’ on a mesh we need to simulate the foreground wedge
and thermal noise to construct a mock observed data for the purpose of reconstruction. To
include the foreground wedge, w, we simply omit from our calculations all of the modes that
are within the wedge, i.e. below a certain cut-off k‖/k⊥, as shown in Fig. 5.1. We simulate
thermal noise by drawing a zero-mean, Gaussian realization, n(k), from the 2D thermal noise
power spectrum, Pth(k, µ). Then, we corrupt the ‘clean’ data by adding this noise realization
and use it as the ‘observed’ data for reconstruction

δnHI(k) = δHI(k) + n(k) (5.13)

There have been many approaches to determining the density field from noisy or incom-
plete observations in cosmology, from early work like refs. [183, 26, 201, 171, 67] through
ref. [163] and references therein. Our method to reconstruct the long-wavelength modes
puts in practice the intuition developed in the introduction, that the non-linear evolution
of matter under gravity propagates information from large scales in the initial conditions to

6http://cyril.astro.berkeley.edu/HiddenValley
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the small scales in the final matter field. As developed in previous chapters, we reconstruct
the initial density field by optimizing its posterior, conditioned on the observed data (HI
density in k-space), assuming Gaussian initial conditions. Evolving this initial field allows
us to reconstruct the observed data on all scales, thus reconstructing the sought-after long
wavelength modes. In this first application of the method we will hold the cosmology fixed,
though in future one could imagine jointly fitting the cosmology and the long wavelength
modes. Varying cosmology and hence the prior power spectrum is especially important when
quantifying uncertainities on the reconstructed fields but that is beyond the scope of this
work and we defer it for future.

In this section, we begin by outlining our forward model with the focus on the bias model.
Next, we use this forward model to setup the likelihood function for reconstruction and
modify it to account for the additional noise and foreground wedge present in the observed
data. Lastly, we also outline annealing schemes that we develop to assist convergence of our
algorithm and hence improve our reconstructions.

Forward Model at field level

To use the framework of refs. [211, 156], we require a forward model [F(s)] to connect the
observed data (d) with the Gaussian initial conditions (ICs; s) in a differentiable manner
at field level. As before, this forward model is typically composed of two parts - non-linear
dynamics to evolve dark-matter field from the Gaussian ICs to the Eulerian space and a
mapping from the underlying matter field to the observed tracers i.e. a bias model. We try
two different models to shift the particles from Lagrangian space to their Eulerian space: a
simple Zeldovich displacement [261] and full N-body evolution [86], albeit at relatively low
resolution.

For the mapping from the matter field to the tracers we use bias model. As demonstrated
in previous section, quadratic bias model with ZEFT works well upto intermediate scales
and the FOG effect is subdominant for HI. While in previous section we used the bias model
to match HI clustering, now we are instead interested in modeling the observations at the
field level. Thus we use the approach of Lagrangian bias model at field level, as outlined in
Chapter 2 Section 2.3, upto quadratic order with δL(q), δ2

L(q) and s2
L(q) ≡

∑
ij s

2
ij(q). We

use these fields from the ICs of the simulation itself (as described in Section 5.3), but evolved
to z = 0 using linear theory. Again, since δ2

L(q) and s2(q) are correlated, we define a new
field g2

L(q) = δ2
L(q)− s2(q) which does not correlate with δ2

L(q) on large scales and use this
instead of shear field. In addition, we subtract the zero-lag terms to make these fields have
zero mean.

Then to generate our model field, each particle is ‘shifted’ to its Eulerian position, x,
with the non-linear dynamics of choice and then binned onto the grid with cloud-in-cloud
(CIC) interpolation and weight

weight = 1 + b1δL(q) + b2(δ2
L(q)− 〈δ2

L(q)〉) + bg (gL(q)− 〈gL(q)〉) (5.14)
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We use the 5123 particle mesh for these fields, with particle/mesh spacing 2h−1Mpc for our
box of 1024h−1Mpc (and no further smoothing). The contributions of δL, δ2

L and g2
L assigned

to each particle are based on its initial location (q). Thus our modeled tracer field is:

δbHI(x) = δ[1](x) + b1δ[δL](x) + b2δ[δ2
L](x) + bgδ[gL](x) . (5.15)

where δ[W ](x) refers to the field generated by shifting the particles weighted with ‘W ’ field.
To fit for the bias parameters, we minimize the mean square model error between the

data and the model fields which is equivalent to minimizing the error power spectrum of the
residuals, r(k) = δbHI(k)− δHI(k), in Fourier space:

Perr(k) =
1

Nmodes(k)

∑
k,|k|∼k

∣∣δbHI(k)− δHI(k)
∣∣2 (5.16)

where the sum is over half of the k plane since δ?(k) = δ(−k) for the Fourier transform of
a real field, and the ‘data’ correspond to our ‘clean’ field with no noise at this stage.

We find that the best-fit parameters are scale independent to a very good degree (see
below). Thus to minimize the number of fitted parameters we use scalar bias parameters and
fit for them by minimizing the error power spectrum only on large scales, k < 0.3hMpc−1.
We will show below that the fit is quite insensitive to this k-range (chosen reasonably) used
for fitting the bias parameters.

Traditionally, bias parameters are defined such that the bias model field matches the
observations in real space. However the observations of 21-cm surveys are done in redshift
space. To model these observations, we ‘shift’ the Lagrangian field directly into redshift
space and minimize the error power spectrum (Eq. 5.16) directly in redshift space instead of
real space.

Finally, we shall assume throughout that the cosmological parameters will be well known,
and in fact use the values assumed in the simulation. In principle one could iterate over
cosmological parameters, but the 21-cm data themselves (and external data) will provide us
with extremely tight constraints on cosmological parameters even before reconstruction [55].

Reconstruction

Once the bias parameters are fixed the procedure above provides a differentiable ‘forward
model’, F(s)(= δbHI(x)), from the Gaussian initial conditions (s(k)) to the observations,
d(k) = δHI(k). To reconstruct the initial conditions we need a likelihood model for the
data. Since the error power spectrum was minimized to fit for the model bias parameters,
it measures the remaining disagreement between the observations and our model and hence
provides a natural likelihood function. When using this form of likelihood, we have made the
assumption that the residuals in Fourier space between our model and data are drawn from
a diagonal Gaussian in the Fourier space with variance given by error power spectrum. The
diagonal assumption is valid due to the translational invariance of both the data and the
model. The Gaussian assumption is motivated on large scales by the fact that the dynamics
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are linear, and on small scales by central limit theorem when averaged over large number of
modes on these scales. Moreover, while this likelihood might not be completely accurate or
optimal on all scales, it does provide us well motivated and simple (negative) loss function,
maximizing which should reconstruct the data. This is sufficient for our purpose here, where
we are only interested in a point estimate of the reconstructed field. Thus we can write down
the negative log-likelihood:

L =
1

2
χ2 =

∑
k

1

Nmodes(k)

∑
k,|k|∼k

|δbHI(k)− δHI(k)|2

Perr(k)
(5.17)

where the sum is over half of the k plane since δ?(k) = δ(−k) for the Fourier transform of
a real field. This is combined with the prior over the initial modes, which are assumed to
be Gaussian and uncorrelated in the Fourier space. Hence the negative log-likelihood for
the Gaussian prior can be combined with the negative log-likelihood of the data to get the
posterior

P =
∑
k

1

Nmodes(k)

∑
k,|k|∼k

( |δbHI(k)− δHI(k)|2

Perr(k)
+
|s(k))|2

Ps(k)

)
(5.18)

where Ps is the initial prior power spectrum. To reconstruct the initial modes s, we minimize
this posterior with respect to them using L-BFGS7 [169], as in refs. [211, 156], to get a
maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate.

We note that while, in principle, one would measure the (modeling) error power spectrum
as an average of different simulations, due to the computational requirements inherent in
simulating the HI field we are forced to use the same single simulation to fit for the bias
parameters and measure error spectra, and then use it as mock data for reconstruction.
This could potentially lead to overfitting, improving the reconstruction by underestimating
the error spectra and ignoring cosmic variance. To check this, we estimate the error power
spectra for modeling the halo mass field on a set of (cheaper) simulations with smaller boxes
and poorer resolution, where the problem of cosmic variance if anything should be worse. We
find that using the bias parameters fit for a one simulation and estimating the error spectra
on other simulations, the error power spectrum varies. However its ratio with the error
power spectrum for the ‘fit’ simulation is not consistently greater than 1, as one would have
expected in case of overfitting but has a distribution around 1 on all scales of interest. Hence
while one would need to quantify the distribution of this error spectra to get uncertainties
on the reconstructed field, we do not find any evidence that using the same simulation
as mock data and to estimate error spectra leads to any overfitting or an artificially good
reconstruction.

Noise

So far we have ignored the presence of noise and the foreground wedge in our data. While
shot noise is included automatically if we use the HI realization in the simulations, we must

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited-memory BFGS
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handle foregrounds explicitly. Due to the foreground wedge, w, we loose all the information
in the modes below a certain cut-off k‖/k⊥, as shown in Fig. 5.1. To take this into account
in our reconstruction, we simply drop these modes from our likelihood term.

In addition to the wedge, 21-cm surveys also suffer from thermal noise that dominates
on small scales and has angular dependence with respect to the line of sight. As outlined
previously in Eq. 5.13, this is incorporated by drawing a Gaussian noise realization, n(k),
with zero mean and noise power spectrum, Pth(k, µ) that is then used to added to our
simulated data (δHI) to generate our mock data δnHI . Including both effects our final posterior
is :

Pw =
∑
k

1

Nmodes(k)

 ∑
k,|k|∼k,
k 6∈w

|δbHI(k)− δnHI(k)|2

Perr(k, µ)
+
∑

k,|k|∼k

|s(k))|2

Ps(k)

 (5.19)

The error power spectrum, Perr, is now a combination of the modeling error (as before)
and the noise power spectrum. This changes the amplitude of Perr, especially on small
scales, and also introduces an angular dependence. We have indicated this by the additional
µ dependence in Perr in the likelihood term of Pw. Note the data automatically include
shot-noise, since we have a single realization of the halo field in the simulation.

Annealing

Reconstructing the initial modes by minimizing Eq. 5.18 is an optimization problem in a
high dimensional space with both the number of underlying features (initial modes) and the
number of data points (grid cells) being in millions. Despite using gradient and approximate
Hessian information, it is a hard problem to solve. Since we are aware of the underlying
physics driving our model, as well as its performance, we use our domain knowledge to
assist the convergence of the optimizer by modifying the loss function over iterations rather
than simply brute-forcing the optimization with the vanilla loss function. A more detailed
discussion on these schemes is provided in refs. [211, 88, 156]. Here we briefly summarize
the two annealing schemes that we use to improve our performance

• Residual smoothing : Both the dynamics and the bias model are more linear on large
scales than smaller scales. Hence the posterior surface is more convex on these scales
and convergence is easier. However since the number of modes scales as k3, the large
scale modes are a small fraction of the total and are harder for the optimizer to recon-
struct in practice. To mitigate this we smooth the residual term of the loss function
on small scales with a Gaussian kernel. Thus on these scales, the prior pulls down the
small scale power to zero and we force the optimizer to get the large scales correct first.

• Upsampling: To minimize the cost of reconstruction, we begin our optimization on
a low-resolution grid and reconstruct all the modes following the residual smoothing.
Upon convergence, we upsample the converged initial field to a higher resolution grid
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and paint our HI data on this grid as well. Since the higher resolution has information
to smaller scales, this allows us to leverage these scales to improve our reconstruction.
Further, since the largest scales have already converged on the lower resolution, they
remain mostly unchanged and we do not need to repeat the residual smoothing on all
the scales for this higher resolution.

5.7 Results

We present the results for our reconstruction in the section. Our primary metrics to gauge
the performance of our model as well as reconstruction are the cross correlation function,
rcc(k), and transfer function, Tf (k), defined as

rcc(k) =
PXY (k)√
PX(k)PY (k)

, Tf (k) =

√
PY (k)

PX(k)
, (5.20)

and the error power spectrum, Perr, defined in Eq. 5.16. These metrics will always be defined
between either the model or the reconstructed fields as Y and the corresponding true field
as X unless explicitly specified otherwise.

To gain some intuition for these functions it may be helpful to recall the results for the
linear case. For Gaussian signal, s, with covariance S, and Gaussian noise, n, with covariance
N and a data vector d = s + n, the posterior is given by P (s|d) ∝ P (d|s)P (s) which is the
product of two Gaussians. The MAP solution is given by the well-known Wiener filter8 [254]

s̃ = S (S + N)−1 d ≡ Wd . (5.21)

For stationary problems both S and N are diagonal in Fourier space. In this simple case
rcc(k) = Tf (k) = W 1/2. In the limit of very small noise, PN/PS � 1, the measurements are
a faithtful representation of the true field and W 2 = rcc = Tf ' 1. In the limit of very large
noise, PN/Ps � 1, the filter becomes prior dominated and the most-likely value of s is zero.
In this limit W 2 = rcc = Tf → 0.

In our case, there is a non-linear transformation at the heart of the model, i.e. d =
F(s) + n. Therefore the Wiener filter is no longer the solution, but much of the same
intuition applies. In particular rcc measures how faithfully the reconstructed map describes
the input map, up to rescalings of the output map amplitude. The transfer function, on
the other hand, tells us about the amplitude of the output map as a function of scale, with
r Tf = PXY /PX .

Bias model

We begin by evaluating the performance of our bias model using the known initial condi-
tions in the simulation and the aforementioned three metrics, and compare the error power

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiener filter
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of different bias models through the real-space cross-correlation (top left)
and transfer function (top right) at z = 2. Blue and orange lines correspond to the Lagrangian
bias model with Zeldovich and N-body dynamics respectively. The green line corresponds to an
Eulerian bias model through quadratic order, while the dashed red line is a simple linear bias
model in Eulerian space. In both cases the Eulerian fields are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
of 3h−1Mpc. The vertical dashed-black line corresponds to the kmax upto which the the error
is minimized. (Bottom left) Comparison of different bias models at the level of the error power
spectrum. The dashed black line is the ‘Poisson’ shot noise for the HI-mass-weighted field. (Bottom
right) The scale dependence of the bias parameters for the Lagrangian bias model with Zeldovich
dynamics. The dashed lines correspond to our default assumption: the scale-independent fits to
k < 0.3hMpc−1 data.
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Model A Model B
z b1 b2 bg Tf (k) b1 b2 bg Tf (k)
2 0.528 0.006 -0.023 0.98− 0.197 k2 0.55 -0.025 -0.012 0.97− 0.222 k2

4 0.434 0.046 -0.011 0.993− 0.110 k2 0.446 0.102 -0.012 0.99− 0.151 k2

6 0.399 0.094 -0.009 0.995− 0.112 k2 0.378 0.16 -0.011 0.984− 0.187 k2

Table 5.3: The best-fit bias parameters (and transfer function) to the HiddenValley simulation HI
fields for models A and B of ref. [158] at z = 2, 4 and 6. The bias parameters are defined on a
2h−1Mpc grid (see text).

spectrum with the HI-mass-weighted shot noise. The statistics for the best fit to the HI field
at z = 2 are shown in Fig. 5.15. Though not shown in this figure, the results for z = 4
and 6 are very similar. Fig. 5.15 compares three different bias models: two Lagrangian bias
models (as described in Section 5.6), with Zeldovich dynamics and PM dynamics9 respec-
tively, as well as an Eulerian bias model where the three bias parameters are defined with
respect to the fields generated from the Eulerian matter field smoothed at 3h−1Mpc with
a Gaussian smoothing kernel. In addition, we show the simple case of linear Eulerian bias
(bE1 ) to contrast with our other biasing schemes.

Firstly, comparing the Eulerian and Lagrangian bias models, we find that Lagrangian
bias outperforms Eulerian bias at the level of cross-correlation and transfer function on all
scales. Lagrangian bias models also lead to quite scale independent error power spectra and
much lower noise than the Poisson shot-noise level, while this is not the case for Eulerian
models. This implies that we can do analysis with higher fidelity than one would expect from
the simplest Poisson prediction and are able to access information to smaller scales. This is
in general agreement with the findings of ref. [206] for halos at different number densities and
weightings. Note that while the linear-Eulerian model is a subset of the quadratic-Eulerian
model, it performs worse at the level of cross-correlation. This is because the metric for
fitting bias parameters is minimizing the noise power spectrum up to k ' 0.3hMpc−1 where
the quadratic Eulerian model is better than the linear bias model.

Amongst Lagrangian bias models we find that the Zeldovich displacements perform better
in terms of the cross correlation and the transfer function with our observed HI data field and
resolution than the PM dynamics. One can increase the accuracy of the PM displacements
by instead increasing the number of time steps or using force resolution B = 2 for the
PM simulations and we find that this improves the model slightly over ZA but makes the
modeling much more expensive. Moreover, the difference between the performance of the two
dynamics also depends on the resolution of the meshes used to do simulations. Currently, we
are modeling the data from a much higher resolution simulation (204803 force mesh) with
a quite ‘low’ resolution (2563 or 5123 mesh) PM or ZA dynamics so its not obvious how

9Here, our PM dynamics corresponds to a FastPM simulation on a 5123 grid with 5 time steps and force
resolution B = 1, i.e. a 5123 mesh for the force computation. For comparison, the HI data was generated on
a 102403 grid with 40 steps to z = 2 and force resolution B = 2.
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Figure 5.16: Ratio of signal to total signal and noise in our HI data at different redshifts as a function
of scale and angle (µ bins) for the three different thermal noise cases considered for reconstruction.
Here we have neglected any loss of modes due to foregrounds.

they should compare, but we do find the performance of PM improving as we increase the
resolution of models as might be expected.

Another way to improve the bias model is to add a term corresponding to b2
∇ which comes

with k2 dependence motivated by peaks bias as well as effective field theory counter-terms.
We find that adding such a term does not change the two models at the level of cross-
correlation, but significantly improves the PM model over ZA at the level of the transfer
function. Going one step further, one can also make the bias parameters scale dependent
and use them as transfer functions. To assess the scale dependence of the bias parameters,
in the lower-right panel of Fig. 5.15 we also show the scale dependent bias parameters for the
Zeldovich bias model which are fit for by minimizing the error power spectrum independently
for every k-bin. The best-fit bias parameters still do not have any significant scale dependence
up to intermediate scales. As mentioned in previous section, this explains why we find that
the fit of bias parameters is quite insensitive to the k−range used for fitting the bias model,
as long as we do not fit up to highly non-linear scales.

Given the differences in performance of ZA and PM dynamics, how scale-dependent the
biases are on the small scales that begin to get increasingly noise dominated in the data and
the cost of the ZA vs. PM forward models, we find the performance of a scale-independent
bias model with ZA dynamics to be sufficient for reconstruction. Henceforth, we present
results for the reconstruction with this model. However we suspect that it would be worth
studying the performance of different bias models in more detail. Our comparison is also
likely to change for different number densities and weightings (such as position, mass, HI
mass etc.) of the biased tracers. We leave such a detailed study to future work.
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Figure 5.17: Different projections for the true HI field, data corrupted with thermal noise and
a foreground wedge and our reconstructed HI field at redshift z = 4 for our fiducial thermal
noise corresponding to 5 years of observing with a half-filled array but for a pessimistic wedge
(k‖ = 0.03hMpc−1, θw = 38◦). Different rows show 20h−1Mpc thick slices when projected along
the axis specified by the y-axis label. The horizontal and vertical image dimensions correspond to
200h−1Mpc and correspond to direction specified by arrows on top left for every row. The line of
sight of the data is along the Z axis. We use a log-scale color scheme and the color-scale is same
for all the panels in the same row.
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Reconstruction

Configurations

In this section, we show the results for the reconstruction of the initial and HI field. We
do reconstruction on our 1024h−1Mpc box at redshifts z = 2, 4 and 6. The line of sight
is always assumed to be along the z-axis. Unless otherwise specified, we will show the
reconstruction for our fiducial setup which is reconstruction in redshift space, with thermal
noise corresponding to 5 years with a half-filled array, kmin

‖ = 0.03hMpc−1 and an optimistic

foreground wedge (θw = 5◦, 15◦ and 26◦ at z = 2, 4 and 6). To gauge the impact of our
assumptions regarding this fiducial setup, we will show comparisons with other setups which
include a pessimistic foreground wedge (dashed) corresponding to θw = 15◦, 38◦ and 55◦ at
z = 2, 4 and 6 respectively, and different thermal noise configurations corresponding to a
full-filled array (optimistic case) and a quarter filled array (pessimistic case).

To gain some intuition about how these noise configurations compare with the signal, we
also show the ratio of signal to signal plus noise in Fig. 5.16 as a function of scale and angle
for different redshifts. Since the impact of the foreground wedge is binary with respect to
scale and angle, we have ignored the loss of modes due to it in plotting Fig. 5.16. However
to emphasize how severe the loss of information due to the wedge is, at redshift z = 2, 4 and
6 we completely loose 21(7)%, 60(21)% and 88(40)% of the modes due to the pessimistic
(optimistic) foreground wedge. When we include the thermal noise, even in the fiducial
case, a further 30(43)%, 24(51)% and 9(37)% of the modes outside the wedge become noise
dominated. Thus we preface our results by re-iterating that reconstructing the large-scale
modes is a non-trivial problem in these situations.

Annealing: Implementation

To implement our annealing scheme we begin with a 2563 mesh and anneal by smoothing
the loss-function at smoothing scales corresponding to 4, 2, 1, 0.5 and 0 cells. For the given
resolution, this roughly corresponds to k ∼ 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.6hMpc−1. Thus even in
the case of largest smoothing, we still have enough small scale modes outside the wedge to
inform reconstruction. We find that the statistics of interest stop changing roughly after ∼
100 iterations, thus we do this many iterations for every step of annealing before declaring
it ‘converged’. After converging on this mesh, we upsample our reconstructed initial field to
a 5123 grid and repeat our reconstruction exercise starting from this point while comparing
to data now painted on this higher resolution grid. At this stage, we do residual smoothing
only corresponding to 1 and 0 cells, 100 iterations each.

We have tried other annealing methods, such as different smoothing scales and other
upsampling schemes. In addition, to study convergence, we have also let the optimizer run
for longer, increasing the number of iterations. We find that none of these choices have a
significant impact, and while running more iterations can improve results marginally, our
aforementioned implementation provides a good balance between computational cost and
performance for this work. Moreover, given the heuristic nature of our annealing scheme, its
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not obvious if we will converge to a unique solution. To study this, we run simulations with
different initial conditions and find that the reconstructed fields are correlated well enough,
and hence identical, on the scales of interest here.

Reconstructed field : Visual

Before gauging our reconstruction quantitatively, we also first visually see the impact of
noise and reconstruction at the level of the field to develop some intuition. Fig. 5.17 shows
different projections of the true HI field, as well as the data which is now corrupted with
thermal noise in addition to the foreground wedge and our reconstructed HI field for our
fiducial thermal noise corresponding to 5 years of observing with a half-filled array but for
a pessimistic wedge (k‖ = 0.03hMpc−1, θw = 38◦) at z = 4. The line of sight direction is
Z. As expected from Fig. 5.16, where the signal is close to zero on small scales, the data
is heavily corrupted with small scale noise and the noise is higher when we take the sum
over the transverse direction than when along the line of sight. In fact, visually, one can
only faintly distinguish the biggest structure peaks in the corrupted data from noise and
its impressive how well we are able to reconstruct smaller structures in the HI field despite
this. Due to the foreground wedge, the structures seem to be stretched in the transverse
direction in the data. This can also be seen by comparing first two rows with the last, where
structures are more isotropic since the stretching is the same in both transverse directions.
For the reconstructed field we have visibly reduced this stretching by reconstructing modes
in the wedge. Overall the reconstructed field is smoother than the input data, since we do
not fully reconstruct the small-scale modes.

Reconstructed field : Two point function

Next, to quantitatively see how the foreground wedge and thermal noise combined affects our
data, we estimate the cross-correlation and transfer function of this noisy input data with
the true HI field. This is shown in Fig. 5.18 for z = 2, 4 and 6 as thin lines. In addition to
our fiducial setup, we also consider other configurations for the wedge and thermal noise as
outlined at the beginning of this section. This figure contrasts with Fig. 5.16 since there we
neglected the loss of modes due to foreground wedge and only focused on thermal noise. For
the combined noisy data, the transfer function with respect to the true HI field is zero on the
largest scales (k < 0.03hMpc−1) since these modes are completely lost to the foregrounds
and we have no information on these scales. On intermediate scales, the cross correlation
and transfer function increase but are still well below unity since some modes are still lost to
the wedge in every k−bin, and as per our expectations, this loss is greater in the pessimistic
wedge case. On the smallest scales, the transfer function exceeds one since these modes are
dominated by thermal noise. However the cross-correlation on these scales drops rapidly
since this noise is uncorrelated to the data and contains no information.

For comparison, we show as thick lines in Fig. 5.18 the cross-correlation and transfer
function of the reconstructed HI field with true HI field. This highlights how our recon-
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Figure 5.18: We show the cross-correlation (left) and transfer function (right) of the reconstructed
HI field at z = 2, 4 and 6 for three different thermal noise levels as well as two wedge configurations
(optimistic and pessimistic; see text for more details). For comparison, we also show these quantities
for the noisy and masked data which was used as the input for reconstruction with light colors.
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Figure 5.19: The cross-correlation (left) and transfer function (right) at z = 4 for the reconstructed
initial matter, final matter and HI field with their corresponding true fields. We have assumed 5
years of observing with a half-filled array, kmin

‖ = 0.03hMpc−1 and θw = 15◦. The dashed lines are

for reconstruction on the fiducial 2563 mesh while the solid lines are reconstruction after upsampling
to a 5123 mesh, which leads to significant gains.

struction helps in recovering the information lost due to foregrounds and thermal noise. The
gains in cross-correlation coefficient over noisy data are quite impressive, reaching ∼ 0.8,
0.9, 0.96 for the optimistic wedge on the largest scales for z = 2, 4 and 6 respectively where
we have access to no modes in the data. The modes in this regime are constructed only out
of mode coupling due to no-linear evolution. On intermediate scales, where the data have
the most information, the cross correlation reaches 1 for all redshifts while it drops again
(to below 0.8) on the smallest scales which are thermal noise dominated. A similar trend is
observed in the transfer function, where we recover ∼ 40, 50 and 60% of the largest scales
lost completely to the foregrounds for z = 2, 4 and 6 respectively. We recover more power as
we move to smaller scales, with the transfer function reaching close to unity on intermediate
scales k ' 0.1hMpc−1 before starting to decrease at the smallest, noise dominated scales.

Reconstruction is slightly worse in the case of pessimistic wedge, with higher redshifts
paying a higher penalty simply due to the larger difference in the two configurations. However
the cross-correlation is still ' 80% at z = 6 on the largest scales, even in the most pessimistic
setup. While the foreground wedge affects reconstruction on all scales, thermal noise does
not affect reconstruction on the large scales. On small scales, reconstruction is slightly worse
with increasing noise, again penalizing higher redshifts more than lower redshifts.

With our procedure, along with reconstructing the observed data, we also reconstruct
the initial and final matter field. Its instructive to see how close are these to the true
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fields since they have different science applications. The initial (Lagrangian) field can be
used to reconstruct Baryon Acoustic Oscillations (BAOs), while the final matter field across
redshifts has applications in CMB and weak lensing science. Here we briefly look at the
recovery of these fields. In Fig. 5.19, we show the cross-correlation and transfer function of
the reconstructed initial matter, final matter and HI field for our fiducial setup at z = 4.
As for the HI data field, the cross correlation and transfer function increases as we go from
large to intermediate scales since the large scales are completely absent in the data due to
foreground wedge. Since the information moves from larger scales to small scales during
non-linear evolution, the cross correlation of the reconstructed final-matter and HI field are
much better on smaller scales than the initial field. While the transfer function for initial and
HI field drops on small scales due to thermal noise, that of final matter field increases over 1.
This is simply because our dynamic model for reconstruction is the Zeldovich approximation
while the true data was generated by particle-mesh simulations.

In Fig. 5.19 we also show how upsampling improves the performance of reconstruction.
The dashed lines show the reconstruction on the fiducial 2563 grid, without any upsampling,
while the solid lines show the results when continuing reconstruction after upsampling the
reconstructed field to a 5123 mesh. Since the higher resolution allows us to push to smaller
scales it increases the number of modes not dominated by thermal noise while also recovering
some of the signal that was earlier lost due to grid-smoothing on these scales. We find large
gains in our reconstruction for all three fields. While we have not pushed to even higher
resolution due to CPU limitations, we suspect it would yield diminishing returns since the
smaller scales are dominated by thermal noise.

Impact of kmin
‖

While changing the thermal noise and wedge configurations, we have so far kept the kmin
‖

fixed at kmin
‖ = 0.03hMpc−1. In Fig. 5.20, we show how the reconstruction performs for

different values of kmin
‖ , and compare it to the hypothetical case where we loose no modes to

foregrounds. Again, we consider our fiducial setup at z = 4 with optimistic wedge (θw = 15◦)
and thermal noise corresponding to 5 years of observing with a half-filled array without
upsampling annealing. Reconstruction on all scales is slightly worse than the case when
we loose no modes to the foregrounds, but not by much. We find that for a given wedge,
small scales are quite insensitive to the kmin

‖ threshold. On large scales, reconstruction gets

progressively worse to smaller k as we increase kmin
‖ . However even for the most pessimistic

case, kmin
‖ = 0.05hMpc−1, the cross correlation is better than 0.8 on the largest scales.

Furthermore upsampling annealing would improve the reconstruction on all scales.

Real vs. redshift space

Its also instructive to compare reconstruction in real and redshift space, since this gives us
access to new signal (through the velocity field) but it is often the case that one loses power
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Figure 5.20: The cross-correlation (left) and transfer function (right) at z = 4 with an optimistic
wedge (θw = 15◦) and fiducial thermal noise (corresponding to 5 years of observing with a half-filled
array) for different kmin

‖ (in hMpc−1), without upsampling. For comparison, we also show the case

where we do not lose any modes to foregrounds (i.e. no wedge and kmin
‖ = 0) but have the same

fiducial thermal noise (dashed line). We have checked that as the thermal noise is reduced the cross
correlation moves closer to 1 as expected.

in Fourier modes in the radial direction. However for the 21-cm signal finger-of-god effects
are subdominant and most of the redshift space signal can be modeled with perturbation
theory [237, 158]. As a result, we find that doing reconstruction from the redshift space data
improves our results over real space data. We show this in Fig. 5.21 where we compare the
statistics for reconstruction in real space (dashed) and redshift space (solid) for z = 2, 4 and
6. We model the redshift space data by moving the Lagrangian fields to Eulerian space with
Zeldovich dynamics, as before, and then using the Zeldovich velocity component along the
line of sight. The velocity field information residing in the anisotropic clustering provides
additional information which improves our performance in redshift space over real space.
The gains are largest at z = 6 and decrease with decreasing redshift. This is likely because
we model only the linear dynamics while non-linear RSD, as well as the finger-of-god effects,
increase at lower redshifts. Using higher order perturbation theory, or the particle mesh
dynamics, should improve the performance at lower z.

Angular cross-correlation

Given that the line of sight and transverse modes are differently affected by foreground
wedge, thermal noise and redshift space distortions, we conclude this section by looking at
the cross-correlation coefficient for the reconstructed data as a function of µ. This is shown
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Figure 5.21: We show the cross-correlation (left) and transfer function (right) of the reconstructed
HI field at z = 2, 4 and 6 for the fiducial noise setup and optimisitic wedge in real and redshift
space. The additional information available in the redshift-space field enhances the recovery of the
signal.

in Fig. 5.22 for our fiducial thermal noise model (after annealing). We recover the largest
scales almost perfectly, even though we do not have any modes along the line of sight in the
data. On the other hand small scale modes along the line of sight are significantly better
reconstructed than the transverse modes. We find that the reconstruction of line-of-sight
modes is less sensitive to the loss of modes in the foreground wedge than transverse modes.
However in all cases the better foregrounds are controlled, and the smaller the wedge can be
made, the better reconstruction proceeds.

5.8 Implications

Our ability to reconstruct long wavelength modes of the HI field has several implications,
and we explore some of them here. The first two subsections discuss cross-correlation oppor-
tunities afforded by reconstruction while the last describes the improvement in BAO distance
measures.

The utility of large 21-cm intensity mapping arrays is the highest in the high redshift
regime, where there is a lot of cosmic volume to be explored and which is the most difficult
to be accessed using other methods. While there are some fields that will cross-correlate
straight-forwardly with the 21-cm data, notably the Lyman-α forest and sparse galaxy and
quasars samples which entail true three-dimensional correlations, any field that is projected
in radial direction occupies the region of the Fourier space that is the most contaminated
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Figure 5.22: We show the cross-correlation of the reconstructed HI field with the corresponding
true field as a function of the angle µ with the line of sight in different k bins for fiducial thermal
noise and two wedge configurations (with corresponding µwedge shown as thin vertical lines) at
z = 2, 4 and 6. All the modes are reconstructed well along the line of sight, while the large scales
are reconstructed better than small scales in the transverse direction.

with the foregrounds. This technique allows us to re-enable these cross-correlations and thus
significantly broadens the appeal of high-redshift 21-cm experimentation. We discuss two
important examples below.

The first question that needs to addressed is whether it is preferable to cross-correlate
with the reconstructed HI field or the evolved matter field or even the linear field. While
there are some arguments against, we opted to use the reconstructed HI field, which we
refer to simply as the “reconstructed” field. Most importantly, on scales where data are
available, this field will resemble the measured data regardless of modeling imperfections.
In particular, Figure 5.20 show that the HI field has a higher cross-correlation coefficient
than the initial field, indicating that the modeling is imperfect but nevertheless sufficiently
flexible to account for these deficiencies.

Finally we note that low-k modes are extremely important in the quest for Primordial Non
Gaussianities (PNG), with constraints on PNG from 21 cm survey severely hampered by the
loss of long wavelength modes due to foregrounds [55]. PNG of the local-type would benefit
enormously from reconstruction, which appears to be most robust way to recover the true
signal at large scales free of residual foregrounds [21, 227]. The equilateral and squeezed
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triangle configurations could potentially also benefit, because their sensitivity is normally
limited by non-linear gravitational evolution that produces similarly shaped bispectra. We
intend to return to this specific case in future work.

Redshift distribution reconstruction

A common problem facing future photometric surveys is to determine the redshift distribu-
tion of the objects, many of which may be too faint or too numerous to obtain redshifts of
directly [167]. One approach is to use ‘clustering redshifts’, wherein the photometric sample
is cross-correlated with a spectroscopic sample in order to determine dN/dz of the former
[110, 166, 79, 152, 149].

One difficulty with this approach for intensity mapping surveys is that, for broad dN/dz,
the photometric sample only probes k‖ ≈ 0. In linear theory the cross-correlation between a
high-pass filtered 21-cm field and the photometric sample is highly suppressed. Translating a
redshift uncertainty of δz into a comoving distance uncertainty of σχ = c δz/H(z), to probe
k‖ = 0.03hMpc−1 requires δz/(1 + z) < 0.01− 0.015 at z = 2− 6. Such photo-z precision is
in principle achievable, given enough filters, but primarily at lower redshift and for brighter
galaxies [94, 132]. The more common assumption of δz/(1 + z) = 0.05 corresponds to

σχ ' 120h−1Mpc

(
1 + z

5

)−1/2

(5.22)

for 2 ≤ z ≤ 6. Modes with k‖ = 0.03hMpc−1 are almost entirely unconstrained by such
measurements.

To be more quantitative we note that such a photometric redshift uncertainty would
smooth the galaxy field in the redshift direction. At very low k, and for the purposes of
exploration, we can assume scale-independent linear bias so that on large scales we have

δphoto(k, µ) =
(
bp + fµ2

)
D δm(~k) + noise , D(k, µ) ≡ exp[−k2µ2σ2

χ/2] (5.23)

where δm(~k) is the matter overdensity and D encompasses the effect of photometric red-
shift uncertainty which we have approximated as Gaussian. Similarly, for the true HI field,
assuming scale independent bias on these scales,

δHI(k, µ) =
(
bHI + fµ2

)
δm(~k) + noise (5.24)

Using Eq. 5.20 the cross-power spectrum with δrec is then given by

P×(k, µ) ≡ 〈δrecδphoto〉 =
bp + fµ2

bHI + fµ2
D(k, µ) r(k, µ)Tf (k, µ) PHI(k, µ) (5.25)

At high redshift both the galaxies and HI are highly biased and we are interested in µ ≈ 0
modes so the first factor becomes bp/bHI which simply rescales the amplitude of Tf . Eq. 5.25
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shows why we need to reconstruct the low k modes in order to achieve a significant signal in
cross-correlation: D highly damps the signal at high k‖ and without reconstruction rTf → 0
at low k‖.

For Gaussian fields the variance of the cross-correlation is Var [δP×] = N−1
modes

(
P 2
× + PphotoPrec

)
where Nmodes is the number of independent modes in the bin and Prec = T 2

f PHI is the re-
constructed auto-spectra of HI field along with the reconstruction noise. Additionally, the
auto-spectrum Pphoto includes a contribution from the noise auto-spectrum, which we assume
to be shot-noise: n̄−1. In this limit

Pphoto =
(
bp + fµ2

)2D2Pm +
1

n̄
(5.26)

where Pm is the matter power spectra. Thus,

Var[P×]

P 2
×

' N−1
modes

(
1 + ρ−2

)
(5.27)

where

ρ2 =
P 2
×

PphotoPrec

= r2
b2
pD2 n̄Pm

1 + b2
pD2 n̄Pm

(5.28)

quantifies the effective signal and plays the role of the more familiar n̄P that frequently
appears in power spectrum errors [82]. An important caveat here is that to estimate ρ as
a function of µ, the correct way is to integrate over the µ-bin, and not simply to estimate
it at the bin-center. Since the photometric damping kernel scales as µ2, estimating at the
bin center causes over damping and the impact is especially severe for the smallest µ bin as
modes with µ→ 0 should effectively be undamped.

For clustering redshifts with dense spectroscopic samples most of the weight comes from
transverse modes near the non-linear scale. For example, the optimal quadratic estimator
for dN/dz ([149]; § 5.1) weights P×(k⊥, k‖ ≈ 0) with P−1

photo(k⊥, 0) which typically peaks at
several Mpc scales. Similarly the estimator of ref. [152] has weights proportional to J0(kr)
integrated between rmin and rmax. Taking rmin to be large enough that 1-halo terms are
small leads to similar scales being important. As shown in Fig. 5.22 the transverse modes
at intermediate scales are quite well reconstructed by our procedure, suggesting that 21-
cm experiments would provide highly constraining clustering redshifts even for very high z
populations.

As an example to show how well we are able to cross-correlate photometric surveys with
the reconstructed HI field, we consider a strawman survey at redshift z ≈ 4, as outlined
in ref. [255], that detects Lyman break galaxies (LBG) with the g-band dropout technique.
Based on Table 5 of ref. [255] we take n̄ ' 10−2.5(hMpc−1)3 and b ' 3.2. Given these num-
bers, we show how the ρ2 as well as noise-to-signal ratiofrom for the cross-spectra as function
of scales and angles in Fig. 5.23. The solid lines are the estimates from the simulations while
the dashed lines are the ‘theoretical’ predictions. To generate the photometric data in the
simulation, we simply select the heaviest halos up to the given number density. To imple-
ment photometric uncertainties, we smooth the data with the Gaussian kernel of Eq. 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: We show the effective cross-correlation (ρ2, left) as well as the variance of the cross-
spectra (right) of the reconstructed HI field (fiducial setup) with the photometric field at z = 4 and
number density n̄ ' 10−2.5(hMpc−1)3, for different µ-bins. The solid lines show the measurement
from the simulations while the dashed lines are theoretical predicition based on Eq. 5.28. The
dotted lines on the left show the photometric damping kernel of Eq. 5.23 while on the right they
show the variance for the input HI data with thermal noise and wedge (see text for discussion).

An alternate way to implement photometric redshifts would be to scatter the positions of
halos along the line of sight with standard deviation given by Eq. 5.22, and we find that this
leads to similar results for scales where Var[P×]/P 2

× < 1, but becomes noisier on smaller
scales. Thus here, we stick with the smoothing implementation. Given a photometric field,
we then estimate its auto-spectra (with shot-noise ) and cross-spectra with the reconstructed
HI field in µ-bins and use Eq. 5.28 to estimate ρ and correspondingly the variance. Similarly,
to get the ‘theoretical’ prediction, we linearly interpolate the estimated rc for every k-bin as
function of µ and then integrate the last term of Eq. 5.28 in every µ-bin.

For the reconstructed HI field, we find in Fig. 5.23 that the signal to noise in both,
the predicted and measured cross-spectra for the smallest µ-bin is of the order 10 on all
scales while reaching ∼ 100 on the intermediate scales that are reconstructed the best. For
higher µ-bins, the signal to noise is still of the order ∼ 10 on the largest scales but it
deteriorates rapidly due to the photometric damping kernel. For comparison, we also the
show as dotted lines the signal to noise for the cross-spectra with the input noisy HI data
(with the wedge and the thermal noise) and see that it does not achieve 1 on any scales.
This clearly demonstrates the gains made by using reconstructed HI field for estimating
photometric redshifts by measuring clustering.
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Cross-correlation with CMB weak lensing

In CMB lensing we are attempting to cross-correlate our HI with the reconstructed conver-
gence field, κ, given by

κ(θ) =

∫ χs

0

dχ Wκ(χ)δm(χ, θ) with Wκ =
3Ωm(1 + z)

2

(
H0

c

)2
χ(z)(χs − χ)

χs
. (5.29)

with χs ' χ(z = 1150). Lensing kernel varies very slowly in radial direction and hence it
will be insensitive to parallel wavenumbers larger than k‖ ∼ 10−3hMpc−1. Therefore, the
suppression is even more strong than in the case of photometric redshifts and cross-correlation
is completely hopeless unless one recovers the k‖ ≈ 0 modes.

When cross-correlating with a tomograpic bin of reconstructed 21-cm density, the angular
cross power spectrum is given by

C×` =

∫ zmax

zmin

c dz

χ2(z)H(z)
Wκ(z) r(z, k⊥(z), k‖ = 0)Tf (z, k⊥(z), k‖ = 0)bHI(z)Pmm(k⊥(z), z)

(5.30)
where transverse wavenumber is evaluated at k⊥ = `/χ(z) and we have neglected any mag-
nification bias. For slices that are thin ∆χ � χ (but thick enough so that the Limber
approximation is valid) this simplifies to

C×` = Wκ b rTf
c∆z

χ2H(z)
Pmm (5.31)

Similarly, the HI auto power is given by

CHI
` = b2T 2

f

c∆z

χ2H(z)
Pmm (5.32)

while the κ autospectrum remains an integral over the line of sight. As before, the noise
Var[C×` ] = N−1

modes((C
×
` )2 +Cκκ

` CHI
` ) ∝ r2 assuming the second term dominates. The amount

of signal-to-noise available for extraction is thus proportional to r. Our method thus allows
us to reconstruct over 80% of all signal available (at a fixed noise of CMB map) compared
to none in case of using the pure foreground cleaned 21-cm signal.

BAO reconstruction

A major goal of high z, 21-cm cosmology is the measurement of distances using the baryon
acoustic oscillation (BAO) method [249]. In ref. [158] we found that future interferometers
would be able to make high-precision measurements of the BAO scale out to z ' 6 with
scale-dependent biasing and redshift-space distortions having only a small effect on the signal.
Non-linear structure formation damps the BAO peaks and reduces the signal-to-noise ratio
for measuring the acoustic scale [28, 151, 72, 223, 58, 146, 215, 251, 250]. Since the non-
linear scale shifts to smaller scales at high-redshifts, this damping is modest. We find that
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only the fourth BAO peak is slightly damped (compared to linear theory) at z = 2 and no
damping is visible at z = 6.

Galaxy surveys which measure BAO typically apply a process known as reconstruction
[75, 173] to their data in order to restore some of the signal lost to non-linear evolution
(e.g. see refs. [7, 41, 22] and references therein). It is known that the absence of low k‖
modes and the presence of the foreground wedge make reconstruction much less effective
[213], though some of the lost signal can be recovered with other surveys [54]. Our approach
provides another route to BAO reconstruction [156], so it is interesting to ask how the
performance of the algorithm compares to standard reconstruction and how it is impacted
by loss of data due to foregrounds. For standard reconstruction, we will follow the algorithm
outlined in ref. [213]. This differs slightly from the traditional reconstruction using galaxies
in that one removes the modes lost in the wedge to estimate Zeldovich displacements and
instead of point objects like galaxies, one shifts the HI fields using this displacement. Since
BAO reconstruction is most effective at z = 2, we focus our attention on this case – which
is also the epoch at which our knowledge of the manner in which HI inhabits halos is most
secure. At this redshift an instrument like PUMA is shot-noise limited.

To gauge how well are we able to recover the BAO signal we closely follow the previous
chapter [156] which in turn builds upon refs. [215, 213]. The information lost due to the
non-linear evolution and recovered with reconstruction can be quantified by measuring the
linear information in the reconstructed field, δr. This is done by estimating its projection
onto the linear field, δlin in the form of the ‘propagator’ as in Eq. 4.15 which results in the
total signal to noise for the linear information (Eq. 4.17):

S

N
=
b2G2Plin

〈δrδr〉
= r2

c (5.33)

We compare the performance of the two methods in Fig. 5.24 where we show the cross-
correlation of the two reconstructed fields with the true linear field for different redshifts and
wedge configurations. Since the comparison for other noise levels is qualitatively similar, we
show only the case of fiducial setup corresponding to 5 years of observation with half-filled
array. Overall, our method outperforms standard reconstruction significantly, with higher
cross-correlation on all scales and extending to smaller scales. More importantly, as shown in
the second column of Fig. 5.24, standard reconstruction fails to reconstruct modes inside the
foreground region while our method is able to do so. These modes provide complementary
information to the line of sight modes, constraining the angular diameter distance while line
of sight modes constrain H(z). Thus, unlike the standard method, our reconstruction should
be able to constrain the angular diameter distance as well as improve measures of the Hubble
parameter.

To be more quantitative, we can use the Fisher formalism to estimate the error on
s0 as outlined in eq. 4.19 (for a derivation, see refs. [215, 213]). While the nature of
this calculation is rather crude, our aim here is to not do any accurate Fisher forecast
for measuring BAO, but simply to broadly compare our reconstruction with the standard
reconstruction under a sensible metric and to that end this procedure should suffice. To be
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Figure 5.24: We show the cross-correlation of the reconstructed initial/linear field with the true
Lagrangian field for our method of reconstruction (iterative, top row) and standard reconstruction
(bottom row) for the three redshifts and two wedge configurations (solid and dashed) and fiducial
thermal noise setup corresponding to 5 years with half-filled array. The first column is the cross
correlation monopole while the second and third column show the cross correlation in bins nearly
perpendicular to and along the line of sight respectively.

more yet conservative, instead of quoting the relative Fisher errors individually, we estimate
the ratio of predicted errors for the two methods. We find that for the BAO peak, s0, under
the fiducial thermal noise setup, our reconstruction reduces errors over the standard method
by a factor of ∼ 2 (2) and ∼ 2.8 (3.5) for optimistic (pessimistic) wedge at z = 2 and 6. The
conclusions remain relatively unchanged for other thermal noise configurations. While this
is for angular averaged BAO, as mentioned previously, we expect gains to be comparable
for Hubble parameter and larger for angular diameter distance. We leave a more accurate
calculation for future work.
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5.9 Conclusions

Intensity mapping techniques have emerged as a promising tool to efficiently probe the dark
matter distribution at high redshifts, and a number of upcoming surveys plan to use the
21-cm emission signal from neutral hydrogen to probe this largely unexplored territory. The
major challenge in accurately simulating 21-cm signal at these redshifts and on cosmological
scales is simultaneously achieving high enough mass resolution to properly resolve the 21-cm
emission while simultaneously covering a large enough volume to make precise statements
about the clustering of the HI.

In this chapter, we have discussed two challenges in doing 21-cm cosmology. We begin
with the challenges in simulating HI observations and present the HiddenValley simulations,
a set of 102403 particle N-body simulations of a 1 (h−1Gpc)3 volume. We have focused on
the study of 21-cm fluctuations between redshifts 2 and 6 to demonstrate how the scales and
resolution of these simulation allow us to address several modeling issues with higher fidelity
than before.

We used three different prescriptions from the literature to model the cosmological dis-
tribution of neutral hydrogen (Section 5.4). Our first model is (sub)halo-based, where each
halo contains some amount of HI which is then distributed between central and satellites
galaxies. The second assumes HI traces the stellar mass of galaxies. The third is a simple
halo-only model with constant parameters across the redshift range, primarily as a contrast
to the other two models. We find that while the Model A and C are able to match the
abundance of neutral hydrogen at all redshifts of interest (Fig. 5.3), Model B has a different
evolution with the redshift due to constrained evolution directed only by stellar mass evolu-
tion. Despite having very different mechanism for HI distribution, all three models predict
that majority of HI occupies halos in the mass range 1010 − 1011.5 h−1M� (Fig. 5.5).

These models also predict similar clustering in the real and redshift space, in both Fourier
and configuration space. None of the models predict any significant from finger of god
effects on the redshift space clustering for the range of scales relevant for proposed 21-cm
instruments (Fig. 5.12). In common with earlier work we find the bias of HI increases from
near 2 at z = 2 to 4 at z = 6, becoming more scale dependent at high z (Fig. 5.7). As
a preliminary step towards theoretical modeling of observed 21-cm clustering, we fit these
signals with ‘Zeldovich effective field theory’ (ZEFT [241]) which is a simple, tree-level,
Lagrangian perturbation theory model. We find that the model is simultaneously able to fit
the matter auto-spectra, HI-matter cross spectra and the HI auto-spectra in real space at
these redshifts, thus capturing the scale-dependence of the bias and the decorrelation with
the matter field (Fig. 5.8). Though the redshift space spectra are noisier in our simulations,
the simple model is still able to fit both the multipoles (Fig. 5.10) and the wedges (Fig. 5.11)
within sample variance to beyond half knl. The scale of our simulations also allows us to
extract the baryon acoustic oscillations in the 21-cm clustering and we find that the damping
of BAO signal decreases and is negligible at z = 6 (Fig. 5.13). Moreover, the damping along
the line of sight due to redshift space distortions also decreases significantly by z = 6. In
addition, we estimate uncertainties assuming a “pessimistic” wedge and realistic thermal
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noise to show that a HIRAX-like experiment is able to detect the BAO signal at z = 2 in
power spectrum wedges, and a Stage ii experiment can detect the same at z = 6 with high
significance (Fig. 5.14).

We then apply recently developed field reconstruction methods to the case of future 21-cm
cosmology experiments. In many respects this is an optimal target for such methods. First,
we are dealing with continuous fields which are naturally more suited for these methods,
since the problem of the non-analytical object creation does not apply. In galaxy clustering,
while its possible to circumvent the discreteness of the data by averaging in pixels that
are sufficiently big that the galaxy counts in cells become effectively continuous, it leads to
information loss. However, for 21-cm intensity mapping experiment, the finite resolution of
the experiment naturally leads to a continuous version of the problem. We simply do not
have information of scales that are small enough to even contemplate separating individual
objects, even though the signal is dominated by them.

Second, the 21-cm intensity field is dominated by numerous contributions from relatively
low mass dark matter halos [42, 237, 158], which are well described by a low-order bias
expansion to relatively high wavenumbers. This allows us to start from the underlying dark
matter field and model the observed data at the field level more simply and accurately than
for discrete and more biased tracers such as galaxies. Third, we are missing some regions
of k-space (∼ 20(7) − 80(40)% of the modes for our pessimistic (optimistic) case) but, on
the other hand, measuring a very large number of modes over other regions of k-space.
As we have demonstrated, the measured modes and the couplings introduced by non-linear
evolution more than make up for the missing ones.

Our method proceeds by maximizing the posterior for the initial conditions, which is
constructed by combining a Gaussian prior on the initial field with the likelihood of a forward
model matching the observations. We find that, similar to modeling the clustering of HI,
the forward model consisting of simple Zeldovich dynamics and a quadratic, Lagrangian bias
scheme model do a good job of fitting our mock data at the field level, with errors well below
the shot noise level in the field (Fig. 5.15).

For 2 < z < 6 we are able to recover modes down to k ' 10−2 hMpc−1 with cross-
correlation coefficients larger than 0.8 for both optimistic and pessimistic assumptions about
foreground contamination (Fig. 5.18). Our reconstruction is relatively insensitive to loss of
line-of-sight modes, up to kmin

‖ = 0.05hMpc−1, but more sensitive to missing modes in the

‘wedge’ (Section 5.2) as shown in Fig. 5.20. For our fiducial thermal noise assumptions we
recover the k ' 10−2 hMpc−1 modes with cross-correlation coeffecient greater than 0.9 in
all directions and the line of sight modes almost perfectly, even though we do not have any
of these modes in the data. On the other hand small scale modes along the line of sight are
significantly better reconstructed than the transverse modes. Thus as shown in Fig. 5.22, we
find that the reconstruction of line-of-sight modes is less sensitive to the loss of modes in the
foreground wedge than transverse modes. However in all cases the better foregrounds are
controlled, and the smaller the wedge can be made, the better reconstruction proceeds. At
z ' 2 our reconstructions are relatively insensitive to thermal noise over the range we have
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tested. However at higher z increasingly noisy data leads to steadily lower cross-correlation
coefficient, as shown in Fig. 5.18.

Our method also provides a technique for density field reconstruction for baryon acoustic
oscillations (BAO) [156]. It is known that the absence of low k‖ modes and the presence of
the foreground wedge make reconstruction much less effective [213], though some of the lost
signal can be recovered with other surveys [54]. By constraining the reconstructed initial
field, as well as the evolved HI field, we can use the measured modes to ‘undo’ some of the
non-linear evolution and increase the signal-to-noise ratio on the acoustic peaks (see Section
5.8). In particular, we find that while the standard methods of reconstruction recover almost
no modes in the foreground wedge, our method reconstructs modes with cross correlation
better than 80%. This can lead to improvements of a factor of 2-3 in isotropic BAO analysis
and more in transverse directions. We note that these gains over standard methods are
significantly larger than in the case of galaxy surveys since the standard reconstructions is
already quite efficient for the latter [213, 207, 156].

We have focused primarily on the reconstruction technique in this paper, but the ability to
reconstruct low k modes opens up many scientific opportunities. We described (Section 5.8)
how 21-cm fluctuations could provide superb clustering redshift estimation at high z, where
it is otherwise extremely difficult to obtain dense spectroscopic samples (Fig. 5.23). This
could be extremely important for high z samples coming from LSST, Euclid and WFIRST.
The recovery of low k‖ modes also opens up a wealth of cross-correlation opportunities with
projected fields (e.g. lensing) which are restricted to modes transverse to the line of sight.
The measurement of long wavelength fluctuations should also enhance the mapping of the
cosmic web at these redshifts, helping to find protoclusters or voids for example [252].

In this work we have assumed that we measure the 21-cm field in an unperturbed redshift-
space field. In practice, what we observe is the field that has been displaced on large
scales by the effect of weak gravitational lensing by the intervening matter along the line
of sight. It is clear that the two effects must be degenerate at some level. A location of
a given halo in observed redshift-space is obtained by adding the effect of the Lagrangian
displacement from the proto-halo region and the effect of weak-lensing by the lower-redshift
structures. The latter can be replaced, at least approximately, by a distribution of matter
whose Lagrangian displacement absorbs both effects. However, the degeneracy is not perfect.
In particular, weak lensing effect is almost exclusively limited to moving the structures in
transverse direction by a displacement field that changes slowly with distance. These issues
have been studied in the context of traditional lensing estimators in ref. [91], which find
encouraging results. Similar lessons should apply to our method, which should, if anything,
perform better since it naturally extracts more signal. We leave this for future investigation.

For the purpose of reconstruction, we have assumed a fixed cosmology and fixed bias
parameters. Ideally, one would like to estimate the model and cosmological parameters at
the same time as reconstructing linear field. The impact of keeping these parameters fixed
at their fiducial values varies with the science objective, for instance it will differently affect
BAO reconstruction vs. photometric redshift estimation. In some cases, since the non-linear
dynamics of our forward model are quite cheap, one can imagine doing this reconstruction
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recursively, updating model parameters if they vary significantly. A detailed analysis of this
is beyond the scope of current work and we leave this for the future. For completeness, we
point out that some recent papers (e.g. ref. [78]) have explored ways of taking into account
the model and cosmology parameters simultaneously for other biased tracers.

We have also made simplifying assumptions to generate our observed mock data to test
the reconstruction algorithm. Since HI assignment to halos is still poorly understood, we
have assumed a simple semi-analytic model. We have neglected any effect of UV background
fluctuations [234, 158] or assembly bias [237] on HI distribution in halos and galaxies. How-
ever a flexible bias model, and our forward modeling framework, should be able to include
these. In the same vein, it’s worth exploring the impact of stochasticity (scatter) between
HI mass and dark matter mass on reconstruction since it adds noise on all scales. However
we leave it for future work when the required observations can calibrate the amplitude of
the effect.
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Chapter 6

FlowPM: Distributed TensorFlow
Implementation of the FastPM
Cosmological N-body Solver

The contents of this chapter will be published as

FlowPM: Distributed TensorFlow Implementation of the FastPM Cosmological N-body
Solver
Modi C., Lanusse F., Seljak U. under-prep

In the previous chapters, we have developed and implemented forward modeling frame-
work for reconstruction of cosmological fields to different cosmological probes. In these
models, the first step is to begin with the initial dark matter distribution and evolve dark
matter particles under gravitational force to generate the non-linear dark matter field at late
times. To make this step fast and efficient, in this chapter we present FlowPM - a cosmolog-
ical N-body code implemented in Mesh-TensorFlow for GPU-accelerated, distributed, and
differentiable simulations. We demonstrate how this novel tool can be used for efficiently
solving large scale cosmological inference problems, in particular the reconstruction of cos-
mological fields with hybrid PM and neural network forward model. We implement and
validate the accuracy of a novel multi-grid PM scheme based on image pyramids to compute
large scale forces efficiently. We also explore the scaling of the simulation on large scale
supercomputers and compare it with corresponding python based PM code, finding on an
average 10x speed-up in terms of wallclock time. We provide skeleton code for these examples
and the entire code is publicly available at https://github.com/modichirag/flowpm.

6.1 Introduction

N-Body simulations evolving billions of dark matter particles under gravitational forces have
become essential tool for modern day cosmology data analysis and interpretation. They
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are required for accurate predictions of the large scale structure (LSS) of the Universe,
probed by tracers such as galaxies, quasars, gas, weak gravitational lensing etc. While the
full N-body simulations can provide very precise predictions, they are extremely slow and
computationally expensive. As a result they are usually complemented by fast approximated
numerical schemes such as Particle-Mesh (PM) solvers [153, 229, 251, 83, 115]. In these
approaches, the gravitational forces experienced by dark matter particles in the simulation
volume are computed by Fast Fourier Transforms on a 3D grid. This makes PM simulations
very computationally efficient and scalable, at the cost of approximating the interactions
on small scales close to the resolution of the grid and ignoring the force calculation on
sub-resolution scales.

The next generation of cosmological surveys such as Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instru-
ment (DESI) [68], Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) [138] and others will probe LSS
with multiple tracers over unprecedented scales and dynamic range. This will make both the
modeling and the analysis challenging even with the current PM simulations. To improve the
modeling in terms of dynamic range and speed, many recent works have proposed regressive
and generative models to learn these simulations using deep convolution networks [107, 130].

At the same time, there has been a considerable interest in exploring novel techniques
to push to increasingly smaller and non-Gaussian regimes for cosmological analysis. Recent
work has demonstrated that one of the most promising approaches to do this is with forward
modeling frameworks and using techniques like simulations based inference or reconstruction
of cosmological fields for analysis [211, 9, 56]. However given the highly non-linear forward
dynamics and multi-million dimensionality of the cosmological simulations, such approaches
are only tractable if one has access to differentiable forward simulations [120, 246, 211, 156].

To address both of these challenges, in this work we present FlowPM, a TensorFlow
implementation of N-Body PM solver. Written entirely in TensorFlow, these simulations are
GPU-accelerated and hence faster than CPU-based PM simulations, while also being entirely
differentiable end-to-end. At the same time, they encode the exact underlying dynamics for
gravitational evolution (within a PM scheme), while still leaving room for natural synthesis
with machine learning components to develop hybrid simulations, which can complement
by learning the sub-grid and non-gravitational dynamics not included in PM gravity solver
cosmological simulations.

With evolving billions of particles to simulate today’s cosmological surveys, N-Body
simulations are quite memory intensive and necessarily require distributed computing. In
FlowPM, we develop such distributed computation with a novel model parallelism framework
- Mesh-Tensorflow [219]. This allows us to control distribution strategies and split tensors
and computational graphs over multiple processors.

The primary bottleneck for large scale distributed PM simulations are distributed 3D-
FFTs, which make up for more than half the wall-clock time [158]. One way to overcome
these is with multi-grid scheme for computing gravitational forces [225, 153, 105]. In these
schemes, large scale forces are estimated on a coarse distributed grid and then stitched
together with small scale force estimated locally. We also propose a novel multi-grid scheme
based on Image Pyramids [37, 11], that does not require any fine-tuned stitching of scales,
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and benefits from highly optimized 3-D convolutions of TensorFlow.
In this first work, we have implemented the FastPM scheme of [83] for PM evolution with

force resolution B = 1. Different PM schemes, as well as other approximate simulations like
Lagrangian perturbation theory fields [229, 127, 224], are built upon the same underlying
components, with interpolations to-and-from PM grid and efficient FFTs to estimate gravita-
tional forces being the key elements. Thus modifying FlowPM to include other PM schemes
is a matter of implementation rather than methodology development. Therefore in this work,
we will focus in detail on these underlying components while only giving the outline of the
full algorithm. For further technical details on the choices and accuracy of the implemented
FastPM scheme, we refer the reader to the original chapter of [83].

The structure of this chapter is as follows - in Section 6.2 we outline the basic FastPM
algorithm and discuss multi-grid scheme for force estimation in Section 6.3. Then in Section
6.4, we introduce Mesh-TensorFlow. In Section 6.5, we build upon these and introduce
FlowPM. We compare the scaling and accuracy pf FlowPM with python FastPM code in
Section 6.6. At last, in Section 6.7, we demonstrate the efficacy of FlowPM with a toy
example by combining it with neural network forward models and reconstructing the initial
conditions of the Universe. We end with discussion in Section 6.8.

Throughout the chapter, we use “grid” to refer to the particle-mesh grid and “mesh” to
refer to the computational mesh of Mesh-TF. Unless explicitly specified, every FFT referred
throughout the chapter is a 3D FFT.

6.2 The FastPM particle mesh N-body solver

Schematically, FastPM implements a symplectic series of Kick-Drift-Kick operations [193]
to do the time integration for gravitational evolution, starting from the Gaussian initial
conditions of the Universe to the observed large scale structures at the final time-step. In the
Kick stage, we estimate the gravitational force on every particle and update their momentum
p. Next, in the staggered Drift stage, we displace the particle to update their position (x)
with the current velocity estimate. Thus, we can write the drift and kick operators as [193]
-

x(t1) = x(t0) + p(tr)DPM (6.1)

p(t1) = p(t0) + f(tr)KPM, (6.2)

where DPM and KPM are scalar drift and kick factors and f(tr) is the gravitational force.
Estimating the gravitational force is the most computationally intensive part of the simu-

lation. In a PM solver, the gravitational force is calculated via 3D Fourier transforms. First,
the particles are interpolated to a spatially uniform grid with a kernel W (r) to estimate the
mass and corresponding overdensity field at every point in space. The most common choice
for the kernel, and the one we implement, is a linear window of unity size corresponding to
the cloud-in-cell interpolation scheme [111]. We then apply a Fourier transform to obtain
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the over-density field δk in Fourier space. This field is related to the force field via a transfer
function (∇∇−2).

f(k) = ∇∇−2δ(k) (6.3)

Once the force field is estimated on the spatial grid, it’s interpolated back to the position
of every particle with the same kernel as was used to generate the density field in the first
place.

There are various ways to write down the transfer function in a discrete Fourier space, as
explored in detail in [111]. The simplest way of doing this is with a naive Green’s function
kernels (∇−2 = k−2) and differentiation kernels (∇ = ik). In FlowPM however, we implement
a finite differentiation kernel as used in FastPM with

∇−2 =

( ∑
d=x,y,z

(
x0ω0sinc

ωd
2

)2
)−1

(6.4)

∇ = D1(ω) =
1

6

(
8sinω − sin2ω) (6.5)

where x0 is the grid size and ω = kx0 is the circular frequency that goes from (−π, π].

6.3 Multi-grid PM Scheme

Every step in PM evolution requires one forward 3D FFT to estimate the overdensity field
in Fourier space, and three inverse FFTs to estimate the force component in each direction.
The simplest way to implement 3D FFTs is as 3 individual 1D Fourier transforms in each
direction [186]. However in a distributed implementation, where the tensor is distributed on
different processes, it involves transpose operations and expensive all-to-all communications
in order to get the dimension being transformed on the same process. This makes these FFTs
the most time-intensive step in the simulation [158]. There are several ways to make this
force estimation more efficient, such as fast multipole methods [95] and multi-grid schemes
[153, 105]. In FlowPM, we implement a novel version of the latter.

The basic idea of a multi-grid scheme is to use grids at different resolutions, with each of
them estimating force on different scales which are then stitched together. Here we discuss
this approach for a 2 level multi-grid scheme, since that is implemented in FlowPM and the
extension to more levels is similar. The long range (large-scale) forces are computed on a
global coarse grid that is distributed across processes. On the other hand, the small scale
forces are computed on a fine, higher resolution grid that is local, i.e. it estimates short range
forces on smaller independent sections that are hosted locally by individual processes. Thus,
the distributed 3D FFTs are computed only on the coarse mesh while the higher resolution
mesh computes highly efficient local FFTs.

This force splitting massively reduces the communication data-volume but at the cost of
increasing the total number of operations performed. Thus while it scales better for large
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grids and highly distributed meshes, it can be an over-kill for small simulations. Therefore
in FlowPM we implement both, a multi-grid scheme for large simulations, and the usual
single-grid force scheme for small grid sizes, with the user having the freedom to choose
between the two.

Image Pyramids

In this section we briefly discuss image pyramids that will later form the basis our multi-
grid implementation for force estimation. As used in image processing and signal processing
communities, image pyramids refer to multi-scale representations of signals and image built
through recursive reduction operations on the original image [37, 11]. The reduction op-
eration is a combination of - i) smoothing operation, often implemented by convolving the
original image with a low-pass filter (G) to avoid aliasing effects by reducing the minimum
frequency of the signal features, and ii) subsampling or downsampling operation (S), usu-
ally by a factor of 2 along each dimensions, to compress the data. This operation can be
repeatedly applied at every ‘level’ to generate a ‘pyramid’ structure of the low-pass filtered
copies of the original image. Given a level gl of original image g0, the pyramid next level is
generated by

gl+1 = REDUCE(gl) = S[G ? gl] (6.6)

where ? represents convolution. If the filter w used is a Gaussian filter, the pyramid is called
a Gaussian pyramid.

However, in our multi-grid force estimation, we are interested in decoupling the large
and small scale forces. This can be achieved by constructing something akin to ‘Laplacian’
pyramid from our which is a set of band-pass filtered copies of the signal1. In this case, one
reverse the reduce operation by - i) Upsampling (U) the image at level gl+1, generally by
inserting zeros between pixels and then ii) interpolating the missing values by convolving it
with the same filter G to create the expanded low-pass image g′l

g′l = EXPAND(gl+1) = G ? U [gl+1] (6.7)

A Laplacian representation at any level can then be constructed by taking the difference of
the original and expanded low-pass filtered image at that level

Ll = gl − g′l (6.8)

In Fig. 6.1, we show the Guassian and Laplacian pyramid constructed for an example image,
along with the flow-chart for these operations.

Lastly, given the image at the highest level of the pyramid (gN) and the Laplacian repre-
sentation at every level (L0...LN−1), we can exactly recover the original image by recursively

1Since we will not use the Gaussian kernel for smoothing, our pyramid structure is not a Laplacian
pyramid in the strictest sense, but the underlying idea is the same.

2Image taken from http://graphics.cs.cmu.edu/courses/15-463/2012 fall/hw/proj2g-eulerian/
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Figure 6.1: An example of Gaussian image pyramid and the corresponding Laplacian pyramid. The
arrows and small boxes mark the operations involved2.

doing the series of following inverse transform-

gl = Ll + EXPAND(gl+1) ∀l ∈ [N − 1...0] (6.9)

We will apply these operations in Section 6.5 to estimate forces on a two-level grid.

6.4 Mesh-TensorFlow

The last ingredient we need to build FlowPM is a model parallelism framework that is ca-
pable of distributing the N-body simulation over multiple processes . To this end, we adopt
Mesh-TensorFlow [219] as the framework to implement our PM solver. Mesh-TF is a lan-
guage for distributed deep learning capable of specifying a general class of distributed tensor
computations. In that spirit, it goes beyond the simple batch splitting of data parallelism and
generalizes to be able to split any tensor and associated computations across any dimension
on a mesh of processors.

We only summarize the key component elements of Mesh-TensorFlow here and refer the
reader to [219] 3 for more details. These are -

• a mesh, which is a n-dimensional array of processors with named dimensions.

3https://github.com/tensorflow/mesh

https://github.com/tensorflow/mesh
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• the dimensions of every tensor are also named and depending on it, its either distribut-
ed/split across or replicated on all processors in a mesh. Hence every processor holds
a slice of every tensor. The dimensions can thus be seen as ‘logical’ dimensions which
will be split in the same manner for all tensors and operations.

• a user specified computational layout to map which tensor dimension is split along
which mesh dimension. The unspecified tensor dimensions are replicated on all pro-
cesses. While the layout does not affect the results, it can affect the performance of
the code.

The user builds a Mesh-TensorFlow graph of computations in python and this graph
is then lowered to generate the TensorFlow graphs. It is at this stage the defined tensor
dimensions and operations are split amongst different processes on the mesh based on the
computational layout. Multi-CPU/GPU meshes are implemented with PlacementMeshImpl,
i.e. a separate TensorFlow operations is placed on the different devices, all in one big Tensor-
Flow graph. In this case, the TensorFlow graph will grow with the number of processes. On
the other hand, TPU meshes are implemented in with SimdMeshImpl wherein TensorFlow
operations (and communication collectives) are emitted from the perspective of one core,
and this same program runs on every core, relying on the fact that each core actually per-
forms the same operations. Due to Placement Mesh Implementation, time for lowering also
increases as the number of processes are increased. Returning to Mesh-TF computations,
lastly, the tensors to be evaluated are exported to TF tensors in which case they are gathered
on the single process.

1 import mesh_tensorflow as mtf

2 nc = 128 #specify grid size

3 #Setup mesh implementation for GPU

4 graph = mtf.Graph ()

5 mesh = mtf.Mesh(graph , "my_mesh")

6 devices = ["device:GPU:%d"%(i) for i in range (8)]

7 mesh_shape = [("row", 4), ("col", 2)]

8 layout_rules = [("nx", "row"), ("ny", "col")]

9 mesh_impl = mtf.placement_mesh_impl.PlacementMeshImpl(mesh_shape ,

layout_rules , devices)

10 #Name dimensions and define operation

11 x_dim , y_dim , z_dim = mtf.Dimension("nx", nc), mtf.Dimension("ny", nc),

mtf.Dimension("nz", nc)

12 batch_dim = mtf.Dimension("batch", 1)

13 shape = [batch_dim , x_dim , y_dim , z_dim]

14 field = mtf.RandomOperation(mesh , shape , tf.random.normal).outputs [0]

15 #Lower and export to evaluate

16 lowering = mtf.Lowering(graph , {mesh:mesh_impl })

17 tf_field = lowering.export_to_tf_tensor(field)

18 with tf.Session as sess: sess.run(tf_field)

Listing 6.1: Sample code to generate random normal field of grid size 128 on a 2D computational
mesh of 8 GPUs with x and y directions split across 4 and 2 processors respectively
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Listing 6.1 shows an example code to illustrate these operations which form the starting
elements of any Mesh-TensorFlow. The code also sets up context for FlowPM, naming the
three directions of the PM simulation grid and explicitly specifying which direction is split
along which mesh-dimension. Note that for a batch of simulations, computationally the most
efficient splitting will almost always maximize the splits along the batch dimension. While
FlowPM supports that splitting, we will henceforth fix the batch size to 1 since our focus is
on model parallelism of large scale simulations.

6.5 FlowPM: FastPM implementation in

Mesh-Tensorflow

Finally, in this section, we introduce FlowPM and discuss technical details about its im-
plemetation in Mesh-TensorFlow. We will not discuss the underlying algorithm of a PM
simulation since it is similar in spirit to any PM code, and is exactly the same as FastPM
[83]. Rather we will focus on domain decomposition and the multi-grid scheme for force
estimation which are novel to FlowPM.

Domain decomposition and Halo Exchange

In Mesh-Tensorflow, every process has a slice of every tensor. Thus for our PM grid, where
we split the underlying grid spatially along different dimensions, every process will hold only
the physical region and the particles corresponding to that physical region. However at every
PM step, there is a possibility of particles moving in-and-out of any given slice of the physical
region. At the same time, convolution operations on any slice need access to the field outside
the slice when operating on the boundary regions. Th strategy for communication between
neighboring slices to facilitate this is called halo-exchange. We implement this exchange by
padding every slice with buffer regions of halo size (h) that are shared between the slices
on adjacent processes. The choice of halo size depends on several factors4. Firstly, in its
current implementation, the halo size has to be larger than the maximum displacement of
the particle over the simulation. For cosmological simulations of reasonable volumes and
resolutions, this corresponds to ∼ 20 Mpc/h in physical size. The halo size also should be
large enough that the smoothing operations implemented in the pyramid scheme reduce the
force close to zero on these scales and avoid aliasing during subsampling.

Our algorithm to do halo-exchange is outlined in Algorithm 1 and illustrated for a 1-
dimension grid in Fig. 6.2. It is primarily motivated by the fact that Mesh-TensorFlow allows
to implement independent, local operations simply and efficiently as slicewise operations
along the dimensions that are not distributed. Thus we can implement all of the operations -
convolutions, CIC interpolations, position and velocity updates for particles and local FFTs -

4In case of the pyramid scheme, the halo size is defined on the high resolution grid and we reduce it by
the corresponding downsampling factor for the coarse grid.
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on these un-split dimensions as one would for a typical single-process implementation without
worrying about distributed strategies. To take advantage of this, we begin by reshaping our
tensors from 3 dimensions (excluding batch dimension) to 6 dimensions such that the first
three indices split the tensor according the computational layout and the last three indices
are not split, but replicated across all the processes and correspond to the local slice of
the grid on each process. This is shown in Fig. 6.2, where an original 1-D tensor of size
N = 12 in split over nx = 2 processes. In the second panel, this is re-shaped to a 2-D tensor
with the first dimension nx = 2 split over processes and sx is the un-split dimension. The
un-split dimension is then zero-padded with halo size resulting in the size along the un-split
dimension to be sx = N//nx + 2h. This is followed by an exchange with the neighboring
slices over the physical volume common to the two adjacent processes.

After the slicewise operation updates the local slices, the same steps are followed in
reverse. The padded halo regions are exchanged again to combine updates in the overlapping
volume from adjacent processes. Then the padded regions are dropped and the tensor is
reshaped to the original shape.

Multi-grid Scheme with Image Pyramids

To implement the multi-grid scheme with image pyramids, we need a smoothing and a
subsampling operation. While traditionally smoothing operations are performed in Fourier
space in cosmology, here we are restricted to these operations in local, pixel space. However
local operations in pixel space have a spread in the Fourier domain, and this can lead to issues
with aliasing given that we wish to estimate forces with FFT on the subsampled coarse grid
as well as local FFT on the non-periodic local slices of the high resolution grid. Therefore,
we require a large kernel size for the smoothing operation in the pixel space and a trade-off
needs to be made with the increased computational and memory cost of halo-exchange to
be performed at the boundaries.

In our experiments, we find that a 3-D bspline kernel of order 6 balances these trade-
offs well and allows us to achieve sub-percent accuracy, as we show later. Furthermore In
FlowPM, we take the advantage of highly efficient TensorFlow ops and implement both, the
smoothing and subsampling operations together by constructing a 3D convolution filter with
this bspline kernel and convolving the underlying field with stride 2 convolutions. In default
implementation, we repeat these operations twice and our global mesh is 4x coarser than
the higher resolution mesh. The full algorithm for this REDUCE operation is outlined in
Algorithm 2. Based on the discussion in Section 6.3, we also outline the reverse operation
with EXPAND method.

Finally we are in the position to outline the multi-grid scheme for force computation. This
is outlined in Algorithm 3. Schematically, we begin by reducing the high resolution grid to
generate the coarse grid. Then we estimate the force components in all three directions on
both the grids, with the key difference that the coarse grid performs distributed FFT on a
global mesh while for the high resolution grid, every process performs local FFTs in parallel
on the locally available grids. To recover the correct total force, we need to combine these
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Algorithm 1 Halo Exchange

global variables
N - size of the global grid
h - halo size, to be padded
nx, ny, nz - #splits along three directions
sx, sy, sz - size of local slice after split
nx, ny, nz - Name of dimension along nx, ny, nz
sx, sy, sz - Name of dimension along sx, sy, sz

end global variables

procedure Reshape Expand(G)
assert(G.shape == (N,N,N))
G⇐ G.reshape(nx, ny, nz, sx, sy, sz)
for axis ∈ sx, sy, sz do

G⇐ ZeroPad(G, size = h, axis = axis)
end for
return G

end procedure

procedure Reshape Reduce(G)
assert(G.shape == (nx, ny, nz, sx+ 2h, xy + 2h, sz + 2h))
for axis ∈ sx, sy, sz do

G⇐ RemovePad(G, size = h, axis = axis)
end for
G⇐ G.reshape(N,N,N)
return G

end procedure

procedure Exchange(G)
. Add updates in overlapping padded regions from neighboring processes

end procedure

procedure HaloExchangeOp(G,SlicewiseOp)
. Strategy for operating slicewise op with halo exchange

assert(G.shape == (N,N,N))
G⇐ Reshape Expand(G)
G⇐ Exchange(G)
G⇐ SlicewiseOp(G)
G⇐ Exchange(G)
G⇐ Reshape Reduce(G)
return G

end procedure
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of the halo exchange strategy as outlined in Algorithm 1 for a simple
1-D tensor of size N = 12 and halo size h = 2, specifically Reshape Expand operation. The red
and blue regions are to be split on two process, with light regions indicating the overlapping volume
that will be exchanged. In the second panel, the tensor is reshaped with the split along the first,
nx dimension and the second un-split sx that is zero-padded. In the third panel, the regions are
exchanged (here under the assumption of periodic boundary conditions).

long and the short range forces together. For this, we expand the long-range force grid
back to the high resolution. At the same time, we remove the long-range component from
the high-resolution grid with a reduce and expand operation, similar to the band-pass level
generated in the Laplacian pyramid in Section 6.3. In the end, we combine these long and
short range forces to recover the original force.

Note that in implementing a multi-grid scheme for PM evolution, only the force calcu-
lation in the kick step is modified, while the rest of the PM scheme remains the same and
operates on the origial high-resolution grid.
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Algorithm 2 Methods for pyramid scheme

procedure REDUCE(H, f = 2, n = 6, S = 2)
. Downsample field H by convolving with a bspline kernel of order n consecutively f

times with stride S
K ⇐ BSpline(n)
D ⇐ H
for i ∈ 0 . . . f do

D ⇐ Conv3D(D,K, S)
end for
return D

end procedure

procedure EXPAND(D, f = 2, n = 6, S = 2)
. Upsample field D by convolving with a bspline kernel of order n consecutively f times

with stride S
K ⇐ BSpline(n) x 8
H ⇐ D
for i ∈ 0 . . . f do

H ⇐ TransposedConv3D(H,K, S)
end for
return H

end procedure

6.6 Scaling and Numerical Accuracy

In the section, we will discuss the numerical accuracy and scaling of these simulations.
Since the novel aspects of FlowPM are a differentiable Mesh-Tensorflow implementation and
multigrid PM scheme, and our discussion will center around comparison with the correspond-
ing differentiable python implementation of FastPM which shares the same underlying PM
scheme. We do not discuss the accuracy with respect to high resolution N-Body simulations
with correct dynamics, and refer the reader to [83] for details on such a comparison. Our
tests are performed primarily on GPU nodes on Cori supercomputer at NERSC, with each
node hosting 8 NVIDIA V100 (’Volta’) GPUs each with with 16 GB HBM2 memory and
connected with NVLink interconnect. To compare things with python version, we run the
FastPM+vmad code on Cori-Haswell nodes.

Accuracy of the simulations

We begin by establishing the accuracy of FlowPM for both, mesh and the pyramid scheme
with the corresponding FastPM simulation. We run both the simulations in a 400 Mpc/h box
on 1283 grid for 10 steps from z = 9 to z = 0 with force-resolution of 1. The initial conditions
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Figure 6.3: Compare the accuracy of FlowPM simulation for Mesh (second left) and Pyramid (third
left) scheme with FastPM simulation (top right) for the same initial conditions at the level of fields.
The residuals are shown in second and third right image. Configuration is 10 step simulation
with 1283 grid and 400 Mpc/h in size. FastPM simulation is run on single process while FlowPM
simulations are run on 4 process with nx=2 and ny=2, the splits in x and y direction. Third axis
is summed over the box for the projections.
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Algorithm 3 Force computation in Muti-grid pyramid method

procedure ForceGrids(G, mode)
. Estimate the component force grids with 3D FFT

G̃⇐ FFT3D(G,mode)
for i ∈ x, y, x do

Fi ⇐ iFFT3D(∇i∇−2G̃,mode)
end for
return [Fx, Fy, Fz]

end procedure

procedure Force(H, f = 2, n = 6, S = 2)
. Pyramid scheme to estimate force meshes

D ⇐ REDUCE(H, f, n, S)
FL ⇐ ForceGrids(D,mode = distributed)
FS ⇐ ForceGrids(H,mode = local)
for i ∈ x, y, x do

Fi,L ⇐ EXPAND(Fi,L, f, n, S)
Fi,l ⇐ REDUCE(Fi,S, f, n, S)
Fi,l ⇐ EXPAND(Fi,l, f, n, S)
Fi,S ⇐ Fi,S − Fi,l
Fi ⇐ Fi,L + Fi,S

end for
return [Fx, Fy, Fz]

end procedure

are generated at the 1st order in LPT. The FastPM simulation is run on a single process
while the FlowPM simulations are run on different mesh-splits to validate both the multi-
process implementations. We use halo size of 16 grids cells for all configurations and find that
increasing the halo size increases the accuracy marginally for all configurations. Moreover,
given the more stringent memory constraints of GPU, we run the FastPM simulation with
a 64-bit precision while the FlowPM simulations are run with 32-bit precision.

Fig. 6.3 compares the two simulations at the level of the fields. For the FlowPM simu-
lations, we show the configuration run on 4 GPUs, with the grid split in 2 along the x and
y direction each. The pyramid implementation shows higher residuals than the single mesh
implementation, but they are sub-percent in either case.

In Fig. 6.4 where we compare the two simulations more quantitatively by measuring
their clustering. To compare their 2-point functions, we measure the transfer function which
is the ratio of the power spectra (P (k)) of two fields

Tf (k) =

√
Pa(k)

Pb(k)
(6.10)
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and their cross correlation which compares the phases and hence is a measure of higher order
clustering

rc(k) =
Pab(k)√

Pa(k)× Pb(k)
(6.11)

with Pab being the cross power spectra of the two fields.
Both the transfer function and cross correlation are within 0.01% across all scales, with

the latter starting to deviate marginally on small scales. Thus the choices made in terms
of convolution filters for up-down sampling, halo size and other parameters in multi-grid
scheme, though not extensively explored, are adequate to reach the requisite accuracy. We
anticipate this to be a grid resolution dependent statement, and the resolution we have
chosen is fairly typical of cosmological simulations that will be run for the analysis of future
cosmological surveys and the analytic methods that will most likely use these differentiable
simulations.

Figure 6.4: Compare the accuracy of FlowPM simulation for Mesh (solid) and Pyramid (dashed)
scheme with FastPM simulation at the level of 2 point functions, cross-correlation (left) and transfer-
function (right). Configuration is 10 step simulation with 1283 grid and 400 Mpc/h in size. FastPM
simulation is run on single process while FlowPM simulations are run on different number of
processes with nx and ny as splits in x and y direction respectively, as indicated in the legends.

Scaling on Cori GPU

We perform the scaling tests on the Cori GPUs for varying grid and mesh sizes, and compare
it against the scaling of the python implementation of FastPM. As mentioned previously,
though the accuracy of the simulation is independent of the mesh layout, the performance
can be dependent on it. Thus for the FlowPM implementation, we will look at the timing
for different layouts of our mesh.

Since 3D FFTs are typically the most computationally expensive part of any cosmological
simulation, we begin with their time-scaling. For the Mesh-TF implementation, where we
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Figure 6.5: Scaling for a single forward+backward 3D FFT implemented in FlowPM in Mesh-
Tensorflow for different grid sizes and number of process. Different symbols indicate different
layout for computational mesh, with legends indicating the number of splits along x-direction.

have implemented these operations as low-level Mesh-Tensorflow operators, the time scaling
is shown in Fig. 6.5. For small grids, the timing for FFT is almost completely dominated
by the time spent in all-to-all communications for transpose operations. As a result, the
scaling is poor with the timing increasing as we increase the number of processes. However
for very large grids, i.e. N ≥ 512, the compute cost approaches communication cost for
small number of process and we see a slight dip upto 8 processes, which is the number of
GPUs on a single node. However after that, further increase in number of processes leads
to a significant increase in time due to inter-node communications. At the same time, as
can be seen from different symbols, unbalanced splits in mesh layout in x and y directions
leads to worse performance than a balanced split, with the difference becoming noticeable
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for large grid sizes.

Figure 6.6: Compare the timings of a single forward+backward 3D FFT in FlowPM in Mesh-
Tensorflow with PFFT implementation in python-FastPM. Different layouts for Mesh-TF imple-
mentation follow the legend of Fig. 6.5.

In Fig. 6.6, we compare the timing of FFT with that implemented in FastPM which
implements the PFFT algorithm for 3D FFTs [186]. The scaling for PFFT is close to linear
with the increasing number of processes. However due to GPU accelerators, the Mesh-TF
FFTs are still order of magnitudes faster in most cases, with only getting comparable for
small grid sizes and large mesh sizes.

While the scaling of FFTs is sub-optimal, what is more relevant for us is the scaling of
1 PM step that involves other operations in addition to FFTs. Thus, next we turn to the
scaling of generating initial conditions (ICs) for the cosmological simulation. Our ICs are
generated as first-order LPT displacements (Zeldovich displacements) [261]. Schematically,
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the operations involved in this are outlined in Algorithm 4. It provides a natural test
since this step involves all the operations that enter a single PM step i.e. kick, drift, force
evaluation and interpolation.

Algorithm 4 Generating IC

procedure Gen-IC(N, pk)
g ⇐ sample 3D normal random field of size N
δL ⇐ Scale g by power spectrum pk
F ⇐ Estimate force at grid-points from δL i.e. Force
d⇐ Scale F to obtain displacement
X ⇐ Displace particles with d, i.e. Drift
V ⇐ Scale to obtain velocity of particles i.e. Kick
δ ⇐ Interpolate particles at X to obtain density
return δ

end procedure

We establish the scaling for this step in Fig. 6.7 for both the implementations in FlowPM,
the single mesh as well as pyramid scheme. Firstly, note that since this step combines compu-
tationally intensive operations (like interpolation) with communication intensive operations
(like FFT), the scaling for a PM step generally has the desirable slope with the timings
improving as we increase the number of processes. There is, however, still a communication
overhead as we move from GPUs on a single node to multi-nodes (see for grid size of 128).
Secondly, as expected, given the increase in number of operations for the pyramid scheme as
compared to single-mesh implementation the single-mesh implementation is more efficient
for small grids. However its scaling is poorer than the pyramid scheme which is ∼ 20% faster
for grid size of N = 1024.

In Fig. 6.8, we compare this implementation with the python implementation. We find
that FlowPM is alteast 10x faster than FastPM for the same number of processes, across all
sizes (except the combination of smallest grid and largest mesh size). Moreover, since the
both FlowPM and FastPM benefit with increasing the number of processes, we expect that
it will be hard to beat the performance of FlowPM with simply increasing the number of
processes in FastPM.

6.7 Example application: Reconstruction of initial

conditions

With the turn of the decade, the next generation of cosmological surveys will probe in-
creasingly smaller scales, over the largest volumes, with different cosmological probes. As
a result, there is a renewed interest in developing forward modeling approaches and simu-
lations based inference techniques to optimally extract and combine information from these
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Figure 6.7: Scaling for generating initial conditions with 2nd order LPT in Mesh-Tensorflow for
different grid sizes and number of process. Different symbols indicate different layout for computa-
tional mesh, with legends indicating the number of splits along x-direction. The scaling of pyramid
scheme is shown in orange and a single mesh implementation is shown in green.

surveys. Differentiable simulators such as FlowPM will make these approaches tractable in
high-dimensional data spaces of cosmology and hence play an important role in the analysis
of these future surveys. One such approach that we have discussed in the previous chapters
is reconstructing the initial conditions of the Universe (s) from the late-time observations
(d) [247, 120, 211, 156, 206] and here we demonstrate the efficacy of FlowPM in doing so.

To review the approach in brief, we approach this reconstruction in a forward model
Bayesian framework [211, 156, 159]. We forward model (F) the observations of interest from
the initial conditions of the Universe (s) and compare them with the observed data (d) under
a likelihood model - L(d|s). This can be combined with the Gaussian prior on the initial
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Figure 6.8: Compare the LPT timings for FlowPM in Mesh-Tensorflow and python-FastPM. Dif-
ferent layouts and schemes for Mesh-TF implementation follow the legend of Fig. 6.7.

modes to write the corresponding posterior - P(s|d). This posterior is either optimized to
get a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate of the initial conditions, or alternatively it can
be explored with sampling methods as in [120]. However in either approach, given the multi-
million dimensionality of the observations, it is necessary to use gradient based approaches
for optimization and sampling and hence a differentiable forward model is necessary. Particle
mesh simulations evolving the initial conditions to the final matter field will form the first part
of these forward models for most cosmological observables of interest. With the two examples
used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, here we demonstrate how the inbuilt differentiability and
interfacing of FlowPM with TensorFlow makes developing such approaches natural.
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Reconstruction from Dark Matter

In the first toy problem, consider the reconstruction of the initial matter density field (s)
from the final Eulerian dark matter density field (d = δe) as an observable. While the 3D
Eulerian dark matter field is not observed directly in any survey, and weak lensing surveys
only allow us probe the projected matter density field, this problem is illustrative in that
the forward model is only the PM simulation i.e. F = FlowPM with the modeled density
field δm = F(s). We will include more realistic observation and complex modeling in the
next example.

We assume a Gaussian uncorrelated data noise with constant variance σ2 in configuration
space. Then, the negative log-posterior of the initial conditions is:

P =
(δe − δm)2

2σ2
+

1

2
s†S−1s (6.12)

where the first term is the negative Gaussian log-likelihood and the second term is the
negative Gaussian log-prior on the initial conditions with the variance (power spectrum) S
in the Fourier space.

To reconstruct the initial conditions, we need to minimize the negative log-posterior Eq.
6.12. The snippet of Mesh-TensorFlow code for such a reconstruction using TF Estimator
API [51] is outlined in Listing 6.2. In the interest of brevity, we have skipped variable names
and dimension declarations, data I/O and other setup code and included only the logic
directly relevant to reconstruction. Using Estimators allows us to naturally reuse the entire
machinery of TensorFlow including but not limited to monitoring optimization, choosing
from various inbuilt optimization algorithms, restarting optimization from checkpoints and
others. As with other Estimator APIs, the reconstruction code can be split into three
components with minimal functions as -

• recon model : this generates the graph for the forward model using FlowPM from
variable linear field (initial conditions) and metrics to optimize for reconstruction

• model fn : this creates the train and predict specs for the TF Estimator API, with the
train function performing the gradient based updates

• main : this calls the estimator to perform and evaluate reconstruction

1 def recon_model(mesh , data , x0):

2 ... setup code ...

3 #Define initial conditions as variable

4 var=mtf.get_variable(mesh ,’linear ’, shape , tf.constant_initializer(x0)

)

5 #Forward model here with FlowPM

6 model=FLOWPM(var , ...)

7 #Define metrics for loss

8 chisq=mtf.reduce_sum (((model -data)/sigma)^2)

9 prior=mtf.reduce_sum(r2c(var)^2/ power)
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10 loss =chisq + prior

11 return var , model , loss

12

13 def model_fn(x0 , data , mode , params):

14 ... setup code ...

15 var , model , loss=recon_model(mesh , data , x0)

16 #Construct optimizer for reconstruction

17 if mode == tf.estimator.ModeKeys.TRAIN:

18 var_grads=mtf.gradients ([loss],[v.outputs

19 for v in graph.trainable_variables ])

20 optimizer=mtf.optimize.AdamOptimizer (0.1)

21 update_ops=optimizer.apply_grads( var_grads , graph.

trainable_variables)

22 #Lower mesh tensorflow variables and ops

23 lowering=mtf.Lowering(graph ,{mesh:mesh_impl })

24 tf_init=lowering.export_to_tf_tensor(var)

25 tf_model=lowering.export_to_tf_tensor(model)

26 tf_loss=lowering.export_to_tf_tensor(loss)

27 #If predict , return current reconstruction

28 if mode == tf.estimator.ModeKeys.PREDICT:

29 tf.summary.scalar("loss", tf_loss)

30 predictions ={"ic":tf_init ,"data":tf_data}

31 return tf.estimator.EstimatorSpec(mode=tf.estimator.ModeKeys.

PREDICT ,predictions=predictions)

32 #If train , optimize for reconstruction

33 if mode == tf.estimator.ModeKeys.TRAIN:

34 tf_up_op =[ lowering.lowered_operation(op) for op in update_ops]

35 train_op=tf.group(tf_up_op)

36 ... checkpoint hooks ...

37 return tf.estimator.EstimatorSpec(tf.estimator.ModeKeys.TRAIN ,

loss=tf_loss , train_op=train_op)

38

39 def main():

40 ... setup code ...

41 #Define estimator for reconstruction

42 def input_fn ():

43 return x0 , datafea

44 recon_estimator = tf.estimator.Estimator(model_fn=model_fn ,model_dir

=./tmp/)

45 # Train (Reconstruct)

46 recon_estimator.train(input_fn=input_fn , max_steps =100)

47 #and evaluate model.

48 eval_results = recon_estimator.predict(input_fn=input_fn)["ic"]

Listing 6.2: Code to reconstruct the initial conditions from the observed matter density field with
FlowPM and TensorFlow Estimator API

We show the results of this reconstruction in Fig. 6.9 and 6.10. Here, the forward model
is a 5-step PM simulation in a 400 Mpc/h box on 1283 grid with force resolution of 1.
In addition to gradient based optimization outlined in Listing 6.2, we implement adiabatic
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methods as described in [88, 156, 159] to assist reconstruction of large scales. We skip those
details here in the code for the sake of simplicity, but they are included straightforwardly in
this API as a part of recon model and training spec.

Figure 6.9: Compare the LPT timings for FlowPM in Mesh-Tensorflow and python-FastPM. Dif-
ferent layouts and schemes for Mesh-TF implementation follow the legend of Fig. 6.7.

We compare our results with the previous reconstruction code in python based on FastPM,
vmad5 and abopt6 (henceforth referred to as FastPM reconstruction). Both the reconstruc-
tions follow same adiabatic optimization scheduled to converge large scales as described in
[156, 88]. FastPM reconstruction (blue in Fig. 6.10) uses gradient descent algorithm with
single step line-search. Every iteration (including gradient evaluation and linesearch) taking
roughly ∼ 4.6 seconds on 4 nodes i.e. 128 cores on Cori Haswell at NERSC. We recon-
structed for 500 steps, uptil the large scales converged, in total wall-clock time of ∼ 2300
seconds. In comparison, for FlowPM reconstruction (orange curves in Fig. 6.10) we take
advantage of different algorithms in-built in TensorFlow and use Adam [126] optimization
with initial learning rate of 0.01, without any early stopping or tolerance. Every adiabatic

5https://github.com/rainwoodman/vmad
6https://github.com/bccp/abopt
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Figure 6.10: Compare the LPT timings for FlowPM in Mesh-Tensorflow and python-FastPM.
Different layouts and schemes for Mesh-TF implementation follow the legend of Fig. 6.7.

optimization step run for 100 iterations. With every iteration taking ∼ 1.1 seconds on a
single Cori GPU and 500 iterations for total optimization clocked in at ∼ 550 seconds in
wallclock time. These numbers, except time per iteration, will likely change with a different
learning rate and optimization algorithm and we have not explored these in detail for this
toy example.

In Fig. 6.9, we show the true initial and data field along with the reconstructed initial
field by both codes. In Fig 6.10, we show the cross correlation and transfer function between
the reconstructed and true initial fields (solids) as well as the final data field (dashed). While
it appears as FlowPM reconstructs initial field better than FastPM, this is primarily due to
poor convergence of gradient descent. FastPM reconstruction can be improved and made
comparable to FlowPM if we instead use L-BFGS algorithm with little increase in wall clock
of time, up to 4.8 seconds per iteration.

Reconstruction from Halos with a Neural Network model

In the next example, we consider a realistic case of reconstruction of the initial conditions
from dark matter halos under a more complex forward model. Dark matter halos and their
masses are not observed themselves. However they are a good proxy for galaxies which
are the primary tracers observed in large scale structure surveys, since they capture the
challenges posed by galaxies as a discrete, sparse and biased tracer of the underlying matter
field. Traditionally, halos are modeled as a biased version of the Eulerian or Lagrangian
matter and associated density field [221, 148, 206]. To better capture the discrete nature
of the observables at the field level, [156] proposed using neural networks to model the
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halo masses and positions from the Eulerian matter density field. Here we replicate their
formalism and reconstruct the initial conditions from the halo mass field as observable.

As outlined in Chapter 4 [156], the output of PM simulation is supplemented with two
pre-trained fully connected networks, NNp and NNm, to predict a mask of halo positions
and estimates of halo masses at every grid point. These are then combined to predict a halo-
mass field (MNN) that is compared with the observed halo-mass field (Md) upto a pre-chosen
number density. The heuristic likelihood for the data inspired from the log-normal scatter
of halo masses with respect to observed stellar luminosity and validated against simulations
in 4.14

L =
µ+ log(MR

d +M0)− log(MR
NN +M0))

2σ2
(6.13)

where M0 is a constant varied over iterations to assist with optimization, MR are mass-fields
smoothed with a Gaussian of scale R and µ and σ are mass-dependent mean and standard
deviations of the log-normal error model estimated from simulations.

The code snippet in Listing 6.3 modifies the code in 6.2 by including these pre-trained
neural networks NNp and NNm in the forward model to supplement FlowPM. It also demon-
strates how to include associated variables like M0 in the recon model function that can be
updated with ease over iterations to modify the model and optimization.

1

2 def recon_model(mesh , data , x0 , M0):

3 ... setup code and load pre-trained variables of NN ...

4 #Define initial conditions as variable

5 var=mtf.get_variable(mesh ,’linear ’, shape , tf.constant_initializer(x0)

)

6 #Forward model here with FlowPM

7 final_field=FLOWPM(var , ...)

8 #Supplement FlowPM with NN models

9 position= NNp(field_field)

10 mass= NNm(final_field)

11 model=position*mass

12 #Define metrics for loss

13 chisq=mtf.reduce_sum (((mu + mtf.log(model+M0)-mtf.log(data+M0))/sigma)

^2)

14 prior=mtf.reduce_sum(r2c(var)^2/ power)

15 loss =chisq + prior

16 return var , model , loss

17

18 def model_fn(ft , data , mode , params):

19 ... setup code ...

20 var , model , loss=recon_model(mesh , data , ft[’x0’], ft[’M0’])

21 ... same as Listing 6.2 from here ...

22

23 def main():

24 ... setup code ...

25 #Estimator with dict input
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26 def input_fn ():

27 ft={’x0’:x0 , ’M0’:M0}

28 return ft , data

29 ... same as Listing 6.2 from here ...

30 recon_estimator = tf.estimator.Estimator(model_fn=model_fn ,model_dir

=./tmp/)

31 # Train (Reconstruct)

32 recon_estimator.train(input_fn=input_fn , max_steps =100)

33 #and evaluate model.

34 eval_results = recon_estimator.predict(input_fn=input_fn)["ic"]

Listing 6.3: Update Listing 6.2 to include neural networks in the forward model and associated
variables to be changed over iterations of reconstruction

We again compare the results for FastPM and FlowPM reconstruction with the same
configuration as before in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12. Here, the data is halo mass field with number
density 10−3 on a 1283 grid for a 400 Mpc/h box. At this resolution and number density,
only 17.5% of grid points are non-zero, indicating the sparsity of our data. The forward
model is a 5 step FastPM simulation followed by two layer fully connected networks with
total 5000 and 600 weights respectively (see [156] for details). The position network takes in
non-local features as a flattened array that can also be implemented as a convolution kernel
of size 3 in TensorFlow. Both the codes reconstruct the initial conditions equally well at
the level of cross-correlation. However the transfer functions for both the reconstruction is
quite different. [211, 156, 112] discuss simulation based methods to correct the reconstructed
transfer function, but we do not discuss them here since it is beyond the scope and not the
main point of this work.

In addition to the ease of implementing reconstruction in FlowPM, the most significant
gain of FlowPM is in terms of the speed of iteration. The time taken for 1 FlowPM iteration
is ∼ 1.7 second while time taken for 1 iteration in FastPM reconstruction in ∼ 15 seconds.
The huge increase in time for FastPM iterations as compared to FlowPM is due to the
python implementation of single convolution kernel and its gradients as required by the
neural network bias model, which is very efficiently implemented in TensorFlow. Due to
increased complexity of forward model, gradient descent with line search does not converge
at all. Thus we use LBFGS optimization for FastPM reconstruction and it takes roughly 450
iterations. FlowPM implementation, with Adam algorithm as before, does 100 iterations
at every step and totals to 1500 iterations since we do not include early stopping. As a
result, FlowPM implementation takes roughly 30 minutes on a single GPU while FastPM
reconstruction takes roughly 2 hours on 128 processes.

6.8 Conclusion

In this work, we present FlowPM - a cosmological N-body code implemented in Mesh-
TensorFlow for GPU-accelerated, distributed, and differentiable simulations to tackle the
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Figure 6.11: Compare the LPT timings for FlowPM in Mesh-Tensorflow and python-FastPM.
Different layouts and schemes for Mesh-TF implementation follow the legend of Fig. 6.7.

unprecedented modeling and analytic challenges posed by the next generation of cosmological
surveys.

FlowPM implements FastPM scheme as the underlying particle-mesh gravity solver, with
gravitational force estimated with 3D Fourier transforms. For distributed computation, we
use Mesh-TensorFlow as our model parallelism framework which gives us full flexibility in
determining the computational layout and distribution of our simulation. To overcome the
bottleneck of large scale distributed 3D FFTs, we propose and implement a novel multi-grid
force computation scheme based on image pyramids. We demonstrate that without any fine
tuning, this method is able to achieve sub-percent accuracy while reducing the communi-
cation data-volume by a factor of 64x. At the same time, given the GPU accelerations,
FlowPM is 4-20x faster than the corresponding python FastPM simulation depending on the
resolution and compute distribution.

However the main advantage of FlowPM is the differentiability of the simulation and nat-
ural interfacing with deep learning frameworks. Built entirely in TensorFlow, the simulations
are differentiable with respect to every component. This allows for development of novel an-
alytic methods such as simulations based inference and reconstruction of cosmological fields,
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Figure 6.12: Compare the LPT timings for FlowPM in Mesh-Tensorflow and python-FastPM.
Different layouts and schemes for Mesh-TF implementation follow the legend of Fig. 6.7.

that were hitherto intractable due to the multi-million dimensionality of these problems. We
demonstrate with two examples, providing the logical code-snippets, how FlowPM makes
the latter straightforward by using TensorFlow Estimator API to do optimization in 1283

dimensional space. It is also able to naturally interface with machine learning frameworks
as a part of the forward model in this reconstruction. Lastly, due to its speed, it is able
to achieve comparable accuracy to FastPM based reconstruction in 5 times lower wall-clock
time, and 640 times lower computing time.

FlowPM is open-source and we have made it publicly available on our Github repo
at https://github.com/modichirag/flowpm. We provide example code to do forward PM
evolution with single-grid and multi-grid force computation. We also provide code for the
reconstruction with both the examples demonstrated in the chapter. We hope that this will
encourage the community to use this novel tool and develop scientific methods to tackle the
next generation of cosmological surveys.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the upcoming decade, the 3D density field of our cosmos will be mapped with the largest
imaging surveys, making large scale structures of the Universe a leading probe of cosmology.
To realize their potential, we need to develop analytic and computational methods that
will maximize the information extracted from all scales probed by these surveys. This
requires tackling the challenges of large amounts of data and ability to systematically combine
multiple probes while correctly accounting for the non-linearities and non-Gaussianities of
the signal.

In this thesis, we have developed a formalism to maximize the cosmological information
extracted from the nonlinear regime by reconstructing cosmological fields in a forward model
framework. We focus on forward modeling since they are the most promising ways to jointly
model different cosmological observations from the same initial conditions of the Universe,
including their individual systematic biases and noise. While this approach can be compu-
tationally expensive, we are assisted in this by computational and algorithmic advances of
the past decade as well as development in machine learning techniques.

A necessary ingredient for our approach is the differentiability of the forward model and
we develop them for different cosmological probes in Chapter 2. We show that particle
mesh simulations which evolve dark matter under gravitational interaction and form the
first step of any LSS model are differentiable. Most LSS surveys observe biased tracers
of the dark matter field and for them, we develop a Lagrangian bias model at the field
level that reduces stochasticity over other Eulerian and Lagrangian bias models. Primary
observable for imaging surveys are galaxies, which are not only biased but discrete and hence
inherently non-differentiable. Thus we propose a new neural network framework to model
halo properties such as position and mass. It takes in dark matter properties as the input
and outputs quantities such as the probability of finding a halo at a given position and the
halo mass, outperforming traditional bias model.

We lay out our new approach for the analysis of LSS in Chapter 3. We reconstruct
the initial density field of the Universe by maximizing their posterior, given the likelihood
of the observed data under the forward model. However this reconstructed map typically
has millions of data points and contains too much information to be useful on its own. To
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circumvent this, we also construct a power spectrum estimator for the map which is the
summary statistic containing all the information for a field of Gaussian initial modes. In
chapter 4, we combine this approach with neural network model to reconstruct the initial
density field from dark matter halos. We show that for upcoming surveys such as DESI,
our formalism reconstructs Baryon Acoustic Oscillations better than standard reconstruction
methods by over 20% in real space, and a factor of few in redshift space.

Forward modeling makes our approach quite versatile and allows us to go beyond simply
reconstructing initial field and overcome the challenges posed by non-linearity and non-
Gaussianity of the observables. With neutral hydrogen intensity mapping in Chapter 5 ,
we show how this can also be used to recover lost information in the observed data. We
reconstruct the large scale modes lost in the 21-cm maps due to orders of magnitude brighter
foregrounds. This reconstructed field allows us to achieve otherwise infeasible science goals
such as cross-correlation analysis with CMB lensing and photometric surveys like LSST and
realize the potential of 21-cm intensity mapping to probe the high redshift Universe.

Ultimately, with the necessity to jointly model multiple cosmological probes and push to
increasingly non-linear scales for upcoming LSS surveys, we expect the methods developed
here to superseed the traditional data analysis methods in cosmology. However develop-
ing fast, efficient differentiable simulations to model the unprecedented scales and dynamic
range of these surveys is still challenging. We take first steps in this direction in Chapter
6 by developing FlowPM - a TensorFlow implementation of distributed N-Body PM solver.
Written entirely in TensorFlow, these simulations are GPU-accelerated and hence faster than
CPU-based PM simulations. A bottleneck for large scale distributed PM simulations is dis-
tributed 3D FFTs for estimating force in PM simulations. We overcome this by developing a
novel multi-grid scheme for force estimation. The key advantage of FlowPM is its end-to-end
differentiability. This allows for development of novel analytic methods such as simulations
based inference and reconstruction of cosmological fields. At the same time, they encode
the exact underlying dynamics for gravitational evolution (within a PM scheme), while still
leaving room for natural synthesis with cutting edge machine learning components to develop
hybrid simulations, which can complement by learning the sub-grid and non-gravitational
dynamics not included in PM gravity solver cosmological simulations.

We thus hope that the methodological, algorithmic and computational tools developed
in this thesis will assist the community in realizing the full potential of the next generation
of cosmological surveys.
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